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From the perspective of language production, the production of noun phrases

has frequently been described analytically through observations of syntax,

and pragmatically at discourse level. This thesis applies optimality Theory to

the study of noun phrase forms, in an attempt to draw together analytic and

pragmatic considerations. Syntactic analysis begins with an examination of

phrase structure, but ends with a functional perspective that is no longer tied

to any particular syntactic theory. Semantic principles affect syntax even at

the sentence level. 'When 
noun phrase behaviour in discourse is considered,

pragmatic factors also exert an influence. These pragmatic factors offer a

ready classification of established principles. The analysis is eventually ap-

plied to the operations of discourse functions, where observable pragmatic

phenomena like discourse topic have frequently been studied as part of syn-

tax. The result is not only a analysis of a specific process, but also an interpre-

tation of the syntax-semantics interface as an interaction of constraints, and

an argument against the independence of linguistic modules.

Abstract
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The development of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993) provides a unique op-

portunity to study the interaction between different linguistic processes. The analytical

study of languages has been both assisted and restricted by its division into modules, with

one module responsible for phonology, another for syntax, and so on. The value of this sep-

aration is its reduction of a large and inscrutable problem - the study of language - into

more comprehensible subdomains. The detrimental result is that each domain has grown its

own theories, with their own terminologies and analyses, that often resist interaction with

the other domains. When linguistic evidence requires closer communication, new theories

are assigned to the interfaces between these modules, often with their own symbols, rules,

and levels of representation. The situation becomes even murkier when parallel studies of

language phenomena, such as the processes of language learning, are examined.

Chapter 1 : lntroduction

Optimality Theory offers a method of analysis that mediates these conflicting issues. It pro-

vides, first of all, a notational convenience that permits observations in different domains

to be encoded using a single specification, the constraint. The same rich variety of proper-

ties that may be expressed in rule-based systems can also be expressed using constraints.

By permitting constraints to be ranked relative to each other, interactions between behav-

iours both within a domain and across domains can be encoded.
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A new notation is not the only motivation for the use of Optimality Theory. It also provides

a different explanatory style than conventional rule-based approaches. These grammars fol-

low a model where a particular input is manipulated in a variety of ways, passed along from

module to module, until one or more final output forms are produced. Optimality Theory

instead examines a set of potential candidates, and selects one as being preferred over the

others. This optimal candidate is the output of the grammar.

This thesis will examine the application of Optimality Theory to a particular problem, the

selection of noun phrase forms in both sentence and discourse contexts. Rather than an in-

depth study of every possible NP form and the situations in which they occur, this study

will instead focus on elementary categories: full lexical NPs, pronouns, and reflexives. The

goal is not to construct a complete picture of the behaviour of NPs, but instead to explore

the relationship between syntactic and pragmatic motivations in this particular subset of a

larger grammar. The intent is to provide a model of the syntax-semantic interface in which

the constraints that apply at sentence level are provoked by the same concerns as those that

apply to discourse.

1 .1 . Opln¡nltry THrony: A Bnlgr DrscntploN

Optimality Theory as an analytical methodology consists of a number of necessary compo-

nents that are required to select a language-specific output given a particular input. The first

component, Gen, is a function that generates a set, possibly infinite, of potential output can-

didates from the input. Each of these candidates is considered by a second function, Eval,

which evaluates the potential candidates and selects one (or more, as will be discussed lat-
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er). This selection is made by testing the application of a number of output constraints

against each candidate. The candidate that best satisfies these constraints is considered op-

timal, and is the output of Eval.

These components act according to four hallmark principles, described by McCarthy and

Prince (1993). The first is that constraints must be violable: the selected candidate may vi-

olate one or more constraints, but these violations will be minimal. The second principle is

constraint ranking. Violations of lower-ranked constraints are more acceptable than viola-

tions of higher-ranked constraints. Constraint ranking is a language-specific parameter;

while the same set of constraints may apply cross-linguistically, their relative ranking ac-

counts for differences in their application. Inclusiveness, the third principle, requires that

the Gen component be motivated only by structural well-formedness, and thus produce a

wide variety of candidates for consideration. The final principle, parallelism, allows all of

the candidates to be considered across the entire hierarchy of ranked constraints. Of these

four properties, the first two are considered the most fundamental. The next section will dis-

cuss some assumptions made in this thesis as to exactly how some of these properties will

be applied.

The application of Gen and Eval according to these principles is illustrated in the following

diagram.



(1)

Gen

/
//
-___->

\

irtput

candidate I __Þ

Candidate 2 ----->

candidate 3 __Þ

Candidate N ----->

From the given input, Gen produces N potential output candidates. These are evaluated in

parallel by the M output constraints CoNsrnl...CottsrnM. Eval evaluates the candidates

according to the constraint hierarchy CoNsrnl >> CoNsrR2>> ... >> CoNstRM, meaning

that Corusrnl is highest-ranked while CoNsrnM is lowest-ranked. In this ranking,

CoNsrnl "dominates" CoNSTR2, and is represented in Coivsrnl >> CoNsrR2 using the >>

symbol. An asterisk under a constraint name marks a violation of that constraint. Multiple

asterisks indicate multiple violations, where a particular candidate violates a constraint

once for each asterisk. Candidates that violate higher-ranked constraints will still be con-

sidered by lower-ranked constraints, and violations may be noted, but non-optimal candi-

dates will not be output by Eval. This is illustrated in the diagram with a lack of arrows

following afatal violatiott - one that excludes a candidate from consideration. The candi-

date that produces the least number of violations of higher-ranked constraints is the output.

Eval

Since this representation of the processes of Gen and Eval is somewhat awkward, the ap-

plication of constraints is usually illustrated in a table, as in the following example.



(2)

a. * Candidate I

b.e-Candidate 2

input

c. x Candidate 3

In this table, ungrammatical candidates are marked with an initial asterisk, and the optimal

candidate is indicated by the pointer. The exclamation point follows an asterisk that marks

a fatal violation. This table provides the same information as (l), except in a more compact

form.

d. * Candidate N

CoNSTRI CoNsTR2

xl*

't!

1.2. A CnrnlocuE oF Assulr¡ploNs

CoNSTRM

Beyond this standard set of concepts that make up Optimality Theory, there are a variety of

available options that must be considered. The first is the operation of Gen, which is usu-

ally defined in a domain-specific fashion. Although the theory specifies that Gen produces

an infinite variety of candidates that the constraints may consider, the application of OT to

syntax often considers an alternative. The available candidates are the set of all possible

syntactic projections from the lexical heads that form the input to Gen, whose legality is

subject to the rules of X-bar theory (Grimshaw 1997). Since this thesis is only concerned

with a particular function, the distribution of NP forms, the mechanism used to construct

grammatical structures is not a concern. For the elements in question, Gen can be consid-

+

:i<

{.{. I
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ered to produce all candidates where those NP roles are filled or intentionally left empty.

This will be discussed fur-ther in Section 1.4, where the input to Gen will be examined.

Another open question is the degree to which constraints apply simultaneously, as opposed

to separately within different modules of the grammar. That is, does constraint interaction

produce a surface fotm, or does it produce a sequence that is used as input to another layer

of constraints? As mentioned earlier, this thesis is primarily a study of the relationship be-

tween syntax and discourse' two entities often encoded in different modules, and how con-

straint interaction encodes that relationship. The proposed constraints will necessarily co-

exist within a single hierarchy' They will also apply only once ro a particular input; thar is,

they are not cyclical. While it is outside the scope of this study to examine the interaction

between all levels of grammar, a later chapter will briefly include some examples where

moryhology also intersects with these rules. This favours the interpretation of oT where all

constraints exist at a single level.

one type of situation that poses a potential difficulty for or is rhe ability of languages ro

produce utterances that do not differ in meaning, but only in surface form. An example is

the use of the complementjser that in English.

(3) a. Charlie said I he was rired. ]
b. Charlie said I that he was tired. ]

The presence or absence of the complementiser does not convey any additional information

to the listener; the two sentences in (3) are said to be in free variationwith each other. Four

explanations that are compatible with oT exist for this situation. The first two related ap-
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proaches assume that the selection is made by the speaker as paft of the input to the gram-

mar. In one case, the optional element is included overtly along with the rest of the input;

this analysis would be compatible with the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1gg5),where in-

put consists of a pool of lexical items. If the complementiser that were desired in the output,

it would appear in the input. A possible variation of this notion would be to include a feature

in the input, such as [*comp], instead of a lexical item. If [+comp] appears in the input,

the tendency would be to select a structure that permits the overt complementiser (Bakovic

& Keer 2000).

The other two related explanations for the problem of free variation involve the notion of a

constraint "tie". In these cases, the same input produces both of the outputs from (3). In the

version of this explanation favoured by Grimshaw (1997), these two candidates would both

be selected because no constraints would differentiate between them. They would both re-

ceive exactly the same number of violations of the same set of constraints, making neither

more optimal than the other. The other possibility is that two candidates in (3) produce

equal violations of different constraints; however, the constraints that would select between

the two alternatives are equally ranked (Pesetsky 1998). In other words, the first approach

means that candidates tie because of an identical set of constraint violations, while the sec-

ond implies that the candidates each have an equal number of violations of tied constraints.

While it would be satisfying to select one of these alternatives to the exclusion of all others,

there is a fundamental difference between them. The first two options suggest that the

speaker, by way of the input, selects one of the output forms in a predetermined fashion. In

the other two solutions, the grammar makes no distinction between the quality of the can-
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didates, and is Llnconcerned with the eventual selection of one over the other. Only the latter

expresses truly free variation, from the point of view of the grammar. Thus, the choice is

reduced to the question of whether or not the observed variation is actually "free". When

there is some way of distinguishing between the candidates based on the inputs that pro-

duced them, there will be some factor, such as the presence or absence of a feature, that will

produce differing sets of constraint violations. If there is no evidence to suggest any reason

for the variation, and it does appear to occur freely, then a constraint tie will be offered as

an explanation. In that case, there may in fact be a reason to distinguish between the candi-

dates that has not been considered; I will consider analyses that offer this explanation to be

a theoretical convenience rather than an argument in favour of free variation.

Given the nature of constraints that will be developed in the next chapter with respect to

economy, any instances of free variation cannot be explained by identical sets of constraint

violations. Situations where no feature of the input is available to distinguish between can-

didates will necessarily appeal to the notion of constraint ties to select multiple optimal can-

didates. In some languages, a group of two or more constraints may be ranked in a

particular order, while in other languages, those same constraints may be equally ranked to

express free variation that occurs only in those languages.

Finally, there is one more issue that will be left open to inte¡pretation. Some constraints de-

veloped in the course of this thesis will be labelled as "inviolable". This is an apparent con-

tradiction to the notion that constraints in OT are necessarily violable. There is, however,

some justification for describing constraints in this fashion. First of all, these constraints are

always highly-ranked, meaning that they are not outranked by other constraints that apply
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in the same circumstances. It may simply be the case that any candidate that violates such

a consttaint will necessarily be suboptimal to an alternative candidate that does not violate

that constraint. A second possibility is that there exists data in other languages that will in

fact oblige a violation of one of these "inviolable" constraints. I have made an effort to in-

dicate the situations where this may occur, although I am not always able to provide con-

clusive evidence. The third option is that such constraints may not in fact be a constraint at

all, but a property of Gen. Candidates that violate these constraints may never be generated

for consideration. I resist selecting this option because the more work that Gen is required

to do, the more rule-based the grammar becomes. The final possibility is that the constraint

is not in fact a single monolithic inviolable constraint, but the product of two or more equal-

ly ranked simple and violable constraints. For example, given the constraint CONSTRAINTI,

labelled as inviolable, the following table may be produced.

(4)

a. c=Candidate I

b. x Candidate 2

The first two candidates satisfy the inviolable constraint, and are thus both valid for con-

sideration by lower-ranked candidates. One is only chosen over the other because of a vio-

lation of a lower-ranked constraint. However, CoNstReNTl may be re-written as two

equally-ranked violable constraints, CoNSTRAINTIA and CoNstRAINTIB, specified in such

away that either one or the other or both would always be violated.

c. x Candidate 3

Input CoNSrRRlNrl CONSTRAINT2

xf

,¡!



(5)

a. eCandidate 1

b. * Candidate 2

c. 'F Candidate 3

Input

Now, both of the first two candidates violate one of these constraints, making them both

optimal, until the lower-ranked CoNsTRAINT2 is considered. The third candidate is ruled

out because it violates both of these higher-ranked constraints. Where evidence is available

to suggest this is the best solution, I have re-written inviolable constraints in this fashion.

In some cases, I have indicated that there is evidence to suggest this option, but I have not

been able to explore it; in these cases, I have not simplified the "inviolable" constraint.

Co¡rsrRnrNrl,q

,b

CoNsrRnrNrle

1.3. A SuRVEY oF THE Don¡nIru

.Þ

Since this thesis explores a somewhat wide range of topics in both syntax and discourse

phenomena, it draws on a variety of sources from various fields. This is chiefly a work in

analytical linguistics. In addition to already-cited work in Optimality Theory, primary

sources include the works of Chomsky ( 1995) and Bresnan ( 1982). Since the ropic of inter-

est is the distribution of noun phrase forms, work in that area such as Dalrymple (1gg3),

Fox (1987), and Reinhart and Reuland (1993) is frequently cited. Existing studies like

Samek-Lodovici (1996) that examine the application of Optimality Theory to this ropic are

also referred to.

t0

CorusrRarru12

xl

r. I
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In order to establish the relationships across domains, studies in functional linguistics

(Givón 1983) and pragmatics (Levinson 1991, Huang 2000) also figure prominently in

some chapters. Analytical studies of discourse (Erteschik-Shir 1997) provide a model for

the interaction between discourse and syntax.

Establishing the conditions under which certain linguistic constructions occur, particularly

those in discourse contexts, is not always possible when examining the production of a sin-

gle speaker. Where necessary, I have referred to work in cognitive psychology, psycholin-

guistics, and related fields. Of particular interest are the models of Chafe (1987) and

computational linguistics work in centring theory (Gordon et al. 1993, Grosz et al. 1995)

along with contrary analyses (Chambers and Smyth 1998).

I wish also to cite the work of several authors who have in part inspired my analysis, but

whose work is not directly referred to elsewhere in this study. Dong-Ik Choi (1997) has ap-

plied OT to a similar problem, but with different assumptions about the nature of con-

straints. Costa (1997) and Woolford (1999) have also studied arguments in OT, but focus

primarily on word order and case, respectively. Aissen (1999) has explored the relationship

between grammatical markedness and argument availability using OT in greater detail than

I have here.

1 .4. Tur lrupur PnoposAl

Considering the results of work in cognitive psychology in a study of linguistics provokes

a question of scope; specifically, what material is in the domain of psychology, and what
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should be of concern to a linguist? For the purposes of this work, as in most linguistic

works, the decision is to draw the line at the creativity of uttel'ances: material which can be

considered to be creatively constructed by the speaker is psychological, and only the form

is of concern to the linguist. More concretely, from the perspective of the syntax-semantics

intetface, the exact nature of the cognitive structures which generate an utterance is in the

domain of psychology. In a linguistic work, these structures may be abstracted so that only

input to the grammar need be specified.

Since only one element of the grammar is being studied here, the selection of noun phrase

forms, the input to the grammar will consist of well-formed constructions where NPs are

represented by variables. These variables will be denoted using letters from the Greek al-

phabet, to distinguish them from other elements in the input. It will be assumed that other

segments of the grammar, beyond the scope of this thesis, are responsible for producing

these well-formed constructions. They are also responsible for ensuring that the output is

grammatical once the NP forms have been selected, by appropriately dealing with morpho-

syntactic concerns such as agreement and case marking. No particular syntactic theory will

be specified for satisfying these requirements; this thesis will not select one such analysis

to the exclusion of all others. Moreover, the hypothesis that only a single round of OT con-

straints will be used to consider the candidates means that there are no intermediate struc-

tures available for analysis. The constraints can only apply to the direct translation between

input and "surface form".

Relationships between NPs at the sentence level will be explored to account for syntactic

restrictions placed upon them. Initially, these relationships will be described in terms of a
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phrase structural analysis, but will eventually be replaced with functional alternatives. It

will be assumed that these functional properties will be encoded somehow into the input,

as they would also be required to produce a well-formed output. When necessary, related

elements in inputs or output candidates will be grouped together with square brackets,

along with a description of the structural or functional unit that contains them.

When a referent is marked as a variable in the input, potential output candidates produced

by Gen will include every possible grammatical realisation of that referent. This could in-

clude a variety of full noun phrases, pronouns, reflexives, as well as variations such as null

pronouns. Candidates with any other realisations, such as lexical items from other gram-

matical categories or NPs referring to incorrect discourse participants, will be rejected.

Such rejections will not be justified in the text; they may be a result of violations to faith-

fulness constraints, or they may simply not be constructed by Gen at all. It will be assumed

that the grammar has access to all possible realisations of an NP as part of its capabilities.

The question of whether the list of realisations is an element of the input or an interface to

cognitive structures related to that referent will not be examined in this thesis. To make it

clear what referent a particular variable describes, the input will be followed by a set of

square brackets in which each variable is defined. For example:

(6) cx brought back a lousy Christmas tree. I cr = Charlie ]

Potential output candidates considered when (6) is the input would include a variety of sen-

tences where cr is replaced by NPs that may refer to Charlie, such as Charlie, he, himself ,

and the null pronounØ.Yariations on the full NP realisation are also possible, including

Charlie Brown and the blockhead. The choice between longer and shorter full NPs will
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only be briefly considered in a later chapter; for now, it may be assumed that a full NP re-

alisation would use the noun as described in the square brackets. Candidates where cr is re-

placed by other lexical items, such as Lucy, it, or him, would not be considered since

unspecified constraints or restrictions on Gen would eliminate them. The other NP in this

sentence, a lousy Christmas tree,would be produced in a similar fashion, but would only

be assigned a variable if it were relevant to the analysis.

When examining NP distribution at discourse level, the same input representation will be

used. However, it will be assumed that the grammar will also have access to information

about the status of the rcferent with respect to discourse context. The precise nature of this

information will be discussed in a later chapter, after an examination of existing research

into the behaviour of NPs in discourse.

The inputs consist of well-formed syntactic structures where only the realisation of NP

forms remains unresolved. The constraints that are developed here will be concerned with

the production of an appropriate output sentence by the speaker. Some work has been done

in Optimality Theory on noun phrase inte¡pretation (such as Hendriks and de Hoop 1999)

- the determination of the particular referent to which an anaphoric noun phrase refers. Pro-

duction and interpretation are distinct, in that production is the concern of the speaker,

while interpretation is a process undertaken by the Iistener. For a particular NP, the speaker

may be permitted the choice of one of several forms. The listener generally wants to select

a particular referent associated with that NP, although the choice may be affected by ambi-

guity. There is a relationship between the two concerns, in that the speaker generally in-
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tends the listener will understand their message, which is a source of some of the

restrictions on the choice of NP form.

1.5. Aru OvERVIEW

The next chapter will begin with an overview of existing grammatical models of restric-

tions on NP forms. They will be translated into constraints and then revised as necessary to

describe a wider range of data. The result will be a set of constraints that provide a certain

amount of descriptive adequacy, and begin to take into account pragmatic factors, but are

still dependent on particular phrase structure requirements.

Chapter 3 will re-examine the domains in which these constraints apply and attempt to re-

write them using conditions that are available as part of the input. This redefinition will be

independently motivated by observable evidence. The resulting constraint hierarchy will

still only apply at the sentence level, but there will be indications that the constraints may

in fact have wider scope.

Chapter 4 examines the distribution of NPs in discourse, from the perspective of several

existing models. These models will be synthesised into an analytical system dominated by

pragmatic principles. This system will allow for development of further constraints that ac-

count for a variety of examples found in discourse, as well as encompassing the constraints

developed previously. These constraints will include a set that account for certain results

observed in psycholinguistic studies.
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The fifth chapter will explore the relationship between the newly-developed constraints and

discourse processes, including the realisation of pronominals and discourse topic and focus.

Once again, constraints that account for this data will fall under the more general categories

established in Chapter 4.



Chapter 2. Grammatical Const raints

Before we can consider the constraints that motivate the choice of noun phrase forms in dis-

course, we must first examine how languages' grammars affect NP realisation. There are

grammatical restrictions on exactly what types of NP can appear in particular environ-

ments. In order to integrate these restrictions with discourse constraints, it is beneficial to

develop these constraints according to the principles of Optimality Theory. As we will see,

this motivation turns out to be favourable in other respects.

on Noun Phrases

This chapter will also examine the nature of the study of NPs within a sentence. I will make

an attempt to separate this analysis from the choice of underlying grammatical model as

much as possible. The ability to perform such a separation would support the hypothesis

that there are pragmatic factors, and not just arbitrary syntactic rules, that govern the con-

straints on NPs operating at the sentence level.

2.1 . Exlsrtruc GRAMMATTcAL Moorls

For the most part, the models of NP restrictions at the sentence level are considered a subset

of a larger grammatical theory. I will examine two such theories and their position on rules

17
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governing NPs. Both are concerned with sentence structure, but they differ in the choice of

structure they appeal to when considering NP forms.

The most frequently studied syntactic theory in linguistics is Chomsky's Government and

Binding theory (Chomsky 1981), including its descendant, the Minimalist Program (Chom-

sky 1995). In Government and Binding theory, a sentence is described by underlying struc-

tures that each represent a stage in the generation of the final output. Each level of the

derivation has a set of rules that can apply to transform the sentence structure for the next

level. The behaviour of noun phrases is the domain of a subset of this theory known as bind-

ing theory; it consists of a set of inviolable constraints that apply to the surface form (S-

Structure level) of a sentence to prevent the generation of ungrammatical sentences.

(1) Binding Theory
Condition A:An anaphor must be bound in its governing category.
Condition B:A pronominal must be free in its governing category.
Condition C:A fully referential expression must be free.

Since the theory is concerned with the phrase structure of a sentence, the terms "bound"

and "free" in (1) describe a structural state.

(2) a. u binds B if cr c-commands B and cx, B are coindexed;
b. if B is not bound, then B isfree.

The definition of c-command given by Chomsky (1995: 35) refers to a particular configu-

ration of two elements that co-exist in the same syntactic structure.

(3) C-command
u. c-commands þ if cr does not dominate B and every y that dominates o

dominates B.
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In a strictly binary-branching hierarchical structure constructed with generative principles

that limit non-terminal nodes in the structure from dominating more than one terminal

node, the c-command relationship is asymmetrical for terminal nodes. In this situation, it is

not possible to have one lexical item that both c-commands and is c-commanded by another

lexical item. Mutual c-command is possible between NPs when branching is not strictly bi-

nary, and in other circumstances, such as categories with multiple segments (Chomsky

1995: 177).

The final restriction that describes the application of these conditions is the phrase "in its

governing category". Conditions A and B apply to the relationships between anaphors or

pronouns and their antecedents within a particular syntactic sub-structure; Chomsky (1995:

95) defines this as "approximately the minimal clause containing the pronoun [or ana-

phor]". However, he has replaced this phrase with "in a local domain" in newer revisions

of binding theory, admitting that there are alternative non-structural approaches that can be

considered instead. We will see an example of one such approach in Section 2.5.

The other major syntactic model that I will consider is Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG),

as described by Bresnan and Kaplan (1982).In this model, a sentence is described by two

parallel structural representations, the constituent structure (c-structure), and the functional

structure (f-structure). The c-structure is a simplified phrase structure tree representing

only the surface form of a sentence. The grammatical functions underlying a sentence are

represented in its f-structure, which is rendered as a bicolumnar matrix; the left column lists

attributes, while the right column indicates their corresponding values, and may include re-

cursive matrix structures. An example of f-structure representation will be given later.
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The information contained in the two is distinct; the c-structure describes cross-linguistic

differences in the sutface form, and is interpreted by the phonological component of the

grammar. The f-structure is language-independent and semantically interpreted. Rules are

used to describe the correspondence between the two structures. Of primary importance to

the topic at hand is the notion that binding relationships can be described solely on the basis

of infomation in the f-structure (Dalrymple 1993: 101). For ourpurposes, then, the c-struc-

ture level is not relevant. The precise configuration of elements in f-structure, along with

the reason why we will consider LFG as an alternative to Government and Binding theory,

will be discussed in Section 2.6.

2.2. BlrrlotNc AND OplMALtry Tueony

The inviolable constraints that make up binding theory are an incongruous component of

the larger Government and Binding theory because it and its Minimalist Program descend-

ant are derivational in nature. The purpose of these constraints is to restrict the output that

may be produced by a derivation, unlike derivational rules, which are primarily concerned

with generating a grammatical output. The constraints on binding theory as formulated in

(l) are not entirely compatible with an optimality theoretic analysis of syntax either, since

they are neither ranked nor violable.

The Gen component of Optimality Theory is responsible for producing candidates, which

may be selected by counting constraint violations. When OT is applied to syntax as in

Grimshaw (1991), Gen constructs extended projections from an input of lexical heads and

their argument structures. Given a set of constraints that include at least the elements in ( 1),
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it is possible for the grammar, through Gen, to determine in certain instances whether an

expression should be an anaphor, a pronoun, or fully referential.

A first attempt at implementing this notion would be translation of binding theory con-

straints from (1) into OT constraints.

(4) a. BouNtANApHoR
An anaphor must be bound in its governing category.

b. Fn¡pPnoNoMINAL
A pronominal must be free in its governing category.

c. FneBRExpRESSIoN
A fully referential expression must be free

According to binding theory, a single violation of any of these constraints would be enough

to mark an output ungrammatical. To make these constraints inviolable, they should be

ranked higher than any violable constraints in the grammar. The three constraints are each

concerned with different NP forms in the output; since the domain of the three constraints

does not intersect, they do not need to be ranked relative to each other.

For example, in the production of the output Lucy¡ told herself¡ that she¡ could leave, the

only valid outputs are those that do not violate any of these constraints.



(5) Lucy¡ told herselt that she¡ could leave.

s told cr that cr could leave I cx = Lucy ]

a. * [ Lucy; I told Lucy¡ [., that Lucy;

b. r' I Lucyi I told her¡ [ce that she¡

c.€[ She¡ [ told herselfi [co rhat shel .

6.eILuc]¡ [ told herself¡ [6p that she¡

e. x I Lucy¡ [ told herself¡ [.p that herself; .

There are as yet no constraints that discount either (5c) or (5d); thus, both are marked as

valid output candidates.

BouN¡-
ANAPHoR

This analysis is not entirely satisfying. From a purely aesthetic point of view, the binding

constraints were developed long before Optimality Theory was proposed, and this attempt

at direct translation leaves a set of constraints that do not seem particularly compatible with

OT; they are not supposed to be violable, they are not subject to ranking, and they are not

particularly simple. More seriously, as will be shown later, they are in fact violable, which

makes it less imperative to keep them in their original monolithic form. And finally, their

intended purpose was to constrain the use of pronouns within the scope of a syntactic pro-

jection. I will instead propose an analysis built on a foundation that extends beyond sen-

tences to discourse.

FREE-

PRONOMINAL
FREE-

REXPRESSIoN
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2.3. CorusrRAtNTS AND ECOrrlOlr¡y

Burzio (1998) suggests the use of several interacting constraint hierarchies to describe the

behaviour of anaphora using violable constraints. Each hierarchy contains several simple,
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ranked constraints, which, when they interact with constraints from other hierarchies, can

duplicate the results of binding theory and explain a wider range of phenomena. The con-

straints that make up these hierarchies are still primarily designed to account for the behav-

iour of anaphora at the sentence level.

The constraint hierarchies that will determine the distribution of pronouns should respect

the tendency toward using the most reduced expression possible. This "economy of expres-

sion" is based not solely on minimal phonological realisation, but also on the desire to limit

the informativeness of the expression. It is inspired in part by the Gricean implicatures of

Quantity (Grice 1915) - to "make your contribution as informative as is required (for the

current purposes of the exchange)" but "do not make your contribution more informative

than is required". It also respects Givón's principle of coding material (1983: 18), which

limits the informativeness of a referent according to its predictability.

(6) 'rRExpR >> *PRowouN >> *RspLnxvp

a.

b.

c.

xRExpR

Avoid R-expressions.
xPRoNouN

Avoid pronouns.
xRgrLnxrvnl

Avoid reflexives

The first of these constraints, *RExPR, is aimed at using reduced noun phrases, including

pronouns, bound morphemes, and zero anaphora, instead of full NPs wherever possible. As

this is the most highly-ranked of these constraints, the most expressive realisation of an en-

tity in discourse, the full NP, is also the most restricted. The second constraint, *PRoNouN,

1. Because anaphora other than reflexives are not examined in this study, all constraints will refer
only to reflexives.
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is inspired by the Chomsky (1981: 65) principle of Avoid Pronoun, which was intended to

choose PRO over an overt pronoun wherever possible. In this hierarchy, its application will

avoid pronouns in favour of reflexives, which have less referential content - a wider variety

of possible antecedents are available for pronouns because they are syntactically less re-

stricted than reflexives. It is critical that *RExpR outranks 'rPRoNouN in order to choose

pronouns over R-expressions wherever possibìe; that is, when higher ranked constraints do

not require that an R-expression be used instead. The third constraint, *R¡pLpxtve, is in-

cluded at this point to complete the paradigm, but its motivation will be discussed shortly.

Note that the choice of *PRoNouN >> *RsFLBxlvE does not reflect a desire to use a mini-

mal phonological form, since many languages (including English) use more phonological

material to represent reflexives than pronouns.

The ordering of constraints in (6) parallels thatproposed by Burzio (1998). An R-expres-

sion is considered the most informative NP form, and thus the least economical, since it can

identify an arbitrary referent. A pronoun is generally only able to refer to something previ-

ously mentioned in the discourse, making it less informative. The least informative is the

reflexive, which is usually only meaningful as part of a reflexive utterance, where its ante-

cedent has already been identified with one of the more informative NP forms. However,

while the constraints in (6) restrict the informativeness of a referent, they do not express

syntactic binding limitations. They are unlike Burzio's "referential economy" constraints,

which select reflexives over pronouns and pronouns over R-expressions for bound NPs on-

ly. Consequently, the principles expressed by (6) apply not only at the sentence level, but
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also at the discourse level. This effect is intentional; it will be revisited in a later chapter,

where discourse level processes will be discussed.

2.4. PnopeRTIES oF NoUN PHRASES

To account for binding, another hierarchy of constraints is required. Rather than attempting

a direct translation of the binding theory principles, a more oblique solution is desirable, for

the reasons outlined at the end of Section 2.2.The analysis I will propose is inspired in part

by Burzio's (1998) binding constraints.

The behaviour of reflexives is somewhat more complicated than Binding Principle A sug-

gests. The distribution pattern of reflexives is not simply a mirror image of the distribution

of pronouns. Instead, pronouns and reflexives are subject to constraints on binding within

a certain syntactic domain (Reinhart and Reuland 1991).

For reflexives, the binding domain differs depending on the type of reflexive being ob-

served. The three domains described by Reinhart and Reuland are local, medium-distance,

and logophoric. Only the first two are based on structure; logophoric reflexives are moti-

vated by semantic concerns as well. SElF-reflexives, such as herself in English, must be

bound in their local domain, within their governing category. On the other hand, SE-reflex-

ives, such as Dutch lich, must be subject and x-person bound, where x is a language-spe-

cific parameter. The following examples are taken from Reinhart and Reuland (1993).



(7) a. Jan; zag I jou achter zich¡lhem¡staan ]
Jan¡ saw[ you behind SE¡/him; stand ]
Jan; saw you stand behind SE/him.

b. Klaas¡ duwde de kar I voor zichlhem;/xzichzelf¡ ] uit
Klaasi pushed the cartI beforeSE;/him¡/*himselt] out

c.x'Max¡ haatzichi
Max¡ hatesSEi

d. Max; wast zich¡l'Fhem¡
Max¡ washesSE¡/*him¡

These examples parallel the following English sentences.

(8) a. Jan¡ saw you stand behind him; / *himself¡.

b. Klaus¡ pushed the cart in front of ?him¡ / himselt out.
c. Max¡ hates xhim¡ / himself¡.
d. Max¡ washes *him¡ / himself¡.

SE-reflexives share characteristics with both pronouns and SElF-reflexives. Like SELF-

reflexives, SE-reflexives are not free; they must occur in close proximity to their anteced-

ent. In sentence (7a), the SE-reflexive is non-locally bound by the subject of the matrix

clause. This example indicates that SE-reflexives may be structurally more distant from

their antecedent than SElF-reflexives. The parallel English construction in (8a) may not

use a reflexive because the intended antecedent appears outside of its governing category.

An SE-reflexive is permitted in the adjunct PP in (7b), while a SElF-reflexive is excluded.

The English sentence (8b) permits both a pronoun and a reflexive, with slightly different

degrees of success. This distinction will be discussed in greater detail later. The remaining

two sentences may use only reflexives in English, as shown in (8c) and (8d). However, the

two Dutch examples differ in their grammaticality when the SE-reflexive appears. The dif-

ference in these otherwise identical sentences is the argument selection of the two verbs

used. In the first sentence, (7c), the verb haat (hates) specifies nothing about the object; any

NP would be equally likely to appear in this position. Sentence (7d), on the other hand, uses

z6
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the verb wast (washes), which is more likely to be used reflexively. According to Reinhart

and Reuland, this means that wast is probably included twice in the lexicon, once with an

intrinsically reflexive meaning, and once without. When used reflexively, the first lexical

entry is chosen, and the intrinsically reflexive verb will permit the SE-reflexive.

The restriction that SE-reflexives must be x-person bound refers to the fact that in some lan-

guages the paradigm of SE-reflexives is incomplete with respect to person marking. In

Dutch, there is no first or second person SE-reflexive. In an environment where one would

be expected in the third person, the regular first or second person pronouns appear instead.

Italian behaves in a similar fashion, as the following example shows.

(9) (Io) mi vedo
I me see- l st
I see myself.

Since the only SE-reflexive in Italian is the third-person sé,the absence of a first-person

reflexive marker requires that the object in (9) be realised with a non-reflexive first-person

object pronoun.

SE-reflexives cause a particular problem for binding principles. They do not completely

satisfy either Condition A or Condition B as formulated in (1). There should be some way

to describe SE-reflexives as possessing some of the characteristics of both SELF-reflexives

and pronouns. Thráinsson ( 1991) makes a case for the use of features to classify NPs, based

on the classification system of Lasnik (1989). He posits four different binary features, not

all combinations of which are found in natural languages. They include [tR] (R-expres-

sion), [*an] (anaphoric, which will be taken to mean reflexive), [tpr] (pronominal), and
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l+indrefl (independent reference). The first three are related directly to the original three

statements of binding theory, in that a [+R] must be free, a [+an] must be bound locally,

and a [+pr] must be free in its domain. An NP is assigned [+ ind ref ] if it is capable of deic-

tic reference, and [-ind ref] if it must always rcfer to a previously mentioned participant.

The NP types relevant to this discussion and their corresponding feature complex are given

in the following table.

(10) Noun Phrase feature representations

a. [+ind ref,+R,-an,+pr]

Feature Complex

b. [+ind ref,+R,-an,-pr]

c. [+ind ref,-R,-an,+pr]

d. [-ind ref,-R,+an,-pr]

e. [-ind ref,-R,-an, *pr]

f. [-ind ref,-R,-an,-pr]

All but two of these categories have been seen before, and do not require further explana-

tion. The first new category includes pronominal epithets. Unlike full R-expressions, epi-

thets may take antecedents in English. They are also not like pronouns in that they may not

be bound, as the following sentences illustrate.

(11) a.xCharliel thinks that I like [the blockhead],.
b. Charlie¡ went shopping and [the blockhead]1 brought back a tree.
c.xCharliei went shopping and Charliel brought back a tree.

pronominal epithets

Category

full R-expressions

pronominals

reflexives

pronominal SE-refl exlves

SE-reflexives

Example

the blockhead

Example ( 1 1a) shows that even outside of its governing category, the epithet the blockhead

acts like a full R-expression and cannot be bound. However, the contrast between ( I 1b) and

Charlie

she

herself

apaan

zich
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(l lc) indicates thereareparallel environments in which an epithetmay appearbutafullR-

expression may not. This dual nature of epithets gives them feature specifications that cor-

respond with both sets of properties; they share the [+R] feature with full R-expressions,

and the [+pr] feature with pronominals.

The other category not previously mentioned is the set of pronominal SE-reflexives, such

as the Marathi apaan (Dalrymple 1993). They generally act as pronouns, but must appear

in the same sentence as their antecedent. They will be discussed along with the other class

of SE-reflexives in Section 2.9.

We can monitor the progress of the grammatical constraints developed to the end of each

section by examining their application to a particular input. The input that will be used is

given in (12).

(12) u thinks that u likes cx I o = Lucy ]

Thus far, three economy of expression constraints, in (6), have been developed. Their ap-

plication, in the order xRExPR >> *PRoNotnq >> *Rg¡LBXivE, is shown by the following

competition.



(13) She¡/Lucy¡ thinks that she¡ Iikes herself;.

a. 'É Lucy thinks that Lucy likes Lucy

cr thinks that cx, likes cr I cr = Lucy l

b. " Lucy thinks that Lucy likes her

c. Lucy thinks that she likes herself

d. She thinks that she likes herself

e.e xHerself thinks that herself likes herself

Not all possible candidates that may be produced by Gen are shown in ( l3); even the set of

reasonable candidates (three NP positions and at least three available NP forms in English

gives us 2l candidates) is larger than necessary to illustrate the point. Since the three con-

straints each rule out one of the three possible NP forms, every candidate that realises these

NPs will receive three violations.2 The most optimal candidate would necessarily be the

one in which only the lowest-ranked constraint was violated, in this case the ungrammatical

(13e). Clearly, these constraints cannot stand alone. Dutch would fare no better; since the

SE-reflexive zich does not violate any of these constraints, it would appear in every argu-

ment position.

'¡REXPR

*i I >i. >i.

.r l+

'KPRoNoUN

t<l
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2.5. A REVISED BITTIoING THEoRY

*

The binding constraints are phrased as absolute principles because they are considered in-

violable. But Conditions A and B are only applicable in a particular set of circumstances:

when two arguments of a predicate are coindexed (Reinhart and Reuland 1993). When the

2. Candidates that do not realise them would be ruled out by a constraint such as PARSE, which will
be discussed in a later chapter.
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NPs in a sentence refer to different entities, there is no need to consider binding constraints;

the co-occurrence of pronouns and R-exprcssions is determined only by discourse princi-

ples, and not binding. The environments where binding is necessary can be described func-

tionally, rather than structurally. Restricting the analysis to these circumstances is also

more compatible with a Lexical-Functional Grammar study of binding (Dalrymple 1993),

where binding applies at the grammatical-functional f-structure level and not at the config-

urational c-structure component. A formal definition of this alternate perspective of bind-

ing theory is given in (14).

(14) The revised version of binding theory proposed by Reinhart and Reuland
(1993:618)

Definitions:
a. The syntactic predicate formed of (a head) P is P, all its syntactic arguments,

and an external argument of P (subject).
The syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned O-role or Case by p.
The semantic predicate formed of P is P and all its arguments at the relevant
semantic level.
A predicate is reflexive iff two of its arguments are coindexed.
A predicate (formed of P) is reflexive-marked iff either P is lexically reflexive or

b.

L.

d.

one of P's arguments is a SElF-reflexive.

Conditions:
A:A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive.
B: A reflexive semantic predicate is reflexive-marked.

A predicate, by the definition in (14), consists of a head and all of its arguments. The dis-

tinction between syntactic and semantic predicates will be ignored in this analysis. The re-

vised condition B applies only to a predicate that is reflexive when given to the grammar

as input. By virtue of having more than one argument referring to the same entity, it must

reflect that property in the output by being reflexive marked with a lexically reflexive head
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or a SElF-reflexive. We can implement this restriction in Optimality Theory with the fol-

lowing constraint.

(15) *ReTIEXivECLASH

Prohibit clash of the Itan] feature between coindexed arguments in a predicate.
Schematically: *[ ¡p.laanJ ... NPiloun] lp..¿

When this constraint is satisfied, it will ensure that amongst a pair of coindexed arguments

in a predicate, one will be marked as [+an] (reflexive) and the other as [-an]. It does not

apply beyond this domain; it has no effect on arguments of different predicates. This con-

straint corresponds to the revised Condition B.

The revised Condition A of (14A) applies only to predicates that are reflexive marked; that

is, containing a reflexive element in the form of a SElF-reflexive, or a lexically reflexive

predicate such one headed by the Dutch verb wast (washes) from (7d). If a predicate con-

tains one of these reflexive markings, then it must include coindexed arguments. This re-

striction is enforced by the following constraint.

(16) aNRnn-EXTvEONLY
Prohibit reflexive marking (i.e. the [+an] feature) in a predicate that is not
reflexive.

The constraint ANREFLEXIVEONLY would be violated by the presence of the [+an] feature

in any predicate that is not reflexive. In other words, the reflexive feature marking is only

available for a predicate that requires that feature, and is otherwise ungrammatical. It shall

be established in a later chapter that this constraint is actually a pragmatic rather than syn-

tactic constraint. It should also be noted that ANREFLEKVEONLv is not equivalent to a re-

striction on reflexive NPs; that is, it is not simply a contradiction of xRppLBxrvE. It will be
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suggested later that elements other than NPs may provide the [+an] feature for

'TREFLEXIVECLASH.

The three constraints that have been developed for the purpose of managing reflexives,

ANREFLE)ilvEONLY, 'TREFLEXIVECLASH, and x'R¡FLEKVE, need to be ranked to block un-

grammatical candidates. Of these three, *REFLEXIVE must necessarily be lowest-ranked;

otherwise, no candidate with reflexives would ever be accepted by the grammar. The re-

maining two do not need to be ranked relative with each other, since they consider elements

in different domains. While ANREFLE)cvEONLv willproduce violations only in candidates

with non-reflexive predicates, xRprLpxvECLASH examines coindexed arguments, which

by definition appear solely in reflexive predicates. Thus, we are left with the constraint re-

lationship in (17).

(17) { nNREn-exrvEONLy, *REFLE)flvECLASH } >> *R¡ruEXrvE

When *RppLextvsClasu outranks *RnrLexIvE, coindexed NPs within a predicate will be

realised with one of the two NPs having the [+an] feature. Noun phrases that are not coin-

dexed within a predicate and arc [-an] will not trigger violations of either constraint. How-

ever, in a predicate without coindexed NPs, a non-reflexive predicate, ANREFLEXIVEONLv

will prohibit the appearance of the [+an] feature.

Returning to the sample input in (12), the addition of these two new constraints to our hi-

erarchy produces the table given in (18) below. Only derivations involving pronouns and

reflexives are included, since these new constraints do not modify the choice of pronouns

over full R-expressions that was observed at the end of the previous section.



(18) She¡/Lucy¡ thinks that she¡ likes herselfi.

cx thinks that cx, likes cx I cr = Lucy ]

a. t' She thinks that she likes her

b.eShe thinks that she likes herself

c.q xShe thinks that herself likes her

d. x She thinks that herself likes herself

e. 'F Herself thinks that she likes herself

The eNRenE)cvEONLY constraint rules out any candidate that uses a reflexive in a non-

reflexive predicate. The main clause predicate of this sentence has two arguments, Lucy and

she likes herself. Since they are not identical, they are not coindexed, and do not form a re-

flexive predicate. Thus, the NP argument Lucy may not be realised as a reflexive, and ( l8e)

is ruled out by a violation of aNRIn-EXIVEONLv. This leaves us to consider only candi-

dates that begin with a non-reflexive NP. The predicate asserted by the subordinate clause

has two arguments, and both are Lucy.In this predicate there are co-indexed arguments, and

ANREFLE)0VEONLY no longer applies. However, xRppLBxtvgClasn does apply, and any

candidate in which the [+an] feature clashes is ruled out as ungrammatical. Candidate

(18a) realises the two arguments in the subordinate clause with the [-an] NP Lucy, while

(18d) instead uses the [+an]NP hersef for both. Since the *RB¡'I-EXIVECLASH constraint

prohibits such a duplication of feature values for coindexed arguments within a predicate,

both candidates violate this constraint. The only two candidates that do not violate either of

these constraints, (18b) and (18c), have an equal number of violations for the two lower-

ranked economy constraints, and thus are considered equally valid. Within the subordinate

clause there is still one outstanding problem, the ungrammatical (18c), which also exists

with Reinhart and Reuland's revised binding conditions. These two constraints make no

ANREFLEX-
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distinction between the sentences Lucy saw herself and'i'Herself saw Lucy; this problem

may be solved using structural principles (as proposed by Reinhaft and Reuland), or by an-

other method developed in the next section.

2.6. AruorHER LooK AT BIITIoIITIc: THE LFG PTRspEcTIVE

The standard binding theory analysis of referential NPs, as stated in (l), relies on the defi-

nitions of "bound", "locally bound", and "free" status to account for the distribution of the

various NP forms. Unfortunately, the definition of these three states refers to the structural

principle of c-command. There are two reasons why this poses a problem. First, an appeal

to phrase structure means that we assume the form these NPs take is determined by struc-

tural rather than communicative principles. This is not an implication that there is an inher-

ent problem with c-command, since it, and binding theory as a whole, can account for many

properties of language that will not be considered here. However, excluding it from the

choice of NP form will reduce the number of factors that need to be taken into account by

these constraints. Additionally, in later chapters, some of the communicative principles

used here may be more easily integrated with discourse-level constraints through pragmatic

considerations. Secondly, we have already determined that, to some extent, the behaviour

of reflexives can be described using an analysis that is independent of our choice of gram-

matical theory. It seems unwieldy at this point to restrict our analysis to the syntactic theory

that defines c-command, Government and Binding.
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There is an alternative to requiring a structural analysis based on c-command. Lexical-

Functional Grammar specifies a relation between predicates at f-structure which is analo-

gous but not identical to c-command.

(19) F-command (Bresnan 1982:334)
For any occurrences of the functions cr, B in an f-structu reF, uf-commands

B if and only if cx does not contain B and every f-structure of F that contains cr
contains B.

An example of an English sentence and its corresponding f-structure is given in (20).

(20) a.'rJohn¡ thinks that the nut¡ is smaft
b. f-structure

PRED

SUBJ

COMP

In (20), both John and the nut is smart are contained within the same f-structure and neither

contains the other. Thus, Johnf-commands the nut. However, the nut does not f-command

Johnbecause it is within the more deeply nested f-structure the nut is smart, which does

not contain John. This difference may assist in explaining why (20) is considered ungram-

matical.

'think a (SUBJ),(COMP) >

,t"rrtrl

F-command defines the kind of asymmetrical relationship that is required to describe the

restrictions between the co-occurrence of NPs without resorting to phrase structure. There

is one critical difference between c-command and f-command that prevents f-command

from completely replacing c-command at this point.



(21) a. Lucy saw herself.
b."Herself saw Lucy.
c. f-structure

V/hile c-command can distinguish between the two sentences in (21), the f-command rela-

tion cannot. As the f-structure in (21c) indicates, in both (2la) and (21b) Lucy and.herself

are contained within the same f-structure, and thus f-command each other. This distinction

between f-command and c-command will be explored funher in the next chapter.

Ienno
I SUBJ

Iou,

'saw < (SUBJ),(OBJ) >

lpnEo 'Lucy']

[pnro 'herself ]

Condition A of binding theory requires that reflexives be bound in their governing catego-

ry; conversely, then, only non-reflexive NPs may be free. The set of non-reflexive NPs is

defined in the proposed feature system as [+indref]. Independent reference is defined as

the ability of an NP to refer to an entity without appeal to the result of an operation such as

binding. Thus, by definition of the [+ind ref] feature, a [-ind ref ] NP cannot appear with-

out an appropriate antecedent. This is formally represented by the constraint

BnvoDnpeNDENT, in (22).

(22) BnvIDEPENDENT
A [-ind ref] NP is bound (f-commanded) by a coindexed [+ind ref].

2.1

This constraint would be violated by any attempt to use a reflexive NP in a position not f-

commanded by coindexed NP. As we saw at the end of the last section, ANREFLEXIVEONLy

already prohibits the only kind of [-indref] NP available in English, SElF-reflexives,

from occurring in non-reflexive clauses. As long as RNRnn-exrvEOwLy applies,

BIw¡DEpBNDENT is always satisfied in English. However, BNpDppnNTDENT is required in
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other languages to prevent SE-reflexives from occurring freely instead of pronouns in lan-

guages that permit them. Unlike SElF-reflexives, SE-reflexives do not possess the [+an]

feature, and must be blocked explicitly in environments where they may not occur. SE-re-

flexives and the restrictions upon them will be discussed in detail in a later section.

2.7 . OprIoruAL REFLEXIVES

In the previous chapter, the status of free variation in language was discussed with respect

to Optimality Theory. There are two methods available to deal with variation: either con-

straints may rank multiple candidates equally (with parallel sets of violations), or some ad-

ditional information may be provided in the input. There is at least one case where

apparently free variation exists between reflexives and pronouns in English.

(23) a. Dan¡ saw a snake near him¡.
b. Dan¡ saw a snake near himselfi.

In sentences such as (23) (Reinhart 1983), there is no obvious semantic distinction between

the two, yet both are equally grammatical. Since the assumption has already been made that

reflexives are inherently less expressive and thus more economical than pronouns, parallel

constraint rankings will not solve this problem. This leaves only the second possibility, that

there is some additional information provided in the input to select between the two.

There must be some difference between the sentences in (23) and those in (24).The distinc-

tion is pointed out by Reinhart and Reuland (1993).



(24) a.'rLucy¡ talks to her¡.

b. Lucy talks to herself.

A single reflexive predicate would presumably underlie both of these sentences: Lucy (.1,x

talks-to(x, x,)). This makes the status of the arguments in Qa$ clear. Both Lucy and, herself

are thematic arguments of the verb talks, requiring that *RnpLEXIVECLASH rule out any

possibility that the two have the same value for the [+an]feature. This renders sentence

(24a) ungrammatical. But in the sentences in (23), the prepositional phrase is an adjunct,

and not part of the argument structure of the verb saw. The distinction is not quite so clear

in the following examples

(25) a. Linus¡ put the blanket near /under him¡.
b. Linusi put the blanket ?near /under himself¡.

The verb put in (25) selects two arguments. Marantz (1984) points out that the locative

prepositional phrase can use one of a variety of prepositions, while (24) is more restricted.

According to Reinhart and Reuland, the verb and preposition of Q$ together select the ar-

guments, while the verbs of (23) and (25) may either select the prepositional phrase or com-

bine with the preposition to select the NP as arguments. The two predicates that underlie

the sentences in (23) are given below.

(26) a. Dan (Àx saw(x, near(snake, x)))
b. Dan (Lr saw-near(x, snake, x))

39

In the former case, illustrated by (26a), the entire prepositional phrase is selected as the ar-

gument of the verb saw. Since the two arguments of saw are not identical, there is no re-

flexive predicate, and no reflexive NP may appear. We can see the latter case in (26b),

where the predicate is formed from the combination of the verb saw and preposition near.
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The argument Dan appears twice in this predicate, making it reflexive, and

'i'REFLEXIVECLASH will realise one of these two arguments as reflexive. A similar analysis

accounts for the difference between (25a) and (25b): in this case, the questionability of

(25b) with near depends on the listener's acceptance of the combination of the verb put and,

the preposition near as the head of a predicate.

By appealing to argument structure instead of syntax as the source of these variations, our

proposed constraint hierarchy still does not need to include any references to phrase struc-

ture. It has also demonstrated the possibility that it is not always necessary to develop new

constraints to solve specific problems; simply examining the way in which existing con-

straints are applied can account for a wider range of data than originally expected. This

analysis also neatly deals with a potentially problematic case of apparently free variation.

2.8. R.ExpnESSIoNS AND FREEDoM

Returning to the predictions imposed by binding theory from (1), Condition C asserts the

supposedly inviolable constraint that all R-expressions must be free. However, there is ev-

idence that it can be violated in some languages. Thai (Lasnik 1989) permits R-expressions

(including epithets) to be used in some situations where a pronoun would be expected.

(27) a. cccn¡
John

b. cccnl

John

khít rváà

thinks that
khîr wáà

thinks that

cccrì¡ chàlaàt

John is smart
?ãybâàichàlaàt
the nut is smart
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In order to account for the differences in grammaticality between the examples in (27) and

their English translations, there needs to be some way to distinguish between the noun

phrases in the main and subordinate clause. This will require definition of an asymmetric

relationship between NPs and other NPs in more deeply embedded clauses. In the con-

straints to follow, the phrase dominated by its antecedent will occur repeatedly. Given the

caveat that this will, in the next chapter, be replaced by a relation based on f-command, the

phrase can presently be taken to refer to c-command. V/e can utilise this definition to more

clearly define another teÍm, antecedent. Within a sentence, if two NPs are coindexed, then

the NP that dominates the other is the antecedent. Using the terminology of binding theory,

an NP is bound (co-indexed and c-commanded) by its antecedent.

Returning to the Thai data in (27), the permissibility of a sentence in which an R-expression

is apparently c-commanded by another coreferential R-expression - a situation that is gen-

erally not possible in English - can be accounted for by the optional application of the fol-

lowing constraint.

(28) *RDoMTNATED

Prohibit an NP that is dominated by a co-indexed NP from being realised as

[+R].
Schematically: xI NPi ... I NPit+R] Jpreo ... Jpreo

The constraint *RDOir¿INATED looks familiar; using the definition of is dominated by given

above, it is simply a re-statement of binding Condition C. It has not been called by that

name because, as mentioned earlier, the definition of is dominated by will change in the

next chapter, making this constraint behave somewhat differently than Condition C.
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This constraint generally applies in English to rule out sentences like *John thinks that John

is smart, where the noun phrases are coindexed3. However, *RDOMINATED is not inviola-

ble in Thai, which allows similar utterances. Thai does place some other restrictions on

[+R] expressions. The following Thai examples are taken from Lasnik (19s9).

(29) a. cccnl
John

b.xcccn¡
John

While a fully referential NP may dominate another fully referential NP within the same

predicate, it may not dominate a pronominal NP, such as an epithet. Lasnik also points out

that Vietnamese allows a similar, but slightly more restricted, use of R-expressions.

chccp cccni
likes John
chccp ?âybáà1

likes the nut

(30) a.*John1 thùóng Johnl
John likes John

b. Johnl tin Johnisë tháíg
John thinks John willwin

c.*John1 thúóng [tháùg ché dê]1

John likes rhe son of a bitch
d. Johnl tin ftháùg ché dê]1 së tháig

John believes the son of a bitchwillwin

A constraint to account for these cases would be one that rules out (29b) in Thai while per-

mitting (29a).It could be formulated so that it refers directly to the environment in which

coreferential epithets and pronouns are forbidden - the predicate.

(3 1 ) xrnDoMrNATEDINPREorcarB

Prohibit an NP that is dominated by its antecedent NP within a predicate
from being realised as [+pr].
Schematically: *[ NPt ...NPi[*Pd ]pr"o

3. Situations where this sentence may be acceptable, such as a contrastive reading, will be discussed
briefly in a later chapter.
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This constraint is vacuously satisfied in English, and presumably also in Vietnamese, when

xR¡r'LgxtvECLASH is satisfied, since English includes no lexical items that are [+an,+pr].

However, this constraint is both unwieldy and limited in its scope; it seems to apply only

in a very limited situation in Thai. More data, along with the pragmatic factors that motivate

it, would have to be considered to determine whether or not this is the best approach. An-

other observation is that neither language permits R-expressions (including epithets) bound

by pronouns, either within or outside of their governing category. The following Vietnam-

ese examples contrast the grammaticality of those seen previously.

(32) a.*kháw1 chccp cccnl
he likes John

b.*khäw1 khít wáà cccni chàtaàt
he thinks that John is smart

c.*kháw, khit wáà ?âybáà1chàlaàt
he thinks that the nut is smart

d.xNo'i thüóng Johnl
he likes John

e.*No'i tin Johnlsë tháig
he thinks John will wìn

Of particular interest is the contrast between (30b) and (32e) andbetween (30d) and (32c).

While a full R-expression can dominate another full R-expression or epithet in Vietnamese

as long as they are not in the same predicate, a pronoun cannot dominate any [+R] NP un-

der any circumstances. Given this observation, Lasnik (1989) suggests that a hierarchy of

increasing referentiality determines the permissibility of embedded and coreferential R-ex-

pressions in Vietnamese and Thai. This hierarchy is presented in a modified fashion in

QÐ.4

4. Lasnik did not include [-pr,-R] NPs (reflexives) in his hierarchy.



(33) Referentiality Hierarchy
[_pr,_R]
reflexives < pronouns

Lasnik proposes a rule that offers a generalised principle to govern the behaviour of NPs

using this hierarchy. His rule is given in (34).

(34) A less referential expression may not bind a more referential one.

We have already established a domain similar to binding that eventually will be developed

such that it is not reliant on syntactic structure. The rule (34) can be rewritten as a constraint

that applies in this domain.

(3 5) RTnEnENTTALDoMTNANCE

An NP must outrank (in the hierarchy from (33)) all coindexed NPs it
dominates.

The constraint RE¡'En¡NTIALDoMINANCE rules out the ungrammatical Thai and Vietnam-

ese examples presented in (32). The following table shows its application to the grammat-

icality difference between the Vietnamese examples (30b) and (32e).

(36) Johnl / *No'i tin Johnl së tháig
John / *He thinks John will win

cr thinks s will win I cr = John ]

a.eJohnl tin Johnl se thãiig

b. x No'1 tin Johnl se thäig

The two possible candidates could be produced from the same input. The ungrammatical

candidate (36b) is ruled out by a violation of the highly-ranked R¡r'snBNlaLDoMrNANCE

constraint. While (36a) violates SRDoUINATED, it is still more optimal than (36a).

REFERENTIAL-

DoMINANCE
*RDolr¿tN.creo

:Fl

*REXPR

++

*PR0NoUN

4i >r
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The co-application of this new constraint, along with 'rpRDoMINATEDINPRgucar¡, can be

applied to the data in (29), as shown in the following table.

(31) cccni chccp c)xni I *?âybáà¡

John likes John / xthe nut

o likes cr I cr = John / the nur ]

a.@cccn chccp cccn

b. * cccn chccp ?ãybâa

c. + ?âybáa chccp cccn

By prohibiting a [+pr] NP from being dominated in a predicate by its anrecedent,

*pRDoIfiNATEDINPREDICATE rules out candidate (31 b). S imi larly, RBpeRei.rrrALDoMI-

NANCE prevents a less-referential NP from dominating a more referential one, as in (37a).

REFERENTIAL-

DoMINANcE

One problem still remains. The difference in grammaticality between (29a) (repeated in

(37)) and (30a) (repeated below as (38)) has not yet been explained.

,I.PRDoMINATED-

INPREDIcATE

¡, I

(38) 'FJohni thúóng John¡

John likes John

A possible solution could be provided by the ranking between the constraint that motivates

the R-expression in (37a) and *RDovINATED. This constraint - not yet developed - could

outrank xRDovnsarED in Thai, making the repeated R-expression grammatical. Applying

the opposite constraint ordering in Vietnamese would produce the opposite result, and

render (38) ungrammatical with the violation of *RDovnqATED. Another possibiliry is that

the difference between these two languages is motivated by the availability of reflexives in

each of them. Burzio (1991) suggests that unavailability of a desired NP form may license

'r'RDoM-
INATEI)

>ll

'i

'I.REXPR

ò

.L

{. {.

.ts 4.
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an alternate form. If a reflexive were unavailable in the Thai sentence, a pronoun would be

ruled out by 'kPRDoMINATEDINPREDICATE, leaving a full R-expression as the only remain-

ing option. In this event, the xRDotr¿INATED constraint may in fact be entirely unnecessary,

th anks to R¡pgR¡NtIelDotr¡INANCE.

The new REFBRBNTIALDOMINANCE constraint has a beneficial side effect * it can account

for the ungrammaticality of utterances like 'FI1¿rs etf tikes Lucy. Since full NPs are more ref-

erential than reflexives, they may not be dominated by reflexives. Unfortunately, because

the phrase "is dominated by" still makes use of c-command, there is still no non-structural

account for this data. This problem will be resolved in the next chapter.

we can now apply these constraints to the example of (12), repeated here as (39).

(39) cr thinks that cr likes cr I a = Lucy ]

In order to produce a full NP for one of these referents, we must make the assumption that

a highly-ranked constraint will require that one appears in the output; we will develop such

a constraint in Chapter 4. The constraints developed thus far can be applied to all candidates

that include (at least) one full R-expression. A subset of these candidates is shown in the

following table.



(40) Lucy thinks that she likes herself.

cx thinks that cx likes cx I cx = Lucy ]

a. * Lucy¡ thinks that Lucyi likes herself;

b.eLucy¡ thinks that she¡ likes herself;

c. " She¡ thinks that Lucy¡ likes herselfi

d. x She¡ thinks that shel likes Lucy¡

e. x She¡ thinks that herselt likes Lucy¡

Within the reflexive predicate of the subordinate clause, all candidates that do not include

a reflexive, such as (40d), are ruled out by violations of 'rRerLsxIVECLASH. The highly-

ranked RBFERENTIALDoMINANCE constraint will disallow any candidate where the full NP

appears in the subordinate clause; the worst violator, (40e), has a full NP that is dominated

by two other NPs. Violations of xRDovtnsatgp generally parallel those of

RPF'ERENTIALDOMINANCE, except in cases where the NPs in question are both [+R] and

equally referential according to (33). This case is demonstrated by (40a), which may in-

stead be ruled out by 'kRExeR. The remaining candidate, (40b), does not violate any of these

constraints.

RgpgRe¡rîeL-
DoMINANCE

*RDotr¿-

INATED

*!

.el

,FREFLEXIVE-

Cl¡sH

'F!

41

'1, 
I ti.

:rR_

EXPR

t¡

+{.

The final problem that needs to be examined is the relative ranking of these constraints -
amongst each other, and with the constraints developed in previous sections. The

REFERSNTIALDOMINANCE constraint appears to be inviolable; Lasnik (1989) states it as a

rule. I am also unaware of this constraint being violable in any language. The next chapter

will explore this question further. The remaining two new constraints are both potentially

violable. 'We 
have already seen examples of the violability of *RDoun'tATED in Thai, while

>i.

.¡

4a
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xpRDouINarB¡INPnSDICATE could be violated in languages that do not permit reflexives

in certain grammatical roles5. They are thus both outranked by RereneNttRI-DovrNANCE.

2.9. CnsE Sruoy: SE-RrrlrxrvEs

In Section 2.4, the properties of SE-reflexives were introduced. They behave like pronouns

in that they do not satisfy the requirements of marking a reflexive predicate, but they cannot

exist entirely freely, unlike pronouns. This dual nature is echoed by the set of features that

have been assigned to them. Their feature classification of [-pr,-R] equates them with re-

flexives in the referentiality hierarchy of (33). They also lack the [+indref] feature that

would permit them to appear in a clause without an antecedent. On the other hand, they

have a [-an] feature in common with pronouns. The most salient distinctions between the

two can be seen in the Dutch examples (7a) and (7c) (repeated here in (al)).

(41) a.xMax haat zich
Max hates SE

b. Jan¡ zag I jou achter zichi/hemistaan ]
Jani saw[ you behind SE¡ / him¡ stand ]
Jan saw you stand behind SE / him.

While SE-reflexives must be bound, as with SElF-reflexives, they do not need to be locally

bound (as in (41b)), and in some cases, are notpermitted to be, as in (4la). Since SE-re-

flexives are [-an], they do not satisfy the *R¡rLBXTvECLASH constraint, rendering the re-

flexive clause in (4la) ungrammatical. On the other hand, SE-reflexives are [-ind ref], so

they must be bound according to the BnpDepeNDENT constraint. The application of these

5. Burzio (1991) cites Everaert (1986), mentioning West Flemish and Old English as languages that
do not permit reflexive objects, and allow locally-bound pronouns instead.
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constraints to (41a) is shown in the following table. In order to allow a full NP in the subject

position, potential candidates with subject pronouns have been omitted. Constraints devel-

oped in the later chapters will account for this difference.

(42) Max¡ haar zichzelfil xhem¡ / xzichl
Max hateshimself /'.him /'FSE

cx hates cx. I cr = Max ]

a.eMax haatzichzelf

b. x Max haat hem

c. * Max haat zich

d. x zich haat zichzelf

The Bnq¡DEPENDENT constraint rules out the highly economical (4Zd) because the SE-re-

flexive is not bound by a [+ind ref] NP. Similarly, even though (42c) is more economical

than the actual output, it is not selected because its lack of a [+an] element makes it violate

*RSFLExIvECLASH. Candidate (42b) is ruled out for the same reason. This leaves (42a) as

the output.

BIND-
DEPENDENT

'kRerLExtvE-
CLASH

'kl

Sentence (41b) does not violate BntoDgpgruopNt when the SE-reflexive is used, since the

SE-reflexive is in fact bound by its antecedent in the main clause. It is not entirely clear at

this point why variation between the pronoun and SE-reflexive is possible, as the following

table shows.

*RExpn

'kl

*l

*PRo-

NOUN

'¡

,¡

*REF-

LEXIVE

)i.



(43) Jan¡ zag I jou achter 'rzichzelfll hem¡ /zichi staan ]
Jan¡ sawI you behind 'khimself / him / SE stand ]

ü saw you stand behind a I cr = Jan ]

a. x Jan zag Ijou achter zichzelf staan ]

b. Janzag Ijou achter hem staan ]

c.æ-Jan zag Ijou achter zich staan ]

Since there is no reflexive predicate, and the subordinate NP position is f-commanded by a

co-indexed NP, none of the three candidates violate either BINnDsppNDENT or

*REFLExIvECLASH. Candidate (43a) is ruled out because of the presence of a [+an] NP in

a non-reflexive predicate. This leaves the choice between the remaining two candidates to

the economy constraints. Since (43c) is more economical than (43b), it is selected. There is

another similar Dutch example that may help explain the conditions under which (43b) may

be chosen (Everaert 1986: 235, from Burzio 1998).

(44)Mariei maakre I mij jaloers op haar¡/xzich¡ ]
Marie made I me jealous of her/xSE ]
Marie¡ made me jealous of her¡.

BIND-
DEpeNne¡¡r

ANREFLEX-

rveONly

*l

+R_

EXPR
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'iPRo-
NOUN

A distinction between arguments and non-arguments, similar to that discussed for optional

reflexives in Section 2.J above, seems to apply. 'When the SE-reflexive is part of a locative

prepositional phrase, it may or may not be an argument of the verb, as in (alb). Conse-

quently, it may appear as either a SE-reflexive or a pronoun. But when it is more clearly an

argument, as in (44), only the pronominal form is allowed. The precise analysis arrived at

in Section 2.7 does not apply here because it relies on the [+an] feature and

*RgrLexvECLASH; these constraints see no difference between SE-reflexives and pro-

nouns. There are, however, at least two alternative analyses available. First, the distinction

>¡<

'I.REFL-

EXIVE

ti. I
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between the optional reflexives may not be attributable to 'r'REFLEXIVECLASH, but instead

to another constraint that encourages non-arguments of verbs to be [-indref]. This con-

straint could outrank ANREFLEXIVEONLY (but not BnqoD¡pgtIDENT), and, in conjunction

with 'rPRoNouN, force non-arguments to be SE-reflexives when permitted by

BmoDepEltDENT. Another alternative is a set of constraint hierarchies proposed by Burzio

(1998) to deal with SE-reflexives in grearer depth.

A second observation about SE-reflexives is their use with intrinsically reflexive verbs. The

following examples are from Dutch (repeated from (7d)) and Norwegian (Hellan 1988:

108).

@5) a. Dutch: Max¡ wast zich /*hem¡
Max¡ washes SE / xhim¡

b. Norwegian:Jon vasket seg / seg selv
Jon washed SE / himself

These reflexive verbs differ from examples such as (41a), which permit only [+an] reflex-

ives. One possible explanation for this difference is given by Reinhart and Reulan d (1993:

666), in which they suggest that there are two lexical entries for these verbs - one is intrin-

sically reflexive, and does not require reflexive marking; the other is transitive, and allows

the SElF-reflexive. The intrinsically reflexive verb permits the [-an] SE-reflexive. Anoth-

er possible explanation is that the intrinsically reflexive verbs have an inherent [+an] fea-

ture. This would mean that selecting either the SE-reflexive or the SElF-reflexive would

cause a single violation of *Ran-ExIvECLASH; the SE-reflexive would clash with the [-an]

feature of the other argument, while the SElF-reflexive would clash with the [+an] feature
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of the verb, making the two candidates equally likely to be chosen. These two alternatives

are demonstrated in the following tableaux.

(46) Jon vasket seg
Jon washed SE

cr washedl+an] a I cr = Jon ]

a. eJon vasket seg

b. Jon vasket seg selv

c.t Jon vasket ham

(47) Jon vasket seg selv
Jon washed himself

'¡REFLgxlvE-
Cr-nsH

cr washed ø [ cr = Jon ]

a. Jon vasket seg

b.eJon vasket seg selv

c. x Jon vasket ham

+REXPR

When the intrinsically [+an]-marked verb form of vasket appears in the input, as in (46),

there are three [+¿¡] features present in each output- on the verb, and on each of the two

arguments. Any arrangement of the two values of [+¿¡1 on these three elements wi]l nec-

essarily produce at least one clash. Thus, all three candidates considered in $6) cause a sin-

gle violation of xRB¡LpxtvECLASH. The selected candidate is the one that is most

economical; that is, (46a).

,ts

'KPRoNoUN

,¡

*REplgxlvg-

CLASH

ò

*RgnLexlve

*!

+l

*RExpn

*. I

xl

ln (47), the form of vasket selected does not specify any value at all for the [+¿¡1 feature.

This non-intrinsically reflexive lexical entry does not participate at all in

*PRoNoUN

{¿

.1.

'kRpplgxlvg

*
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t'REFLexivgCLRSH, which then applies as usual to select the candidate with a reflexive Np

(4tb).

The other class of SE-reflexives mentioned in Section 2.4 are the pronominal SE-reflex-

ives. Like other SE-reflexives, they can only appear in a situation where they are dominated

in a sentence by an appropriate antecedent. Aside from this restriction, they share the same

distribution as pronouns. The set of features that has been assigned to this class of Np re-

flects their nature. As with other reflexives, the [-ind ref] feature indicates they require an

antecedent within the same sentence, but they also carry the [-an ] feature of SE-reflexives

that indicates they are unable to mark a reflexive predicate. However, it is the [+pr] feature

shared with pronouns that makes them behave somewhat differently than other SE-reflex-

ives. One language in which pronominal SE-reflexives are found is Marathi (Dalrymple

1993). The following examples indicate the contrasting distributions of these pronominal

SE-reflexives and SElF-reflexives in this language. The critical difference in features be-

tween these two is that the SElF-reflexive swataahis [+an,-pr], while the pronominal SE-

reflexive apaan is [-an,+pr].

(48) John ne Jane laa swataahlaa maraaylaa saangitle
Johnerg Jane DAT SELF-ACChiI
John¡ told Jane¡ to hit self*¡¡.

a.eJohn ne Jane laa swataahlaamaraaylaa saangitle

c¿ told B to hit Þ [ cx = John, p = Jane ]

b. John ne Jane laa aaplyaalaa maraaylaa saangitle

told

RruRep-

lexrveOruly
*RerLexlvE-

CLASH

'FRgpL-

EXIVE

ri l



(49) John ne Jane laa aaplyaalaa
Johnerg Jane DAT SE-ACC
John; told Jane to hit self¡.

a. John ne Jane laa swataahlaa maraaylaa saangitle

cr told B to trit 0( [ o¿ - John, p = Jane ]

b.eJohn ne Jane laaaaplyaalaa maraaylaa saangitle

In sentence (48), the input specifies that the subordinate clause is reflexive - both of the

arguments of the verb hit are the same. Thus, ANREFLEXIVEONLv does not prohibit the use

of swataah, which includes the [+an] feature. Since apaan does not carry the [+an] fea-

ture, there is no element that marks this predicate as reflexive in (a8b); the resulting viola-

tion of 'FREFLEXIVECLASH leaves (48a) as the successful candidate. But in (49), there is no

reflexive predicate, and the use of the reflexive swataah causes a violation of

ANREFLE)cvEONLv. In this case, (49b) is chosen instead.

maraaylaa saangitle
hit told

nNRgp-
r-ExlvsOrulv

Thus far, the constraints apply in exactly the same way to pronominal SE-reflexives as they

do to all other SE-reflexives. The critical difference between the two is the presence of the

[+pr] feature present in the former. This feature is affected by

*pRDOIi'TINATEDINPREDICATE, the constraint that prohibits [+pr] NPs from being dominat-

ed within a predicate. The application of this constraint renders sentences that might be per-

missible in languages with SE-reflexives, such as the intrinsically reflexive (50), unable to

utilise pronominal SE-refl exives.

(50) Jane ne swataahlaa I *aaplyaalaa / 'rtilaa bockaarle
Jane ERG SELF-ACC / SE-ACC / her-ACC scratched
Jane¡ scratched self;.

,r!
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Only the SElF-reflexive is grammatical in (50) when the two arguments are coindexed.

The pronoun ro (realised as tilaa) would be grammatical if it referred to another antecedent.

The pronominal nature of apaan makes coreference ungrammatical, while its incapability

of independent reference leaves it with no possibility of referring to an antecedent outside

of the sentence.

The difference between pronominal and other SE-reflexives is only one distinction that

may be made cross-linguistically between SE-reflexives. I have chosen to use it to illustrate

the application of the proposed feature system. There are many other language-specific fea-

tures of SE-reflexives that cannot be described by the features discussed here. As men-

tioned earlier, Burzio (1998) offers an Optimality Theory analysis of cross-linguistic

variation of SE-reflexives that is not incompatible with the strategies suggested here; how-

ever, integration of the two analyses will not be considered in this study.

2.10. Suuvlnnv

The analysis that has been presented in this chapter attempts to represent the facts of bind-

ing theory using a set of interacting constraint hierarchies. Economy of expression, the

pragmatic motivation to produce utterances that contain the most reduced possible NP

forms,led to the introduction of the hierarchy from (6), repeated here as (51).

(51) *RExpR >> xPRoNouN >> xR_E¡Lsxvs

This hierarchy may be re-written using the relevant elements of the feature system from

Section 2.4to classify the three types of NPs. The result is the hierarchy given in(52).



(52) [+ind ref,+R] >> [+ind ref,-R] >> [-ind ref,-R]

The most referential form, with positive values for both refercntiality features, coruesponds

to the most expressive type of NP, while the least referential form is also the least expres-

sive. The intent of the constraint hierarchy in (51), in light of (52), is to restrict the occur-

rence of maximally referential forms to situations where they are required either by

communicative or grammatical constraints.

V/hile constraints that apply at a discourse level will not be discussed until a later chapter,

it is important that the grammatical constraints restrict the choice of NP forms. Discourse

factors cannot arbitrarily require more expressive NPs to communicate the speaker's intent,

without some restrictions. For example, referentiality does not apply only to economy; it

also affects the ability of a NP to command a coindexed NP, as in the hierarchy in (52),

discussed in Section 2.8.

s6

(5 3) Referentiality Hierarchy
[-pr,-R]
reflexives < pronouns

In conjunction with RnreReNTIALDoMINANCE, (53) will restrict the more referential NP

forms to situations where they are observed in actual data. The implication is that the syn-

tactic operations that apply to these NPs are sensitive to the structural configuration; an R-

expression dominates a reflexive, and not the other way around, because the binding oper-

ation requires it. It will be shown in a later chapter that the violability of some of these con-

straints still leaves room for creativity in utterances, but not without restrictions.
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The grammatical constraints that have been developed in this chapter also balance the ten-

dency to economise with the requirements of syntax. For example, the BINoDepBNDENT

constraint will not allow a [-ind ref] NP to exist without a referent capable of the syntactic

operation of binding. While reflexives, including both SE- and SElF-reflexives, are the

most economical means of representing a participant, they are also the most syntactically

restricted. They may only appear in a situation where they can be bound by a coindexed

antecedent. The ANREFLEXIVEONLY constraint also restricts reflexives possessing the

[+an] feature to predicates that communicate a reflexive action. The use of a reflexive,

where one is available, is required by xRnn-e)cvECLASH. The interaction of these three

constraints provides a description of the syntactic environments where reflexives are per-

mitted to appear; the economy constraints will then, through a minimal set of violations,

select them in these environments.

'With 
one set of constraints controlling the environment of reflexives and another restricting

R-expressions, pronouns are left as being the most syntactically free of all NP forms. R-

expressions may appear only when outranked by discourse-level constraints, and reflexives

exist only where required by the grammar. All the remaining NPs may be realised pro-

nouns. IVhile there are many problems in binding theory that this proposal does not address,

the resulting theory will suffice for the discussion to follow.



Chapter 3. Non-Structu ral Constraints

The previous chapter discussed a revision of standard binding theory that is more amenable

to the principles of Optimality Theory. Upon first examination, it seems to be an unneces-

sary level of complexity added to an already adequate theory. But the analysis of pronouns

and reflexives becomes more interesting when examining cases that binding theory fails to

adequately explain. Even when applying the modified version of binding theory proposed

in the previous chapter, there are still some outstanding problems. One such unresolved

matter involved the difference between sentences such as Lucy saw herself and *Herself

saw Lucy. This problem was alleviated by the RErgReNualDotr¿INeNCE constraint, which,

out of necessity, referred to c-command. Unfonunately, when non-configurational lan-

guages 1É. Kiss 1991)- those in which arguments can c-command each other - are consid-

ered, structural relationships such as c-command no longer apply. For example, É. Kiss

gives the following data from Hungarian:

(1) a. A lányok ismerik egymást
the girls-NOM know each-other-Acc
"The girls know each other"

b.xA lányokat ismeri egymás
the girls-ACC know each-other-NoM
"Each other know the girls"
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Structurally, these two sentences appear the same. The only differences between them are

the case markers on the nollns. When X-bar phrase structure rules are applied to sentences

in non-configurational languages, the result may be considered a "flat structure" 1É. fiss

1991).In these cases, c-command is no longer asymmetrical. A structural relationshìp like

c-command cannot alone produce the contrary grammaticality judgements.

Another situation which causes difficulty for binding theory are coordinate structures,

where linear order appears to play a role in the grammaticality of pronouns (Reinhart 1983:

s4-s6).

(2) a. Patty¡ went to school and she¡ fell asleep.
b.+She¡ went to school and Patty¡ fell asleep.

Neither of the two conjoined clauses in (2b) c-command the other, yet the sentence is un-

grammatical. Once again, any explanation of this difference must not be based only on

structural configuration.

The traditional method of responding to these deficiencies in the theory has been to attempt

to extend binding theory by adding further stipulations beyond Conditions A and B to the

distribution of anaphoric elements. This results in a more complicated and ultimately less

satisfying theory. An alternative is to extend the analysis beyond sentence structure, and

include discourse-level principles (Reinhart 1983) or argument structure 1É. tiiss 1991 , Re-

inhart & Reuland 1991) amongst the properties being considered. That is the approach we

will consider here.



3. 1 . NoT.CoNFIGURATIoNnI LnTGUAGES

In the Hungarian example given previously in (1), the flat structure of the sentence refutes

the predictions of binding theory. Instead of looking for a purely structural explanation, É.

Kiss (1991) uses a prominence hierarchy of theta roles to explain this data.

(3) Prominence of theta roles:
agent > source, location, goal > theme

In (1a), girls (agent) is higher than each other (theme). But in (1b), the theta roles are re-

versed. When the anaphor is more prominent than its antecedent in Hungarian, the sentence

is invalid. The resulting primacy condition can be formulated as a violable constraint.

(4) ANepuon0
An anaphor must be lower in the hierarchy in (3) than its antecedent.

In Hungarian, mutual c-command relationships can be distinguished by violations of

Ar,IApFIoR0. Given only the data in (i), ANaeuoRO can be considered an inviolable con-

straint, and does not need to be critically ranked with the constraints on NPs developed in

the previous chapter.
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However, consider the following examples 1É. tciss 1991):

(5) a. A lányokkal vitatkoztam egymásról
thegirls-withargued-I each-other-about
"I argued with the girls about each other"

b.*A lányokról vitatkoztam egymással
the girls-aboutargued-I each-other-with
"I argued about the girls with each other"

c. Egymásról
each-other-about talked-I
"About each other, I talked with the girls"

beszélgettem a lányokkal
the girls-with
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In (5a), the source theta role is realised as lányokkcLl "girls-with", while the role of theme

is filled by egyntásról"each-other-about". Since source outranks theme in (3), the anaphor

is less prominent than its antecedent. In (5b), the roles are reversed, and tányokrót "girls-

about" has the theme role; the anaphor which refers to it is more prominent, and thus,

ANepHon0 is violated. Example (5c) is similar to (5a) in that it satisfies ANAIH9R9, but it

does not satisfy binding theory because, according to Kiss, the anaphor has been focussed

through movement into specifier position of the verb phrase.

(6) [s lvpEgymásról¡ [y beszélgetem pro alânyokkal r¡ ] I l

E. Kiss explains this situation by expanding the definition of binding, allowing an anteced-

ent to bind either an anaphor or its trace at S-structure to license the anaphor. There is an

alternative analysis using Optimality Theory that does not require an appeal to syntactic

structure. Ranking ANapHonO ahead of binding constraints in Hungarian would permit

binding violations as long as theta role rules are respected. A highly-ranked constraint that

for now will be called LprrFocus forces the focussed NP of (5c) to the left. Ir will be vio-

lated by any candidate where an NP referring to a non-focal referent appears closer to the

left edge of the sentence than any other referents. A generalised version of this constraint

will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. The following table describes the output in

(5c).



(1 ) Egymásról i beszélgettem a lányokkal¡
About each other¡, I talked with the girls¡.

I talked with cr [about cr]nocus [cx = the girls]

a. I talked with the girls¡ abour each other¡

b. 'o About the girls¡, I talked with each other¡

c.eAbout each other;, I talked with the girls¡

The candidates in (7b) and (7c) reflect the grammaticality judgements in (5b) and (5c).

When the thematic phrase about each other is assigned focus, Le¡rFocus requires that it

be left-aligned, and (7a) is ruled out. Between the remaining candidates, (7c) is considered

more optimal than (7b) because it does not violate the highly ranked ANapHon0 constraint.

If the focussed phrase is in fact moved to a higher focus position, it would structurally dom-

inate the other NP. As a result, in (7c) the reflexive dominates its antecedent, violating the

REF'ERBNTIALDoMINANCE constraint from the previous chapter. Even with this violation of

structural constraints, (7c) is still the optimal choice. If no focus was assigned, LgnFocus

would not apply. This would leave (7a) as the optimal candidate;this situation is evidenced

by (5a).

LEFIFOCUS

xl

At¡RpHoR0
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3.2. Rolr Con¡vnruo
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Difficulty in dealing with non-configurational languages is only one of the problems with

the use of c-command to categorise the behaviour of anaphora. Dalrymple (1993: 168ff.)

cites a litany of examples that purely structural relationships may be unable to describe.

One such example is the difference in grammaticality judgements between the following

two sentences.



(8) a. John talked to Mary about herself.
b.*John talked about Mary to herself.

Although the differences between the two examples in (8) can be represented structurally,

since the to- role may be construed as an argument while the about- theme may be an ad-

junct, there is still no c-command relationship between the two. They are both projections

from the same lexical head. From the perspective of constraints developed thus far, both

examples contain reflexive predicates, but there is no reason to discount (8b) as ungram-

matical.

Hellan (1988) discusses this problem, which also occurs in Norwegian. The examples in

(9) parallel those in (8).

(9) a. Bøkene
the books

b.'r'Bøkene
the books

Hellan proposes a solution by introducing the notion of role command.
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av I Per og Jon ]i om
by Per and Jon about
om I Per og Jon ]¡ av
about Per and Jon by

(10) Role command (Hellan 1988: 156)
X role commands Y iff X and Y receive theta roles from the same role as-

signer, and X's theta role is higher than Y's on a role hierarchy with agent on
the top and theme on bottom, and experiencer, benefactive, and similar roles on
an intermediate level.

This definition is then subsumed into a condition similar to that of binding Condition A;

that is, an anaphor must be role commanded by its antecedent. The role hierarchy of (10)

has already been seen before, in (3), where it was used to motivate the ANepuoR0 con-

straint. Hellan uses this definition of role command in conjunction with c-command to de-

velop a single unified principle of binding called command. The relationship between

hverandre¡ er til salgs
each other are for sale
hverandre¡ er til salgs
each other are for sale
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command and ANAPHOR0 inspires a question: is ANepuoRO a constraint that applies inde-

pendently of previously-developed constraints, or is it actually paft of the syntactic princi-

ples developed in the previous chapter?

One of the outstanding issues from the previous chapter was the inability of constraints to

account for data like 'kherself likes Lucy withoLrt appealing to phrase structure. Application

of the ANepuon0 constraint in English would mark this sentence ungrammatical. It was

also noted in Section 2.8 that the RETeRENTIALDoMINANCE constraint, repeated here as

(1 1), would also suffice to solve this problem. Unfortunately, it still required the application

of c-command as part of the definition of dominance.

( I 1 ) ReTenENTTALDoMTNANCE

An NP must outrank all coindexed NPs it dominates, according to:
reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

The similarities between RTreReNTIALDoMINANCE and ANapHon0 suggest that it might

be possible to redefine dominates according to theta roles within a predicate. As mentioned

in the previous chapter, f-command and c-command are similar enough for our purposes

that they are interchangeable outside of a predicate. This allows us to re-write the definition

of dominance using these two conditions.

(1 2) Antecedent Superiority
Given two NPs X and Y are coindexed, then Y is dominated by X if X role

commands Y within the same predicate, or if X f-commands Y when they are
not in the same predicate. X is the antecedent of Y.

Now the conditions of RB¡gn¡TTIALDoMINANCE can be indicated without reference to c-

command. Applying this definition of "is dominated by" to (11) can account for the distri-
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bution of anaphors and their antecedents in the examples that have been examined to this

point. For example, in (7) from the previous section, the two competing candidates that did

not violate LsrrFocus were distinguished by the interaction between ANRpnoRO and

RE¡ERBNTIALDOMINANCE. However, the revised definition of R¡¡gnSNTALDoMINANCE

subsumes ANapuon0, giving the following result.

(13) Egymásról¡ beszélgettem a lányokkali
About each otheri, I talked with the girls¡.

I talked with c¿ [abour cx]pocus [u = the girls]

a. I talked with the girlsi about each other¡

b. x About the girls¡, I talked with each other;

c.eAbout each other¡, I talked with the girls¡

Now, the c-command relationship between the noun phrases is irrelevant. In (7b),

RB¡ERENTiALDOMINANCI is violated because the higher ranked source NP contains the re-

flexive, which dominates its antecedent. The optimal candidate is still (7c) because in this

case it does not violate any constraints. Without c-command, the only difference between

(7c) and (7a) is their violation of the LBr'rFocus constraint; there must be some other way

of distinguishing between them when there is no focus.

LEFfFoCUS

It should be noted that the notion of role command is not strictly incompatible with a hier-

archical structural analysis of syntax. Larson ( 1988) proposes a means by which theta roles

may be represented in structural relations. Thus, it cannot be said that examples such as (8)

and (9) are inexplicable in a c-command analysis of binding. It is the case that both solu-

tions - that of Larson, and the one presented here - are based on an examination of theta

i!
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roles. This observation is also in keeping with the proposal that the constraints developed

in this thesis are not dependent on a particular choice of grammatical model. These con-

straints may apply alongside either a LFG or a Government and Binding analysis of syn-

tactic structure.

3.3. Bryoruo C-CoMMAND

Comparisons between c-command and the antecedent superiority relationship in (12) may

be made by varying the relationship between O-roles and phrase structure. A passive con-

struction allows the grammatical subject to be assigned a non-agentive role.

(14) a. Sally kicked herself.
b.xSally was kicked by herself.
c.*Herself was kicked by Sally.

Sentence (14a) is grammatical because the anaphor is role-commanded by the NP Sally.

Similarly, in (l4b), the anaphor herself is assigned the agent O-role and thus outranks its

antecedent in the hierarchy in (3).1 It is rejected by a violation of rhe

Rgr'¡ReNTIALDoMINANCB constraint.

However, in (14c) the roles remain the same as in (14a) (Sally is still the agent), but the

sentence is ungrammatical. Without recourse to either thematic roles or f-command, the

only distinction that can be made between this example and (14a) is syntactic. Hellan

(1988: 164) suggests that direct arguments and indirect (oblique) arguments are two dis-

tinct groups within which role command applies. He catalogues a number of examples that

l. See also Jaeggli (1986) for an alternative analysis.
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support this conclusion. According to this analysis, in ( 14c) the oblique argument Sally can-

not role command the grammatical subjecÍ"herself even though it outranks herself in (3).

Dalrymple (1993: 172) further points out that direct arguments are superior to indirect ar-

guments, such as in the following example.

(15) Billi told himsel|,1 about John¡.

The oblique John does not dominate the direct argument himself, making it unavailable as

an antecedent. The only possible coreference is between Bill and himself.

At this point it would be possible to add this new criterion for superiority to the definition

in (12) and re-apply it to Re¡'sRpltrtALDoMINANCE. However, the specification of superi-

ority has become somewhat complicated. Within a predicate, it is defined between coargu-

ments and across theta roles. Outside of a predicate, the f-command relationship applies.

Superiority can be defined by the interaction of three different hierarchies.

(1 6) Revised Antecedent Superiority
a. argument superiority: direct > indirect
b. role-command2: agent > source, location, goal > theme

These three criteria must all be related somehow to the degree of referentiality of an NP.

Moreover, these relationships are applied in a particular order of precedence. Argument su-

periority will choose direct objects as antecedents over indirect objects when such a distinc-

tion is available, as in (15). If both arguments in question are direct or indirect arguments,

c. f-command: X>YwhereXf-commandsY

2. Dalrymple (1993: 174) suggests a far more detailed thematic hierarchy:
agent>beneficiary>recipient/experiencer>instrumental>theme/patient>location

Howeve¡ this level of detail is not necessary for this study, and the simpler version of the hierar-
chy will be used instead.
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then role command will apply, rendering sentences like ¿'herself tikes Lucy ungrammatical.

Both ( 1 6a) and ( 16b) apply only to coarguments in a predicate, and f-command is symmet-

ric within a predicate. Thus, both must necessarily be examined before f-command. When

neither apply, f-command will distinguish between sentences where the NPs appear in dif-

ferent predicates.

These circumstances suggest that RnTnReNTIALDoMINANCE would best be written as a

family of simple constraints. All will refer to the hierarchy of increasing referentiality from

Section 2.8, repeated here as (17).

(17) reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

The first constraint in this family will require that oblique arguments not outrank direct ar-

guments in this hierarchy.

( I 8) AncuuENTSupERroRrry
A direct NP must not be outranked according to the following hierarchy by
coindexed indirect (oblique) NPs in the same predicate:

reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

While syntax determines the grammatical function of an argument, the concepts of direct

and indirect function are not tied to any particular syntactic theory. They are equally valid

in Government and Binding and Lexical-Functional Grammar based analyses, as well as

functional syntax. They do not require a particular phrase structure. Appealing to syntax

does not make this analysis any less theory-neutral. In particular, it satisfies the original hy-

pothesis that the behaviour of referential noun phrases is subject to both semantic and syn-

tactic conditions.
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The semantic condition on distribution of coindexed NPs is satisfied by the following con-

straint.

(19) Ror-ECoMMAND
An NP higher in { agent > source, Iocation, goal > theme } must not be
outranked (according to the following hierarchy) by coindexed lower NPs
in the same predicate:

reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

The combination of these two constraints accounts for all situations where the coindexed

NP appears more than once within a single predicate. For example, the potential derivations

that may produce the results in (15) are offered here as (20) and (21).

(20) Billi told himself¡,,r¡ abour John¡.

cr told o about Ê [ cr = Bill, p = John ]

a.e Bill told himself about John

b. x Himself rold Bill about John

c. * Himself told himself about John

(21) Billi told John¡ about himseli.

cx told B about Þ [ c¿ = Bill, p = John ]

a. + Bill told himself about John

b.øBill told John about himself

ARcuve¡rr-
Supenronlrv

c. * Bill told himself about himself

d. * Bill told John about him

When the coindexed NPs are not both direct/indirect arguments of the predicate,

ARcrnvlENrSuppRIoRrrv does not apply, as in (20).Instead, RoleCoutr¿AND is responsible

for selecting the optimal candidate. Sentence (20a) is the only one that does not violate

RoLgCovrr,ra¡¡n

ARGUMENT-

SupERroRlry

'FREFLgxtvE-

CLASH

>Fl

*l

*l

ROLECOMMAND
*RgpLgxlvg-
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RoleCovn¿aruo and is therefore considered optimal amongst these alternatives. If the

coindexed NPs are instead both direct/indirect arguments, then ARcuMENTSupERroRrry

can be applied. In (21a), the indirect argument is higher than the direct argument in the hi-

erarchy (17). It is ruled out by violations to this constraint. Additionally, RoIeCoMMAND

applies parallel to ARcuvpNTSuPERIoRtty since the thematic roles overlap with argument

structure. These constraints still apply alongside the ones developed in the previous chap-

ter, as evidenced by (21c) and (21d), which are ruled our by *RBpLExTvECLASH.

I am unaware of any circumstances where either ARGUMENISupgRtoRlry or

RoI-ECouvtAND may be violated. This concern will be addressed later. In particular, the

reflexive predicate Sally (2x kicked(x, -r)) realised with the passive English construcrion ø

was kicked by a I a = Sally / violates both of them.

(22) Sally (Àx kicked(x, x))

0, was kicked by cr I o = Sally ]

a. 'r Sally was kicked by herself

b. r' Herself was kicked by Sally

c. e?? Sally was kicked by Sally

In the output candidates produced by (22), thematic roles and argument structure do not

overlap in the usual fashion. V/ith (22a), the agent theta role is assigned the reflexive, out-

ranking its antecedent according to (16b). This produces a violation of RoleCoMMAND.

The reflexive appears in a lower theta role than its antecedent in (22b), but in this case, vi-

olates ARcuuevrSupezuoRlTY because it is a higher-ranked argument. The optimal candi-

date (22c) is still not entirely acceptable, but it is more plausible than the altematives. This

ARGUMENT-

Supg,RloRtty
RoleCovlu¡r.lp

.Ll

.rl

,FREFLEXIVE-

CLASH

.¡'
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slìggests that the grammatical constraint responsible for selecting the passive voice - per-

haps driven by a feature specified in the input - is outranked by the two superiority con-

straints in (22).Its ranking with respect to *REFLEXivECLASH is somewhat questionable. If

the constraint that motivates the passive construction were violated, by selecting an active

candidate like Sally kicked herself tnstead, none of these three constraints would be violated

and the result would be optimal.

The final constraint in the R¡¡enEvTIALDoMINANCE family accounts for the remaining

cases, where the coindexed NPs do not appear in the same predicate. As with

ARct-rtr¿pNrSupPRloRITY, there is some question as whether or not this constraint is de-

pendent on a particular syntactic theory. The domain described in (16c) refers to f-com-

mand purely for convenience. The relationship between the noun phrases examined by the

constraint is one of embedding or nesting within predicates. An equally or more deeply em-

bedded noun phrase must be outranked by less embedded coreferential noun phrases. I will

define the constraint in terms of f-command, because it clearly indicates the status of the

relationship between NPs.

(23) NesrepPReorcere
An NP must not be outranked, according to the following hierarchy, by
coindexed NPs it f-commands; that is, NPs within more deeply embedded
predicates:

reflexives < pronouns < epithets ( true R-expressions

As described in the previous chapter, there are similarities between the f-command and c-

command relationships. For our purposes, the only important difference between them is

that c-command is asymmetrical within a predicate. However, that asymmetry breaks down

in flat phrase structures. If c-command were used in the definition of NBsreoPn¡DICATE,
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it would behave in a very similar fashion. The other RnreRENIIALDoMTNANCE constraints

would continue to account for data in non-configurational languages.

Since f-command is symmetric, this constraint is in fact violated in situations where coin-

dexed NPs are in the same predicate, such as Lucy likes herself. The other two constraints

must outrank it, and in order to generate this grammatical example, it must also be out-

ranked by xRnnexIVECLASH.

(24) Lucy likes herself.

cr likes cr I cr = Lucy ]

a.eLucy likes herself

b. x Herself likes Lucy

The candidates (24a) and (24b) no longer require a structural relationship like c-command

to distinguish between them. When the agent theta role is realised with a reflexive in (24b),

the coindexed NP outranks it according to ( 17). This causes a violation of RolpCoMMAND.

The asymmetric relationship of f-command also produces a violation of

NBSTBDPREDICATE for both of these candidates. However, since *R¡r'LEKVECLASH out-

ranks NSSIEDPREDICAIq, (24a) is still considered more optimal than (24c).

c. + Lucy likes Lucy.

ROLECOMMAND
*REFLEXIVE-

CLASH

¡. I

To summarise the relative ordering of these constraints, the RBTeRENTALDOMINANCE

family is made up of the three constraints that have been developed thus far, applied in the

order shown in (25).

NESTED.

PREDICATE

*l

t.

*
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(25 ) RrnenBNualDorVlrNANCE :

{ AncuurNrSuppRroRrry, RoLsCorr¿varup } >> N¡sreopRporcers

The purpose of this family of constraints is to restrict the occurrence of more referential

NPs within a clause and its subclauses according to the interaction of syntactic (grammat-

ical) and semantic (thematic) superiority. The equal ranking of AncuueNrsupeRloRrry

and RoIECOMMAND suggests that given the evidence examined, neither takes precedence

over the other.

Returning to the Hungarian example from (7), I will provide an examination of the appli-

cation of this hierarchy in conjunction with the focus constraint. This will serve as a pre-

view to the discourse functions examined in a later chapter, and indicate that the

RSFERENTIALDOMINANcE family can be relied upon to account for data at the sentence lev-

el.

(26) E gy mâsról¡ beszélgettem a lányokkal¡
About each other¡, I talked with the girls¡.

I talked with s labout 0]rocus
[cr = the girls]

a. I talked with the girlsi about each other,

b. * About the girls¡,I talked with each otheri

c.eAbout each other¡,I talked with the girls¡

Candidates without a reflexive realisation of cx have been ignored, since (24) already dem-

onstrates the application of xRsrLsxlvECLASH in such cases. NesTEoPnEDICATE will be

violated by all candidates where a noun phrase appears twice in the same predicate. Once

again, the highly-ranked LEFrFocuS constraint will rule out the otherwise grammatical

LEFT-

Focus
ARGUMENT-

Supgnlonltv

>kl

RoLE-
Con¿vnxo

xl

Nesreo-
PRgolcRTe,

{<

>F
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candidate (26a). The remaining candidates compete based on their argument and theta role

relationships. The other constraints from RB¡eRENTIALDoMTNANCE will rule out (26b) be-

cause, as when ANeprion0 was applied, the anaphor outranks its antecedent.

All three REFERENTIALDoMiNANCE constraints prohibit superior arguments from strictly

outranking each other with respect to the hierarchy in (17); they make no mention of equal-

ly referential NPs. This is intentional, in order to account for data with more than two coref-

erential NPs within a predicate, such as the following.

(27) a. Hank¡ assigned himself¡ ro himselfi.
b.*Hank¡ assigned him¡ to himself¡.
c. Hanki assigned me to himself¡.

Sentences that contain reflexive predicates, like those in (27), are permitted the [+an] fea-

ture because they do not violate ANREFLEXIVEONLv. Since there are three arguments with

the same referent in (27a) and (27b), and only two values for the feature, there will neces-

sarily be at least one violation of *ReTLEXIVECLASH, as the following table illustrates.

(28) Hank¡ assigned himselfi to himselt.

a. x Hank assigned him to him

cr assigned cx, to ü [cx = Hank]

b. x Hank assigned him to himself

c. * Hank assigned himself to him

d.eHank assigned himself to himself

e. * Himself assigned himself to himself

Any candidates that have more than one violation of *Re¡'l-ExivECLASH, such as (28a) and

(28e), are ruled out. Of the remaining possibilities, (28c) violates the highly-ranked

ARGUMENT-

SupERloRrtv

*REFLExtvE-

CLASH

r. I

'k'i. !X

NESTED-

PREDICATE

4r

.9

'¡PRo-
NOUN

>¡

xx !*

*<*

+, I
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Ancrn¿BNrSupezuoRIrY constraint. The two candidates left for consideration, correspond-

ing to (27a) and (21b), each have one violation of '|REFLEXTvECLASu. In (28b), rhe clash

occurs between the [-an] features of Hankandhim, while in (28d) the two instances of

himself are both [+an]. The grammaticality judgement is a result of the economy con-

straints developed in the previous chapter. Sentence (28d) is more economical because it

has substitutes a violation of the lower-ranked 'TREFLEXIVE constraint for (28b)'s violation

of the higher-ranked 'FPRoNouN constraint.

This analysis is a result of the inventory of lexical items available in English. In languages

such as Dutch, the availability of SE-reflexives produces a different result (Reinhart and

Reuland 1993:668).

(29) a. Henk¡
Henk

b. Henk¡
Henk

c.?Henk
Henk

d.sHenk
Henk

wees

assigned
wees

assigned
wees

assigned
wees
assigned

Again, the sentences in (29) all contain reflexive predicates. As in English, a minimal

number of violations of *R¡r'LEXIVECLASu produces favoured results. With three NPs as-

signed the [+¿¡1 feature, there will be at least one clash. Candidates with any more than

one clash will be rejected. Since SE-reflexives and SElF-reflexives are considered to be

equally referential according to the hierarchy of (17), the ReFeneNTiALDoMINANCE con-

straints do not distinguish between the two equally grammatical sentences in (29a) or (29b).

They are, however, more grammatical than (29c) because they are favoured by economy

zichzelf aan

himself to
zichi aan

SE to
zichzelf aan

himself to
mrj aan
me to

zich; toe.
SE
zichzelf toe.
himself
zichzelf toe.
himself
zich¡ toe.
SE
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considerations; sentence (29c) has one more violation of *Rpp'LBxIvE than (29a) and (29b).

The remaining sentence (29d) is ungrammatical because SE-reflexives do not possess the

[+an] feature and thus do not satisfy *R¡r'LExTvECLASH.

One issue mentioned earlier in this section remains unresolved: the two highesrranked

constraints in the RnpeReNTtALDoMINANCE hierarchy are apparently inviolable. This does

not suit the assumptions made by Optimality Theory, which suggest that all constraints

should be violable. There is a potential resolution to this problem based on the nature of

these constraints. They are each built on a relationship between two intersecting hierar-

chies. Such hierarchies can be translated directly into more elementary constraints. For ex-

ample, one assertion of the ARGUMENTSUeERIORITv constraint is that given a choice

between a pronoun and a coindexed reflexive in direct and indirect argument positions, the

pronoun should be the direct argument and the reflexive the indirect argument. However,

that equates to a violable preference for pronouns over reflexives in direct argument posi-

tions, as in *DIREctPnoNouN >> *DIRncTREFLEXIVE, and the reverse for indirect argu-

ments. If every such intersecting relationship between the two hierarchies were translated

into a constraint, maintaining the same order, they could be completely re-written with a

set of these more elementary violable constraints. Thus far, there is no independent evi-

dence to motivate this dissection, in the form of constraints that would appear between

items in this hierarchy. Since the ReFeReNTIALDoMINANCE constraints will not be devel-

oped further, I will not pursue such an analysis.



3.4. Lrrurnn Onorn

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, another construction which causes problems

for syntactic binding restrictions are coordinate structures. The following examples are re-

peated from (2).

(30) a. Patty¡ went to school and shei fell asleep.
b.xShe¡ went to school and Patty¡ fell asleep.

In this case, linear order appears to be a factor; while no structural or functional differences

separate the two examples, the pronoun is not permitted to appear to the left of its anteced-

ent. A first attempt at accounting for this data might be to hypothesise the following con-

straint.

(31) NoLErrPRoNouN:
A pronoun cannot precede its antecedent.
Schematically: x NP,t-RrJ ... ¡qp'[+RrJ

This constraint is violated by (30b), which explains its ungrammaticality. It is vacuously

satisfied in English in sentences where clauses are embedded and not conjoined, since vi-

olating candidates would also be ruled out by RenenENnar-Doir,lrNANCE. It, or a similar

constraint, can also play a part in sentences that do not involve conjunction; for example,

(8a), repeated here as (32a), contrasts with (32b).

(32) a. John talked to Mary abour herself.
b.xJohn talked about herself to Mary.

17
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Both sentences satisfy ARcutupNrSupnRloRIry, but only the sentence in which the reflex-

ive follows its antecedent is grammatical. In order to include reflexives among the data it

categorises, the constraint can be broadened.

(33) Folr-ow
A non-referential NP cannot precede its antecedent.
SchematicallY: * NP¡FRJ ... ¡P t+Rl

Follow does not necessarily apply in the same fashion in other languages, such as Hun-

garian (cf. (5c)). Even in English, this constraint is violable.

Q$ a. Dan¡ saw a snake near him¡.
b. Near him¡, Dani saw a snake.
c. Dan¡ saw a snake near himself¡.
d. Near himself¡, Dan¡ saw a snake.

When the prepositional phrase is left-dislocated, either a pronoun or a reflexive can precede

its antecedent. Some higher-ranked constraint, such as the LerrFocus constraint discussed

in Section 3.1, can force a violation of Fot-low. For example, the following table outlines

the selection of (34d).

(35) Near himself¡, Dan; saw a snake.

G saw a snake [near o]psçus I cr - Dan ]

a. Dan saw a snake near himself

b.e-Near himself, Dan saw a snake

c. Near him, Dan saw a snake

The left-dislocated construction of (35b) would be generated when LEFTFocuS applies,

making it optimal, rather than the in situ candidate (35a). The difference between (35b) and

(35c) is a result of a violation of xRnpLBxivECLASH, which applies in this example if we

LEFTFOCUS

.el

FOLLow
'FREFLEXIVE-

ClnsH

õ

¡i. 'kl
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asslìme that both variables o( are arguments of the same predicate. If they are not (as dis-

cussed earlier in Section 2.7),then (35b) would violate r'REFLEXIVECLASH instead of (35c),

and the output (34b) would be produced instead.

There are circumstances other than lefrdislocation where Follow is violable in English;

for example, backwards pronominalization (Carden 1982), where a pronoun precedes its

antecedent in a discourse context.

(36) "Are we all here?" said he lGandalf], handing his¡ sword back to Thorin¡ with
a bow.

(J. R. R. Tolkien, The Hobbit p.77)

Backwards pronominalization is a marked case (Reinhart 1983: 37), suggesting a pragmat-

ic motivation for its use. There are two possible situations in discourse in which a referent

can occur: it can either be the first mention in a discourse sequence, or it can be a repeat

identification of a previously-mentioned referent. The second case occurs in (36), where

Thorin has been introduced earlier in the novel. An explanation for this can be deferred un-

til discourse patterns of reference are discussed.

This leaves the situation in which backwards pronominalization is used to introduce a new

referent into the discourse. According to data collected by Fox (1987), such cases in con-

versation follow a single pattern, in which the specific antecedent of the pronoun is una-

vailable or irrelevant. For example, when speaking about a visit to a bookstore, a speaker

might refer to a clerk as he without an antecedent, as in he handed me the book (Fox 1987:

67). The speaker might not know who the clerk is, and will not mention him again in the
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discourse. There is no pragmatic requirement to identify the referent, meaning there is no

backwards pronominalization3, placing it outside the scope of the grammar.

The "Forwards-Only Hypothesis" advanced by some linguists, and described by Carden

( 1982), suggests that backwards pronominalization does not exist. This hypothesis requires

that an antecedent precede a non-referential NP somewhere in the discourse. However,

enough written English data has been collected which contain instances of backwards pro-

nominalization as the first mention of a referent (Carden 7982,van Hoek 1997: 108-128)

to discount this hypothesis. Thus, the grammar must account for this data. Backwards pro-

nominalization can even be used to introduce a new referent where there is a potential for

ambiguous reference.

(31) a. And Najibullah never misses a chance to manifest his piety in public.
b. In his letter to Gorbachev, Khomeni referred to the failure of the atheist state

in the Soviet Union to destroy Islam
(The Nation 10/16/89, cited in van Hoek 1991)

The two sentences in (37) appear adjacent to each other, but the pronoun ftls in (37b) does

not refer to the most recently mentioned discourse referent. Within a corpus of 500 sentenc-

es using backwards anaphora for first mention of a participant, van Hoek notes that the an-

tecedent was grammatically more prominent4 than the pronoun in all cases. This implies

that the superiority constraints outlined in Section 3.3 are respected by this data.

--t.

4.

Unless there is a change in discourse topic to discuss the referent. This would be a correction,
without intent on the part of the speake¡ and need not be an element of the grammar.
Although her definition of "prominence" does not necessarily intersect with the superiority condi-
tions discussed earlier, they are similar. Of the 500 examples, the antecedent was grammatical
subject in 423 cases, and in the 19 cases in which it was not an argument of a verb, the pronoun
was also not an argument.
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The following set of sentences illustrate the interaction of Follow and

Rg¡'SRSNTIALDoMINANCE constrai nts.

(38) a.xShe¡ went to school and Patty¡ fell asleep.
b. After she¡ went to school, Pattyl fell asleep.
c.xShe¡ fell asleep after Patty¡ went to school.
d. After Patty¡ went to school, she¡ fell asleep.

One possible explanation for the grammaticality of (38b) would be an appeal to phrase

structure. The adverbial clause would be produced in a syntactic position c-commanded by

the matrix clause verb. 'When 
the clause is moved, as indicated by the representation in (39),

the trace left by the clause containing the pronoun still follows its antecedent.

(39) ts I After she wenr to school J¡ Patty fell asleep t¡ ]

As with the Hungarian examples in Section 3.1, it would be preferable to rely on constraint

interaction rather than phrase structure to explain such cases. Additionally, to permit (38d),

the requirement would have to be broadened to permit the pronoun to follow its antecedent

at S-structure, even if it doesn't follow it at D-structure. When appealing purely to structur-

al rules, there is also some question as to why (38c) is ungrammatical when (38b) is not.

Consider the following sentences as well.

(40) a. Near him¡, Dani saw a snake.
b.*Near Dan;, he¡ saw a snake.

Sentences (40a) and (40b) parallel (38b) and (38d), but in this case, (40b) is ruled our. This

can be explained by the difference between the left-dislocated structures in the two sets of

data. In (38b) and (38d), the adverbial contains a clause which includes its own predicate.

Since the main clause referent and the adverbial clause referent belong to separate predi-
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cates, the only superiority constraint which applies is NrsI¡oPREDICATE. Given that the

adverbial clause is contained within the f-structure for the main clause, the subject of the

main clause (Patty in (38b) and she in (38d)) will f-command the referenr in rhe adverbial

clause. This means that (38b) violates N¡srspPnnDrcATE, while (38d) violates FoLLow.

In order to produce these sentences, the proposed LB¡-rFocus constraint would have to out-

rank both.

As mentioned earlier, the other two REFERENTIALDoMINANCE constraints seem to be invi-

olable as I have stated them. This can be seen in (40), where the lefrdislocated preposition-

al phrase is an argument of the main clause predicate. In this case, LEFfFocus does not

permit a violation of the applicable superiority constraints, and the only valid output in

(40a) will violate Follow.

(41) Near him¡, Dan¡ saw a snake.

cr saw a snake fnear cr]pgçus I o - Dan ]

a. Dan saw a snake near him

b.eNear him, Dan saw a snake

c. x Near Dan, he saw a snake

Unlike table (35), the predicate in (41) takes the entire prepositional phrase as an argument

and is not reflexive. As before, (41a) is ruled out as a result of a violation of LerrFocus.

Candidate (41c) is also ruled out because it violates the highly-ranked RoleCovuaNn

constraint. This leaves (41b) as the optimal choice, even though it violates Follow. The

following ranking is required to account for these results.

(42) { ARcuueNtSupeRloRtty, RoLECoMMAND } >> { NEsTeDPREDTSATE, Follow }

RoLeCoN¿tr¿¡t{o LpprFocus

'kl

{. I

FoLLov/

4\
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This leaves a question as to whether or not NEsTnnPnEDICATE and FoLlow are critically

ranked with respect to each other. Since both (38b) and (38d) are grammatical, and each

violates one of these two constraints, there are two possible explanations. The first is that

the two constraints are equally ranked, and variation between the two alternatives is free.

The second possibility is that there is some higher ranked constraint which will select one

sentence over another in a discourse context. This question will remain unanswered until

discourse processes are examined in a later chapter.

3.5. Su¡vn¿nnv

The constraints developed in this chapter are motivated by a need to account for data where

structural binding principles either do not apply or produce incorrect results. Compelling

evidence from a variety of sources and alternative analyses of anaphoric reference favours

a set of constraints which are based primarily on non-structural syntactic relationships.

When they are added to the analysis provided in the previous chapter, they provide a de-

scription of the behaviour of anaphora at the sentence level. They are rooted in a notion of

"economy of expression", which offers a connection between this level and the wider scope

of discourse processes. As mentioned in the previous chapter, these constraints do not re-

place binding theory, which addresses many syntactic processes which are beyond the

scope of this theory. However, they provide the basis for the discussion that is to follow.

The next chapter will examine the interaction between these constraints and the behaviour

of referents in discourse.



The first two chapters of this research have primarily examined the behaviour of noun

phrases within a sentence. In the aftermath of this discussion, the syntactically-motivated

incidence of reflexives has been filtered out, leaving us to contend only with the distribu-

tion of pronouns and referential expressions. While this analysis has been achieved using

the soft constraints of Optimality Theory, it is still subject to the same fundamental restric-

tion that occurs in other analytical syntactic theories, such as binding theory - it does not

account for relationships between noun phrases which extend beyond the scope of a single

sentence.

Disco un Phr

Consider the following pair of English sentences, which illustrate a typical discourse pat-

tern.

(1) a. Charlie¡ put on his tuque.
b. Then he¡ picked up his books
c. and Øi went to school.

Sentence (1a) refers to the participant Charlie; the use of a full NP suggests either a first

mention or reintroduction of this participant into the discourse. The pronoun in the first part

of the second sentence, which appears in ( I b), is a repeat mention of Charlie.It would be

possible to use another type of NP in this position, with varying markedness. If the pronoun

were replaced with the full R-expression Charlie, the sentence would be questionable. An

84
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epithet, such as the blockhead, would be slightly less marked. The second part of this sen-

tence (1c) uses an null pronoun; once again, alternate forms may appear, with varying de-

grees of success. In this conjoined clause, grammaticality judgements would depend on the

choice of NP in (1b).

As can be seen from this simple example, variation is permitted when choosing the type of

noun phrase that occurs in a sentence. However, at the very least, the variation cannot be

considered to be completely free. There are pragmatic factors which influence - if not com-

pletely determine - the choice of NP. Proposing rules to account for the distribution of var-

ious NP types would be an arduous task, considering the number of qualifications and

exceptions that would be needed in each rule to account for variation. The soft constraints

of optimality Theory provide a much better tool for constructing a model.

4.1 . Extsr¡ruc WonK tN Opln¡nltry THroRv

Optimality theory has already been applied to the problem of describing the discourse pat-

terns of noun phrases. One of the fundamental constraints which occurs repeatedly in these

studies is DOAP (Williams 1997).

(2) DOAP (Don't Overlook Anaphoric Possibilities)
Opportunities to anaphorise text must be seized.

The variety of anaphoric elements to which Williams applies this constraint is much wider

than the formula for the realisation of noun phrases under consideration here; he is also con-

cerned with the use of stress for contrastive focus and the deletion of repeated phrases. Ac-
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cording to this constraint, semantically predictable material, such as that generated by a

repeated reference, should be anaphorised by destressing or deletion. The following dis-

course sequences illustrate its application (V/illiams 1997: 603). Capitalisation represents

stressed elements.

(3) a. Q: Did John; see MARYj?
b. A: Yes, he¡ SAW her;.
c. A:+Yes, HE¡ saw HERj
d. A: No, SHE¡ saw HIMi.

The response of (3b) is redundant with respect to the original question, and can be consid-

ered anaphoric, satisfying DOAP. On the other hand, (3c) has stressed both pronouns, even

though they are completely predictable from the question. This contrast means the response

is not anaphoric, and a violation of DOAP. The third response (3d) has also stressed the pro-

noun which refers to the previously-stressed Mory, but in this case it appears in a different

and unexpected position. This configuration provides no opportunity to anaphorise, and

DOAP does not apply.

Williams also discusses the behaviour of anaphora within sentences, ascribing the resulting

pattern to the conflict between two sets of laws; one is based on linear order and subordi-

nation, and the other includes c-command relationships. The pragmatic motivation of

DOAP can be considered to be similar to the "economy of expression" principle from Sec-

tion2.3, in that unmarked cases will use reduced expressions in the form of anaphora wher-

ever possible. Since this study is concerned only with the choice of noun phrase forms, and

not the anaphoric deletion of other elements in a sentence, the economy of expression hi-

erarchy *RExpR >> xPRoNouN >> *RgrLextve already attempts to choose the most re-
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duced expression whenever possible. The primaly difference between the two analyses is

that the hierarchy is applied both within sentences and across sentences in discourse, based

on the hypothesis that the same pragmatic factors apply in both environments.

Hendriks and de Hoop (1999) also discuss anaphora and DOAP, although they have

phrased their discussion and their constraints from the point of view of anaphor resolution

rather than production. They formulate a binding condition based on the revised binding

theory of Reinhart and Reuland (1993).

(4) PRnrclpt-e B (Hendriks and de Hoop 1999)
If two arguments of the same semantic relation are not marked as being
identical, interpret them as being distinct.

Although this constraint is phrased in terms of interpretation, its motivation is very similar

to the *Ren-BxtvECLASH constraint of Section 2.5. Identical marking within a predicate,

such as the co-occurrence of a reflexive and non-reflexive NP, is used only when the

marked elements refer to the same entity. Hendriks and de Hoop suggest a constraint order-

ing of PRntctpI-p B >> DOAP, citing the following sentence.

(5) Often when I talk to a doctor, the doctor disagrees with him.

In order to satisfy DOAP completely, all three italicised noun phrases would have to refer

to the same entity. There must be some higher-ranked constraint which renders this un-

grammatical reading suboptimal. By ranking PzuNcnI-s B ahead of DOAP, the main clause

predicate cannot be permitted a reflexive interpretation when no reflexive-marked noun

phrase appears.
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From the perspective of production, however, a different result may be obtained. To more

clearly illustrate the difference, the following sentence will be discussed instead.

(6) Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot disagrees with him.

This sentence offers the same set of possible interpretations as (5); the reading in which all

three noun phrases refer to the same entity is still ungrammatical. The two grammatical in-

telpretations of (6) that include co-reference between noun phrases al'e illustrated schemat-

ically in (7).

(l) a. Often when I talk to ø, B disagrees with cr.

b. Often when I talk to c, cr disagrees with B.

I cx, = doctor / idiot, F = earlier referent ]

In both of these two inputs, there is no reflexive predicate; thus, ANREFLEXIVEONLv will

reject any candidate with a reflexive. Given the two sets of constraints that have been pro-

posed thus far, representing economy of expression and syntactic restrictions, the output

from either of these candidates would be the same (assuming both referents share the same

gender): ?Often when I talk to hint, he disagrees with him. Although this result is grammat-

ical, it would likely only appear in a limited set of circumstances.It certainly would not ap-

pear in isolation, when no antecedents have been established in previous discourse. To

produce any sentence other than this economical (but unlikely) output, discourse-level con-

straints would have to outrank the highly-ranked xRExpR. In other words, discourse con-

straints outrank violable syntactic considerations, and not the other way around.

[cx=doctor, p=idiot]



4.2. Exrsrrruc IVIoDELS or DrscouRSE ArunpHoRA

There are five theoretical models of discourse anaphora that I will consider while develop-

ing discourse-level constraints. In order to illustrate the differences between them, the fol-

lowing sentences will be used to provide an example of discourse where more than one

referent is made available. While the example takes the form of a narrative, the pattern it

illustrates could also appear in other forms of discourse.

(8) a. Charlie¡ woke up at eight this morning.
b. Since it was so late, he¡ knew hei wouldn't be at school¡ on time.
c. He¡ decided to ask Linus¡ to take notes for him¡.
d. He¡ phoned him¡ at 8:15.
e. Linus¡ had slept in as well.

The first approach, topic continuity, is outlined by Givón (1983). Continuity of a referent

can be measured as a function of several quantifiable factors, including the distance be-

tween instances of a referent, interference with other referents, and the persistence of a ref-

erent throughout discourse. The less continuous a referent is in a discourse, the more coding

(phonological and informational) material is required to represent it. In sentence (8b), the

pronouns refer to an antecedent that is very near, a referential distance ofone sentence, and

without any intervening referents that may provide interference. By sentence (8e), there are

two competing referents, both at the same distance, prompting the use of a full NP to refer

to Linus.

89

The second approach is the hierarchy model, discussed in Fox (1987). In this model, dis-

course is examined in a hierarchical scheme of structural units, rather than as a string of

clauses. The distribution of anaphors within a sequence of propositions both determines
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and is determined by the constituency of that sequence within the hierarchy. While the en-

tire discourse in (8) would form one hierarchy encompassing the complete narrative, there

would also be two subunits of this hierarchy formed by sentences (8a-d) and (8e). The first

subhierarchy would contain Charlie as the discourse topic, and the topic of the second

would be Linus. These hierarchies may in turn be further refined into smaller units.

The next model differs from the previous two in that it appeals to psychology rather than

linguistics. The cognitive model (Chafe 1981) is based on the study of the processes of ac-

tivation and attention; it is the cognitive status of a referent that determines its realisation.

In general, the use of a full NP makes a particular referent active, and once it is activated,

it can be referred to with a reduced expression. When attention is shifted, such as at an ep-

isode boundary, a new activation is required. The introduction of new referents in (8a) and

(8c) make them active, and each is eligible for pronominalisation in the following sentenc-

es. The use of the full NP in sentence (8e) reflects the shift in attention from Charlie to Li-

nus.

Huang (2000) proposes a model based on pragmatic strategies. In this case, a Gricean the-

ory of conflicting pragmatic conditions, such as that of Levinson (1991), is used to describe

anaphoric distribution. The use of full NPs is motivated by the need to express the identity

of a referent to a hearer, while reduced forms are used in the interests of economy and rep-

resenting continuity in the discourse. Pragmatically, the minimal expression of a noun

phrase - in English, the pronoun - is used everywhere possible in (8). When identifiability

is required, as in (8a), (8c), and (8e), less economical full NP forms are used instead.
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Another model of discourse anaphora is centring theory, which has its roots in computa-

tional linguistics as a system for determining anaphoric referents. Under this model (Gor-

don et al. 1993, Grosz et al. 1995), each utterance contains a set of semantic centres. The

backward-looking centre (C6) connects that utterance to the previous one, and the set of for-

ward-looking centres (C¡) permit connections to following utterances. The forward-looking

centres are ranked according to several factors, including primacy of grammatical role,

word order, subordination, and thematic role. The higher-ranked forward-looking centres

are more likely to be the backward-looking centre of the following utterance. The applica-

tion of centring theory to (8) is illustrated in (9).

(9) a. Charliei woke up at eight this morning.
Cr= { Charlie }

b. Since it was so late, he¡ knew he¡ wouldn't be at school; on time.
Cu = Charlie, C¡ - { Charlie, school }

c. He¡ decided to ask Linus¡ to take notes for him¡.
C¡ = Charlie, C¡ = { Charlie, Linus } (CONTINUE)

d. He¡ phoned him¡ ar 8:15.
Cu = Charlie, C¡ = { Charlie, Linus } (CONTINUE)

e. Linus¡ had slept in as well.
Cu = Linus, Cf = { Linus } (SHIFT)

For each sentence, the backward-looking centre has been indicated by Cu, the ordered set

of forward-looking centrcs by Cr (the most prominent one being listed first in the set), and

the operation that has been performed on the backward-looking centre is in parentheses.

The first sentence establishes a sole centre, Charlie. This referent continues as the back-

ward-looking centre of every sentence except for the last one, as marked by the operation

CONTINUE. Additional forward-looking centres appear in the sequence (9b-d), but in sen-

tence (9e) one of these is chosen to become the backward-looking centre, which shifts to

Linus. This operation is marked as SHIFT.
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All of these models share a common character - they all refer to some measure of the sali-

ence of a referent, as determined by topicality, activation, centre rank, or some other metric.

The more salient a referent within some domain, the boundaries of which are again speci-

fied by each model, the more likely it is to be referred to by a reduced noun phrase.

Given the constraints that have been developed in previous chapters, the grammatical out-

put of the proposed system will always choose pronouns over full referring noun phrases.

It is thus the goal in this chapter to describe using constraints some conditions under which

full NPs would be chosen over pronouns. There is of course much variation available in this

choice; often, a full NP will appear in discourse when the referent of a pronominal would

be unambiguous. This observation also implies that there is not a single factor that deter-

mines the choice between full NPs and reduced expressions. Rather, I would hypothesise

that there are a variety of factors, as described by the differences in the various models pro-

posed, which would work together to influence the choice of NP form. No single model

provides the necessary components; a successful analysis will require ingredients from all

of them.

4.3. Tur SprnrrR's KNowLEDGE

Before it is possible to specify the constraints that will select an output candidate from the

speaker's input, it is necessary to specify exactly what that input contains; that is, what part

of the speaker's knowledge must be used to produce a particular utterance. We can presume

that the speaker has access to one or more lexical noun phrases which can be used to refer

to a particular entity. This knowledge may consist of a proper name, such as Charlie, or a
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descriptive noun phrase, such as the round-headed kid, that the speaker could use to iden-

tify a referent. These noun phrases will be called identificational NPs in the following dis-

cussion. There may also be a number of other noun phrases that might be used to describe

the referent but would not identify them unambiguously, like the epithet blockhead. The set

of identificational NPs includes only [+R] (referential) NPs, but not all [+R] NPs clearly

identify the referent. Additionally, grammatical properties of those noun phrases, such as

gender and number, should also be available.

The speaker also has knowledge of the cument state of the referent, relative to its use in ear-

lier discourse. Here I will adopt the three activation states proposed by Chafe (1987), ac-

tive, semi-active, and inactive. An active or given referent is one which the speaker

presumes is readily available to the listener. This may be because of a recent previous men-

tion, or as a result of pragmatic factors, such as the speaker referring to themselves as "I"

as a participant in conversation. A semi-active or accessible referent may either be a previ-

ously active referent which has not been mentioned for some time, or one which is associ-

ated to an active referent through a schema. A schema of an active referent is made up of a

set of related expectations; for example, if the referent a big undergraduate class is active,

then, according to Chafe, the semi-active referents would include students, an instructor, a

classroont, and so on. Finally, an inactive or new referent is one which is not available im-

mediately to the speaker because it does not fall into either of the other two categories, and

must be retrieved from long-term memorv.

Chafe proposes three possible transitions between the states within a discourse unit:



(10) a. a change of a previously inactive concept to an active one;
b. a change of a previously semi-active concept to an active one; and
c. a change of a previously active concept to an semi-active one.

The first two, (10a) and (10b), permit the activation of a less-active referent. The deactiva-

tion described in ( 10c) is a requirement based on the hypothesis that short-term memory, in

which an active referent would be available, has a very limited capacity. The exact number

of concepts that may be active at any instant is not a constant; it may vary by speaker and

according to other factors as well. We will presume that the determination of whether or

not a concept may be considered active is made by the speaker before the application of any

constraints that refer to activation state.

The filing-card system proposed by Erteschik-Shir (1997) offers a useful metaphor of these

states. In this system, a referent and information about that referent are listed on a file card,

which is placed in a stack. At the top of this stack are one or more cards that represent active

referents. Below these top cards, the remainder of the stack contains less available refer-

ents. Several operations may be performed on the contents of this stack. The FOCUS oper-

ation either creates a new card and places it on top of the stack (as in ( l0a)) or moves a card

from a lower position on the stack to the top (as in (10b)). The TOPIC operation finds a

card already at the top of the stack. While the cards exist in the both the speaker's and lis-

tener's knowledge, it is the speaker's intent to use these operations to construct a particular

organisation of the listener's cards.
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Chafe describes the topic/comment structure of information presentation in terms of acti-

vation states. The more active a referent is, the more likely it is to be the topic. Conversely,
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the comment usually includes some less-active concept. Erteschik-Shir's file cards provide

the operations PREDICATION and UPDATE, which evaluate the predicate with respect to

the topic, and apply new information (focus) from the predicate to the topic cards. In both

cases, the presumption is that information packaging is sensitive to the accessibility of ref-

erents. Accordingly, the constraints that are developed in the next two chapters will neces-

sarily refer to activation state.

One other influence on discourse anaphora is the proposed reality of discourse units. Pu

( 1995) has examined the effect of episodic boundaries on anaphoric patterning. An episode

(van Dijk and Kintsch 1983) is a semantic unit dominated by a topical expression known

as a macroproposition. Experimental evidence collected by Pu indicates there is a clear

preference for the use of lexical NPs to refer to an entity at boundaries between episodes,

and pronouns within an episode. Exceptions to this pattern were often attributed to the sub-

jects producing a different analysis of episode boundaries than the experimenter. While this

suggests that there may be more than one way for a Iistener to interpret episode boundaries,

it does not refute the hypothesis that discourse units like episodes affect the choice of ana-

phoric forms.

In addition to these concerns, centring theory indicates the importance of a single discourse

referent, the centre, which is more salient than any other. This referent corresponds with the

standard definition of sentential topic, "what the sentence is about". Since the term topic is

somewhat ambiguous, I will use the more restricted term discourse topic interchangeably

with centre to refer to the single most salient entity at any particular point of the discourse.

The set of all topical referents throughout an episode equals the set of all active and deac-
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tivated referents. The referents most available to the speaker (and therefore the listener),

those at the top of the pile of file-cards, will be referred Ío as active, while those lower in

the pile will be called semi-active.

4.4. EsrneltsHtNc Rrrrne NCE

Huang's (2000) model of discourse anaphora outlines a series of principles which describe

a basic pattern of anaphoric distribution in conversation. These principles, listed in ( 1 1), ap-

ply cross-linguistically, and through speaker and turn-changes in conversation.

(1 1) The basic distributional pattern of anaphora in conversation (Huang 2000)
a. Establishment of reference tends to be achieved through the use of an

elaborated form, notably a lexical NP.
b. Shift of reference tends to be achieved through the use of an elaborated

form, notably a lexical NP.
c. Maintenance of reference tends to be achieved through the use of an

attenuated form, notably a pronoun or zero anaphor.

As mentioned earlier, all the various models of discourse anaphora in some way measure

the salience of a referent, but in order for an entity to become salient, the speaker needs

some way to establish the identity of the referent to the listener. As pointed out in ( I 1), this

tends to be done with a full lexical NP. Before this may be formulated into a constraint,

there is still one outstanding issue that must be considered. The problem is the domain of

reference; that is, how long does a reference last once it has been established? The cognitive

model is useful here because it provides experimental evidence to support its assertions.

Tomlin (1981, cited in Downing 1996) has shown that English speakers are sensitive to ep-

isodic structure, and tend to use full NPs at episodic boundaries; Pu (1995) has shown the

same for Chinese speakers. According to the cognitive model, an episode reflects the en-



durance of attention. Thus, these results are manifest in non-narrative discourse structural

units that reflect the same cognitive limitations, such as Fox's (1981) conversational se-

quences (Downing 1996) and written paragraphs. The establishment of the identity of a ref-

erent occurs during its first mention within a structural unit.

( 1 2) ESTABLTSHREFERENCE

The first mention of a referent within a discourse structural unit is an
identificational NP.

This constraint would be violated if an inactive referent were introduced into a discourse

structural unit, such as an episode, conversational sequence, or paragraph, using a noun

phrase that does not clearly define the identity of that referent. Pragmatically, this means

that the use of a pronoun would not signal to the listener that an important discourse event

was occurring; that is, the activation of a previously inactive referent. Even if the listener

were to understand that the pronoun were a new referent, because of an inability to resolve

the antecedent, it would not provide the listener with enough information to be placed on

their new file-card.

It should be mentioned once again at this point that the soft constraints of Optimality The-

ory are violable. The constraint in ( 12) reflects a strong tendency, in the unmarked case, for

the speaker to establish the identity of a referent for the listener as early as possible. There

are many possible instances where this constraint may be violated, such as in backwards

pronominalisation. For written English, the use of a marked construction would help signal

to the listener that an important discourse event, activation, will follow. In English conver-

sation, Fox (1987: 66ff .) found that all cases where first mention used a pronominal were

ones in which the class of referent was identifiable from previous statements, but the spe-
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cific identity of the referent was both unimportant and unavailable. For example, in a dis-

course sequence about buying a textbook, the clerk is referred to only once, and only ashe.

In this case, no identity is established, and there is no need to apply the constraint in (12).

To permit EsreeLIsHRe¡'pRpNcp to apply in relation to previously discussed constraints, it

must necessarily outrank "REXpR from Chapter 2. In the simplest imaginable case, dis-

course with only a single referent, this interaction of constraints would produce a first men-

tion in the form of a referential NP, and all subsequent mentions would be pronominals.

This would produce an entirely plausible and unmarked discourse, but does not reflect the

complexities of possible variations.

4.5. PnncH¡ATIC PnITcIPLES

At this point in the analysis, two options are available. The first is to attempt to enumerate

all of the possible conditions under which an R-expression could appear in discourse be-

yond its first mention. Considering all the possible parameters - language differences, dis-

course type (narrative, conversational, written, and so on), and speaker variations - this task

could only be considered using a large corpus-based analysis. Fox's (1987) study of Eng-

lish conversation would be an example of such an approach. The other possibility is to in-

stead explore more general principles and examine how they may influence the choice of

referent form. This exploration could be used to establish a family of constraints, which

could in turn be used to derive some more specific soft constraints.
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Levinson (1987 , 1991) applies pragmatic principles of informativeness to the study of an-

aphora, both at the syntactic level, and to a lesser extent, in discourse. They are derived

from the same Gricean maxims that were discussed in the formulation of the economv of

expression constraints from Section2.3, and have been written in the form of an ordered

set of interacting constraints.

(13) Levinson's Principles of Informativeness and their interaction, as summarised
in Huang (2000)
a. Q-Principle

Do not say less than is required (bearing I in mind).
b. M-Principle

Do not use a marked expression without reason.
c. I-Principle

Do not say more than is required (bearing Q in mind).
d. Interaction:

Q>M>I

From the perspective of choosing NP forms, the Q-principle demands that a more referen-

tial expression such as a full NP be used where the speaker believes the hearer requires one;

for example, when establishing the identity of a referent. In turn, the l-principle allows the

speaker to say only what is necessary to achieve the goal of the communicative act. When

the speaker believes that reduced NP form will satisfy the listener, that form should be used.

The M-principle permits the use of a marked expression, one which is less economical than

required by the l-principle, only when the speaker believes it is necessary. Thus, the speak-

er may use an epithet instead of a pronoun to convey additional information about a referent

to the Iistener.

The need for separation between the Q- and M-principles ensues from their differing prag-

matic motivations. Regarding the concern at hand, the selection of NP forms, the Q-princi-
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ple is primarily concerned with the speaker being confident that the listener recognises the

identity of the referent. The M-principle allows the speaker to select a less economical ex-

pression to convey a marked message. Aside from epithets, which offer a marked elabora-

tion, Huang suggests that instances of "low conjoinability" (Chen 1986, cited in Huang

2000) in discourse may be considered marked. Conjoinability refers to the connection be-

tween clauses in discourse, and would be considered low as a result of discontinuity. Topic

continuity may be interrupted by any of a number of events, such as switching between

foreground and background information, digression, or conversational turn. These events

may be considered marked and may be expressed using a marked form. The relative rank-

ing of Q > M is motivated by the need to achieve recognition being more impoftant than

conveyance of a marked message; for example, introducing a new participant to the dis-

course via an epithet may satisfy the speaker's desire to comment on that pafticipant, but

may be overruled if that epithet is not sufficient for the listener to recognise the partici-

pant's identity.

According to Levinson (1991), use of a more marked NP form implicates non-coreference

with the most available referents. Competition between the M- and I-principles determines

the NP form that will be selected. The following hierarchy of NP markedness is based on

Levinson's scale, and inco¡porates the level of topic identification described by Givón

( 1983).

(14) NP Markedness Hierarchy
lexical NP > stressed/independent pronoun > unstressed/bound pronoun > zero pronoun
+- M-implicates non-coreference I-implicates coreference -+



A concrete example of the interaction of all

segment of Chinese conversation.

(15) a. Q: Na ra fuqin gan shenmene
uhm3SG fatherdo what a
Uhm what is his father doing?

b. A: Ta fuqin zai daxue li jiaoshu Ø jiao guwen
3SG fatherin university in teach teach Òlassical Chinese
His father teaches in a university. (He) lectures on Classical Chinese.

According to Huang (2000), the repetition of the noun phrase ta fuqin.,his father,, in both

the question and the response serves a marked discourse function. The first mention in

(15a) serves to establish the identity of the referent, a recognition which is mandated by the

Q-principle. The repeat mention in the response of (15b) indicares that the listener of (15a)

is willing to accept the new referent as topic for the following discourse. This switch of top-

ic can be considered a marked conversational event, and justifies a marked Np according

to the M-principle. The third reference is unmarked, allowing the l-principle to minimise

the expression to azero pronoun.

r0r

three principles is provided by the following

The constraints in (13) cannot be directly translated into optimality Theory because they

have been formulated as a set of inviolable constraints; thus, the interaction between the e-
principle and the l-principle must be specified explicitly. Reformulating (13) as ranked vi-

olable constraints implies interaction.



(16) Levinson's Principles of Informativeness, expressed as violable constraints
a. Q-PRnvcreln

Do not say less than is required.
b. M-PzuNCIPLE

Do not use a marked expression without reason.
c. I-PRnqcpr-B

Say as little as possible.
d. Ranking:

Q-PnncrlE >> M-PRTNCIeLE >> I-pRn¡ctpLs

There is some similarity between these constraints and others that have been developed in

the framework of Optimality Theory. The I-PnnqcIpLE represents a general principle of

economy, while the other two constraints reflect to some extent an attempt to reproduce in

the output as much information as possible from the input. However, they are not concerned

strictly with output faithfulness; they are also motivated by pragmatic desire on the part of

the speaker to convey necessary information.

Using as an example the establishment of referential identity discussed in Section 4.4, these

constraints can be applied to a simple sequence of discourse to determine if the expected

results are obtained. The input will be based on the sentences from (1)1. The sentences may

be considered to mark the beginning of a new discourse structural unit. Candidates that are

ruled out by the syntactic processes developed in previous chapters are not considered.
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l. The zero pronoun has replaced with an overt pronoun. The appearance of the zero pronoun will be
discussed in the next chaoter.



(17) Charlie¡ put on his tuque.

cx, put on his tuque.##
Then cx picked up his books and cx went to
school.[ø=Charlie]

Then he¡ picked up his books and he¡ went to school.

a. He put on his tuque.## Then he picked up
his books and he went to school.

b.eCharlie put on his tuque.## Then he picked
up his books and he went to school.

c. Charlie put on his tuque.## Then Charlie
picked up his books and he went to school.

d. Charlie put on his tuque.## Then the
blockhead picked up his books and he went
to school.

Candidate (17a) is ruled out by the Q-principle because it fails to establish the identity of

the referent before using a reduced NP; the listener is unable to determine the intent of the

discourse. Note that there are situations which would render (17a) valid, such as the possi-

bility that the first pronoun /ze is deictic. In this case, the Q-principle would be satisfied.

Candidate (17c) provides too much information by repeating the name of the referentun-

necessarily, each causing a violation of the l-principle. The only intervening material be-

tween the two occunences of the full NP Charlie is tuaue. which is unlikelv to cause

ambiguity for the listener. Of the first three candidates, f f ZUl p-¿uces the t.urt nurnU". of

violations of the Q- and I-principles. Its sole violation of I-PnNcIpLE is a result of using a

less economical NP as the subject of the first sentence. The final candidate (17d) is also not

chosen, but for a different reason than the others. Using the epithet the blockhead is gram-

matical, and produces an unmarked discourse pattern. However, the epithet itself is more

marked than the pronoun, and is ruled out by the M-principle unless there is a reason to use

it, such as given in the following input.

Q-PnrNcrele M-PRINCIPLE

t!

r03

I-PRINCIPLE

'k!

't* I

,<



(18) Context: Charlie put on his tuque. I o = Charlie ]
Then cr picked up his books and cr went to school. I cr = the blockhead ]

Then cr picked up his books and cr went
to school. I cr = the blockhead ]

a. Then he picked up his books and went
to school.

b.eThen the blockhead picked up his
books and went to school.

In (18), the epithet the blockhead is specified in the input, and there is thus a reason for it

to appear in the output. The M-principle is no longer violated by the use of the epithet. The

M-PruNcIpLE constraint in this example is acting as a faithfulness constraint, reflecting the

fact that the speaker's decision to use the epithet in the second sentence means that it is re-

quired to appear in the output. The violation of the M-principle by candidate ( 18a) means

it will not be selected. The presence of a violation of the lower-ranked I-principle in ( 18b),

for the use of the full NP. would not rule it out.

Q-PRINCIPLE M-PRINCIPLE

As previously mentioned, I propose that the constraints in (16) each represent a family of

constraints, since they difficult to apply definitively as they are stated. Each one consists of

a group of more specific soft constraints that can be applied with greater precision. The ap-

plication of constraints that make up each family may vary depending on the factors noted

earlier, such as language, speaker, and discourse type. However, it is possible to develop

some concrete constraints that apply across a wide variety of situations. In order to assist

in this process, it would be beneficial to generate a version of (16) specifically targeted to-

wards the problem of selectine NP form.

t04
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I-PRINCIPLE
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(19) Infomativeness Principles for NPs
a. Q-Principle for NPs

Use less economical [+R] (referential) NPs to achieve recognition.
b. M-Principle for NPs

Use NPs higher in the following hierarchy only to convey a marked message:
lexical NP > stressed/independent pronoun > unstressed/bound pronoun > zero pronoun
c. I-Principle for NPs

Use the most economical NP form.

The economy specified in (19) refers to the "economy of expression" established in Section

2.3.\n particular, for the Q-principle, recognition may be achieved primarily through the

use of [+R] NPs to identify a particular referent. The specification of the l-principle given

in (19c) has already been seen before. A family of constraints which express NP economy

has already been developed: 'kRExpR >> xPRottouN >> 'FREFLEXIVE.

The Q-principle as expressed in (19a) is concerned primarily with the selection between

[+R] and [-R] NPs. One member of this Q-principle family has already been demonstrat-

ed; ESTASIISHREFERENCB dictates one environment in which an identificational NP in the

form of a full R-expression is necessary. Section 4.4 mentioned that using a full NP to es-

tablish reference satisfies two discourse purposes. First, it provides the listener with the

identity of the referent, to permit activation. This is a requirement of the Q-principle. Sec-

ondly, the fullNP is more marked in the hierarchy (14) than any other NP form. This mark-

edness conveys a marked message - the introduction of a new referent into the discourse -

meaning that ESTABLISHREFER¡NcI also satisfies the M-principle. However, the need to

satisfy the Q-principle surpasses the M-principle. An example of this would be an attempt

to use an epithet to establish reference; while the M-principle of conveying a marked mes-

sage is satisfied, the epithet does not achieve recognition, and failing the Q-principle rules

out its use. Thus, while the constraint serves two functions, its primary purpose is to satisfy
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the Q-principle, placing it in the Q-principle family. This example illustrates that the appli-

cation of these pragmatic principles overlap to some extent.

The Q-principle is also applicable in other problems of NP form determination. While a re-

flexive has less referential content than a pronoun, as discussed in Chapter 2, and is thus

more economical, it is also semantically stronger in that it has a smaller scope of reference

than a pronoun. The constraint ANREFLEXIVEONLY, developed in Section 2.5, requires that

only a reflexive predicate may contain the [+an] feature. If an NP containing the semanti-

cally more restrictive l+anl feature, such as a reflexive, appears in a predicate, then the lis-

tener may assume a reflexive reading, to the exclusion of the more general reading

available with a pronominal. Conversely, the appearance of a pronoun will implicate a non-

reflexive reading according to the Q-principle (Levinson 1991). Without the [+an] feature,

the listener will assume that the predicate is not reflexive; the speaker has not said enough

to imply a reflexive reading. Under this analysis, the highly-ranked nNRen-EXIVEONLY

constraint is also a member of the Q-principle family.

An example of a constraint that can be classified as an M-principle was shown by the ap-

pearance of the epithet in (18). A marked NP, such as an epithet used for elaboration, can

only appear when there is a reason for its use. In this case, the epithet appears in the output

because the speaker has specified it as part of the input to the grammar. This rule can be

specified concretely with a faithfulness constraint; in particular, MAX.

(20) Mex
Elements in the input must appear in the output.
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When the speaker intends to use an epithet, it is specified in the input. Gen will generate

candidates that include the epithet, as well as candidates with other noun phrases that may

refer to the same entity. Mex will rule out any candidate that does not include this epithet,

unless a higher-ranked constraint blocks that candidate. Since Max in this case is used to

enforce the expression of a marked message, it is an M-principle constraint, outranked by

Q-principle constraints. The following example illustrates a situation in which the speaker

attempts to use an epithet for the first mention of a discourse participant.

(21) Charlie put on his tuque.

o(, put on his tuque. [ ø = the blockhead / Charlie ]

a. He put on his tuque.

b. The blockhead put on his tuque.

c.e Charlie put on his tuque.

Since there is no previous referent available to describe using the epithet,

EstegLIsHRpFpRBNce will block any output that does not adequately identify the referent.

The Q-principle necessity to achieve recognition takes priority over the desire to remain

faithful to the input through the use of a marked NP. When a marked expression appears in

the input, the grammar will only realise it if it does not violate a higher-ranked Q-principle

constraint.

ESTaeLISHREFERENCE

This derivation is dependant upon an assumption about the knowledge of the speaker, that

the blockhead is an epithet rather than a specific NP. If the speaker believes that the use of

the blockhead wtll activate the corect referent for the listener, then (2lb) would not violate

EstRsl-IsHRnppneNcp, and would in fact be the optimal output. The speaker may make

*l

ti. I

MAX

>F

>¡.
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this judgment either as a result of shared knowledge with the listener or through the avail-

ability of semi-active infomation that equated Charlie and the blockhead in an earlier dis-

course unit. This illustrates the point that the application of these constraints is a function

of both the input and the current state of the speaker's knowledge.

4.6. Toprc CorurlruutrY

Once a referent has been made active through application of the EsrasI-lsHRsF'eReNcg

constraint, the most economical means of continued reference is the use of a pronoun (overt

or zero) for all funher mentions. However, this presumes that there are no other active ref-

erents that may cause ambiguity for the listener. When additional referents are added to the

discourse, more than one may be active, but only one of them is the discourse topic at a

particular time. The narrative from (8), repeated here as (22), will be used to illustrate.

(22) a. Charliel woke up at eight this morning.
b. Since it was so late, he¡ knew he; wouldn't be at school¡ on time.
c. He; decided to ask Linus¡ to take notes for him¡.
d. He¡ phoned him¡ at 8:15.
e. Linus¡ had slept in as well.

As mentioned previously, sentence (22a) projects one forward-looking centre, Charlie.The

use of the pronouns he in (22b) is unambiguous, since there is only one possible antecedent.

Sentence (22b) has two forward looking NP centres , Charlie and school. Charlie outranks

school for several reasons, including continuity from the previous utterance and a more

prominent grammatical¡ole. That, along with agreement, means the initial pronoun in(22c)

is unambiguous. The second pronoun in (22c), him, is also unambiguous since there are

only two possible referents, and one (Linus) would demand a reflexive predicate and thus
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a reflexive NP. There are two forward-looking centres in (22c), with Charlie outranking

Linus, retaining Charlie as the most available topic. This leaves a potential for ambiguity

1n (22d); there are two available referents, and two non-co-referring pronouns. There are

two possible reasons why the reading given by the subscripts is preferred. One is an effect

of centring theory, which prefers topic continuity to shift; he would need to refer back to

Charlie to maintain Charlie as the highest-ranked centre. The other reason has to do with

the parallel grammatical roles in the adjacent sentences, and will be discussed in the next

section.

This leaves the last sentence. While Charlie is the discourse topic of the previous four sen-

tences, the repetition of the full NP Linus indicates to the listener that there has been a

change in topic. The next sentence could conceivably follow the discourse in (22).

(23) He¡ suggested they¡*¡ meet on the way.

Once again, while the pronoun he is potentially ambiguous in (23), the most likely inter-

pretation for the listener is that the antecedentis Linus. From the point of view of the speak-

er, sentence (22e)has two purposes: to convey some information aboutLinus, and to inform

the listener about the topic change. According to centring theory, the backward-looking

centre in sentence (23), which was Charlie in all the previous sentences, will change to Li-

nus.

(24) DrscoNrrNUtrY
Realise a discontinuous referent with an identificational NP.
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A change in the continr"rity of discourse can, depending on the perspective of the model of

discourse anaphora chosen, be considered either a change ofdiscourse topic or a shift in the

backward-looking centre. A discontinuolrs referent would be the one that the speaker

chooses to become the new discourse topic. The DIScoNTiNUITy constraint requires that

the NP that marks this change be identificational, to make sure the listener recognises the

identity of the new topic. As with EstasLlsHRpp'¡RENcg, this is a Q-principle constraint of

recognition with an element of markedness in its use of an otherwise unexpected NP form.

Given this constraint, the sentence in (22e) would be produced from the input as shown in

the following table.

(25) Linus had slept in as well.

cx had slept in as well.
I cx = LinusACTIVE, Ê = CharlieCENTRE ]

a. He had slept in as well.

There is already a discourse topic, the centre Charlie. Since this sentence will cause the top-

ic to change, the DtscoNrnlulTY constraint requires that it be expressed as an identifica-

tionalNP. Sentence (25a) violates DIscoNrIuuITY by realising the new topic as a pronoun.

Satisfying the Q-principle in this way will necessarily force a violation of the lower-ranked

I-principle constraint xRExpR.

b.eLinus had slept in as well

A legitimate question may be asked at this point: what if the speaker did not intend that

there be a discontinuity? That is, the pronoun å¿ in senten ce (23) should refer to the previ-

ous discourse topic Charlie. The answer to this question is that it is not possible, given the

Dlscorurruulty
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chosen discourse structure. The assertion of sentence (22e) requires that Linus be made the

new discottrse topic; no other forward-looking centre will be made available to the next

sentence. Any attempt to retain Charlie as the discourse topic, perhaps by non-application

of the DIScoNIINUITY constraint, would produce both an ambiguous sentence and a poorly-

defined centre. If the intended referent of the pronoun in (23) is Charlie, then another dis-

continuity would result, and the full NP Charlie would be required instead.

The sentence in (6), repeated here as (26), can be used to provide another example of the

application of the constraints developed thus far.

(26) Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot disagrees with him.

When this sentence was first examined, it was suggested that there are at least two possible

interpretations of this sentence. All interpretations require that there be more than one entity

referred to by the NPs; the reading in which a doctor, the idiot, andhim share the same iden-

tity is not grammatical. It is also unlikely that this sentence would appear without a larger

discourse context. If the NP the idiot refers to something other than a doctor, the listener is

provided with no clue as to the particular identity of the idiot. On the other hand, if the idiot

does refer to a docto\ then this sentence in isolation would have no appropriate antecedent

for him.

Consider instead the sentence from (26) repeated in an appropriate context, as in (27).

(27) a. My brother is a paramedic.
b. I always speak to him first about my medical problems.
c. Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot disagrees with him.
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The first two sentences of (27) establish nry brother as the discourse topic. In this context,

(27c) is still permitted two readings; the third imaginable reading, where him refers to a

third participant is not possible since only two referents are available. From the point of

view of the Iistener, ambiguity still exists between the two interpretations. From the speak-

er's perspective, the intended reading is based on one of the following two inputs.

(28) a. Often when I talk to cr, B disagrees with cr.

I cx = a doctor, F = the idiot / my brother ]b. Often when I talk to cr, u disagrees with B.

I cr = a doctor / the idiot, F = my brother ]

The cx referent, a doctor, is introducing a new participant in the discourse, and cannot be

coreferential with the definite my brother. The result is that the first mention of cx, in the

adverbial clause, should be rendered as a full NP as prescribed by EsT63IISHREFERENCE.

This leaves the main clause of the sentence to consider.

Unlike the previous application of DlscoNTINUrry, there is an opportunity here for the

speaker to decide which of the two referents remains discourse topic at the end of this ut-

terance. This decision will determine which Np forms appear in the output.

First, the input (28a) will be examined. In this case, the epithet the idiot and the existing

discourse topic my brother are coreferential. The presence of the epithet in the input implies

that the speaker wishes it to appear in the output. There are no constraints that forbid this

result; EsrasLlsHRe¡ERErur has already applied in the previous sentence, identifying m_y

brother, which leaves FeItH¡Ullgss to do its job of realising the epithet. Since the gram-

mar is offered no choice as to the realisation of B, only cx remains. The decision as to wheth-



er or not nry brother remains the discourse topic determines the output of (28a), through the

application of DIscoNrrNUrrY.

(29) Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot disagrees with him.

Often when I talk to cx, B disagrees with cr.

I cx = a doctor, F = the idiot / my brother ]

a. Often when I talk to him, he disagrees
with him.

b. Often when I talk to a doctor, he
disasrees with him.

c.c= Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot
disagrees with him.

d. Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot
disagrees with a doctor.

None of these candidates violates DtscoNrNUITy, implying that the speaker has decided

to retain my brother as the discourse topic. Candidate (29a), while being the most econom-

ical, fails because of a highly-ranked violation of the EsraeI-tsnRp¡eRpNce constraint.

Candidate (29b) improves on this slightly by introducing the new referenL a doctor, but vi-

olates the FAITHFULNESS constraint by failing to realise the speaker's desire to use epithet

the idiot.In the competition between the remaining two candidates, economy selects (29c)

since it does not unnecessarily repeat the noun phrase a doctor.
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Ifthe speaker has instead chosen the referent introduced by a doctor to be the discourse top-

ic, then Dlscoivrnqultv would apply, and require that the output reflect this choice. But

since a weak NP, such as the indefinite a doctor, is not available as a topic (Erteschik-Shir

1997: 37ff), the candidate must include a strong NP such as a definite noun phrase to assert
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as topic the specific doctor that the speaker is referring to. The following sentence would

be an example of one which would satisfy DtscoNtINUITy under those conditions.

(30) often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot disagrees with that doctor.

There would need to be some Q-principle constraint that selects (30) over (29d); it would

have to require that only strong NPs may be considered as topics.

Although the input (28a) cannot produce the output (26) as part of a topic change, sentence

(26) may change the topic if generated from a different input. The second input that may

have produced the sentence under examination is (28b), repeated here as (31).

(31) Often when I talk to cr, ø disagrees with B.

I cx = a doctor / the idiot, F = *y brother ]

In this case, the speaker holds a somewhat higher opinion of my brother, and instead con-

siders a doctor to be coreferential with the idiot. Once again, the speaker may choose which

of the two referents is discourse topic after this sentence, and once again, this choice will

determine the output that is produced. This time, though, it is the choice of a topic change

that produces the output of (26).



(32) Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot disagrees with him.

Often when I talk to cr, cr disagrees with p.

I cr = a doctor / the idiot, Þ = my brother ]

a. Often when I talk to him, he disagrees
with him.

b. Often when I talk to the idiot, he
disasrees with him.

c. Often when I talk to a doctor, he
disagrees with him.

d.e-Often when I talk to a doctor, the idiot
disasrees with him.

e. Often when I talk to a doctor. the idiot
disagrees with my brother.

The violations in table (32) are assigned based upon the assumption that the speaker wishes

to change the discourse topic to the referent introduced as a doctor. In order to do this, the

new referent must be introduced and identified using a strong NP. Candidates (32a) and

(32b) fail to introduce the new referent at all, while (32c) introduces the referent but does

not provide a strong NP. The choice between the remaining two candidates is made again

by economy; the superfluous mention of mybrother in (32e) does not serve any discourse

function, and is thus ruled out by an I-principle constraint.
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Alternatively, the speaker may have chosen to maintain my brother as the topic. If there is

no need to change topics, then the DIScoNTNUITY constraint would not rule out (32c).

Since there is an acceptable NP position where the epithet could be realised, (32c) would

still fail based on FAltupuLNESS. This would leave (32d) as the output of the competition

in this case as well.
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This example indicates that even given different inputs and different strategies of selecting

discourse topics, the same output can be produced. The constraints, as they have been for-

mulated here, provide plenty of opportunities to produce ambiguities, both in meaning and

in discourse patterns.

4.7. Pnnnu-ElrsM

Centring theory was discussed in the previous section as one motivation for a discourse

constraint. While centring theory has been widely cited in both psycholinguistic and com-

putational linguistic research, another observation that has been well documented is the ef-

fect of parallel clause structures. When two conjoined clauses have similar argument

structures, and a pronoun appears in the second clause, the preferred interpretation selects

as antecedent the expression from the first clause with the same grammatical function

(Smyth 7994, cited in Chambers and Smyth 1998).

(33) Jim surprised Paul; and then Julie shocked him;.

In this parallel construction, the tendency is to select Paul as the antecedent for him, since

they share the same function. This contrasts what we may consider to be the prediction of

centring theory; the subject Jimfrom the first clause should be more a more prominent cen-

tre than the object Paul, and the more likely co-referent for him. When agreement prohibits

parallel reference, the result is questionable.

(34) ?* Julie pushed Michael¡ and then he¡ kicked Paul.
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Unless (3a) is spoken with a stressed pronoun he (and perhaps emphasis on Paul as well),

it is awkward. However, similar utterances using subordinate adverbial clauses are more

acceptable.

(35) a. Julie pushed Michaeli before he¡ kicked Paul,
b. After Julie pushed Michael¡, he1 kicked Paul.

The awkwardness of (34) is also apparent across adjacent sentences in discourse, according

to Chambers and Smyth (1998). They performed a psycholinguistic experiment measuring

reading time for each sentence.

(36) a. A group of celebrities were having car trouble.
Martin Miles¡ toldLiz Lovejoy¡ to check the oil.

b. Then he¡ told Dean Morgan to inspect the coolant. /
Then Martin Miles¡ told Dean Morgan to inspect the coolant.

c. Then she¡ told Dean Morgan to inspect the coolant. /
ThenLiiLovejoy¡ told Dean Morgan to inspect the coolant.

When the sentences of (36a) are followed by (36b) using the pronoun he, reading times are

much lower than (36a) followed by (36c) using she. The longer reading times for (36c) in-

dicates that the experimental subjects had more difficulty processing sentences where the

most prominent forward-looking centre has changed from Martin Miles toLiz Lovejoy and

the change is not marked by a full NP. The situation is reversed when the full name is re-

peated; the reading time for (36c) using Liz Lovejoy is lower than that of (36b) with Martin

Miles. The readers are better able to process the topic change when it is signified with a full

NP. This observation supports the results of the interactions between *RExpR and

DlscoxnNultv, which would favour both sentences with lower reading times.
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At first, this also seems like an argument for the reduced realisation of the Í.opic (Martùt

Miles) as a pronoun. However, similar behaviour is also observed for the non-topical par-

ticipant.

(37) a. Then Dean Morgan told him¡ to inspect the coolant. /
Then Dean Morgan told Martin Milesi to inspect the coolant.

b. Then Dean Morgan told her¡ to inspect the coolant. /
Then Dean Morgan told Liz Lovejoy¡ to inspect the coolant.

If the sentences in (37) follow (36a), reading time is again lowest when a pronoun is used

in a role parallel to that of its antecedent; that is, in (37b), where her is used to refer to Liz

Lovejoy.In (37a), a lower reading time is achieved using Martin Miles Íhan him.If Martin

Miles was indeed established as the topic by (36a), then it should be accessible as an ante-

cedent. This prediction is not supported by the higher reading times for the pronominal

form.

The behaviour of these sentences shares some similarities with the theory of parallelism

proposed by Fox ( 1998). His theory refers to parallelism in ellipsis, but for conjoined claus-

es, the data from (33) (repeated with a pronoun in the left clause in (38a)) is similar to the

ellipsis construction in (38b).

(38) a. Jim surprised him¡ and then Julie shocked himi.
b. Jim surprised him¡ and then Julie did too.

The elliptic clause in sentence (38b) has the reading of Julie surprised him;, with him shar-

ing the same antecedent as the pronoun in the left clause. If the pronoun is used in a differ-

ent role, one which permits multiple meanings, both meanings are available under each

parallel condition.



(39) a. Charlie¡ loves his; dog and Rerun¡ loves his;7¡ dog too.
b. Charlie loves his dos and Rerun does too.

The elliptic clauses in (39b) follows Fox's theorem of parallelism, which states:

(40) NPs in the elided and antecedent VP must either:
a. have the same referential value; or
b. be linked by identical dependencies.

The interpretation of (39b) can be either of the two possibilities from (39a). The first pos-

sibility is that in the elided YP,his may have the same referential value as in the antecedent

VP, where both refer to Charlie. The other option is that the pronouns are linked by identi-

cal dependencies, with his referring to the subject of both the antecedent and elided clauses.

In that case, his will refer to Charlie in the antecedent VP, and in the elided VP, /zis will

refer to Rerun instead.

While this observation can assist in the development of a Q-principle constraint which de-

scribes the effect of parallelism on choice of NP referents, there is still one problem that

must be considered. As pointed out by Williams (1997) and Hendriks and de Hoop (1999),

there is evidence that several different parallelism effects play a role; structural parallelism,

where elements in adjacent clauses are related by their grammatical role, has already been

discussed. But correspondence between elements in parallel thematic roles, linear orders,

and focus states has also been observed. Hendriks and de Hoop formulate a soft constraint

which takes into account these variations. Their study is based on anaphoric resolution,

rather than production. The parallelism constraint proposed in (41) re-states their constraint

in terms of choice of NP form.

l19
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(41) PanalLELrsM
Realise as l+Rl (referential) an NP which is (structurally or thematically)2
parallel to an NP in the previous clause and does not have the same

referential value.

There is a similarity between PeRal-LpLIstvl and the DISCoNTINUITY constraint discussed

in the previous section. Both reflect the use of a [+R] NP in a situation where the speaker

expects that the listener would misinterpret the antecedent of a pronominal. They illustrate

different applications of the Q-principle; PaRaI-I-EI-ISM appeals to the grammatical struc-

ture of adjacent phrases, while DlscoNrmtnty refers to the conceptual availability of a ref-

erent.

It should also be noted that while this reflects a tendency for the speaker to predict that the

listener will interpret parallel functions as having the same referential value, it does not ob-

viate the need for centring theory. Even in the Chambers and Smyth (1998) experiments,

identification of the subject of the first clause as the referent of a non-subject pronoun in

the second was substantially higher than identification of a non-subject full NP with a sub-

ject pronoun. PeneLI-BLtstrl reflects a tendency towards parallel identification. There is a

also evidence for a competing tendency to interpret a maintained topic (or cognitively ac-

tive referent) as the antecedent for a pronoun. This competition is reflected by the use of

soft constraints. In particular, when a parallel interpretation is available, it is chosen.

2. There may be a need to separate this into several independently ranked constraints, one for each

structural and thematic parallelism, as well as the other forms of parallelism. To my knowledge,
no psycholinguistic research exists which compares these different kinds of parallelism; no evi-
dence is available to suggest their relative ranking. Thus, I have chosen to keep the constraint
monolithic.
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The discourse (22) analysed at the beginning of the previous section included an example

of a parallel construction. The relevant segment of that discourse is repeated here as (42).

(42) a. Charlie¡ woke up at eight this morning.
b. Since it was so late, he¡ knew hei wouldn't be at school¡ on time.
c. He¡ decided to ask Linus¡ to take notes for him¡.
d. He¡ phoned him¡ at 8:15.

The noun phrases in sentence (42d) share parallel thematic roles with the main clause as-

sertion that he decided to ask Linus in (42c). As mentioned in the previous sentence, there

are two reasons why the preferred inte¡pretation of the pronouns in (42c) is the one indicat-

ed by the subscripts. Besides the maintenance of the relative order of forward-looking cen-

tres between the clauses, the parallel construction also supports this interpretation. If the

intent of (42d) was to communicate the opposite assertion - that Linus phoned Charlie -

PRRaI-leltSM would require that both be specified as [+R] NPs.

(43) He; decided to ask Linus¡ to take notes for himi.
Linus¡ phoned Charlie¡ at 8: 15.

cx phoned B at 8:15

I cr = LinusACTrVE, F = CharlieToplc ]

a. He phoned him at 8:15.

b. Linus phoned him at 8:15.

c. He phoned Charlie at 8:15.

d.el-inus ohoned Charlie at 8:15.

Since the result of this utterance will be a change in the discourse topic, the DISCONTNUITv

constraint applies. However', without the PanaILELISM constraint, the critical choice be-

tween (43b) and (43d) cannot be made. While it is possible that (43b) could be considered

a valid choice, it would require a highly stressed pronoun: Linus phoned HIM at 8;15. Since
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pronoun stress is beyond the scope of this analysis, this possibility will not be considered

here.

4.8. AcrIvnTIoN AND THE RrruRN PoP

Based on the discourse environments that have been examined thus far, there is still one

place where a full NP may be expected, but has not been predicted by a constraint. Once a

referent has been made active, through the ESTABLIsuRnTERBNT constraint, it remains ac-

tive throughout the discourse unit until it is demoted to a semi-active state, as described in

Section 4.3.If the speaker needs to re-introduce that participant in the discourse, we could

presume that they would use a full NP to do so, since the listener would be unable to predict

the antecedent of a pronoun over a long distance. The following constraint would accom-

plish that goal.

(44) AcTTvATEREFERENT

Realise a semi-active referent with an identificational NP.

As mentioned in Section 4.3, there are other semi-active referents as well. 'When 
a new ref-

erent is first activated, other referents related throush schema are also made semi-active.

The AcTIvATEREFERENT constraint allows these semi-active referents. which have not

been explicitly mentioned before in the discourse, to be made active through an identifica-

tional NP. This might permit activation using a more reduced (but still [+R]) NP than

would otherwise be required by ESTanIISHREFERENCE. From the example in Section 4.3,

if the speaker mentioned the previously inactive a big undergraduate class,then students

would become semi-active. If the speaker wanted to refer to these students, then
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AcrlvarpREFERENT would require the identificational NP students. On the other hand, if

a big undergraduate class had not been mentioned previously, then studetzrs would not be

semi-active, and ESTASLISHREFEReNcn might rule that only the larger NP students in a big

undergraduate class was sufficiently identificational. The greater availability of semi-ac-

tive knowledge over inactive knowledge may be reflected in a relative ranking of these two

con strai nts : AcïvnteR_ereRENr >> ESTABLISHREFERENCE.

There is another way in which previously active referents can be re-introduced into dis-

course. Fox (1987: 26ff) gives evidence of a hierarchical structure called a "return pop"3

that permits a pronoun referring to an antecedent that has not been discussed for a long

time, and is therefore presumably only semi-active. This long-distance pronominalisation

is only available in a limited circumstance; the return pop must in some way continue a se-

quence of discourse that has been interrupted. Use of the return pop requires some sort of

discourse cue that notifies the listener of the speaker's intent. Often, this involves repetition

of a phrase used at the last mention of the referent; sometimes, it is less obvious, such as a

response to a previously-unanswered question.

Fox provides the following as an example of a return pop construction from a conversation

(Fox 1987: 28-29).It has been translated from a phonetic transcription.

(45)
11. N:

13. H:

t
24. N:

You called Richard,

Yeah and I hung up when he answered.
10-line digression about the cost of the telephone call l
How do you know he answered?

3. See Fox (1987) for a discussion of the origin of this term.
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In the omitted lines of the conversation between 13 and 24,the two participants discuss the

cost of the telephone call, demoting Richard from the discourse centre to a semi-active

state. When one participant in the conversation wants to re-activate Richard, they do not

need to mention his name explicitly, since the conversation about him was not yet com-

plete. The return pop structure in line 24 of the conversation uses a pronoun to refer to him,

along with a repetition of the verb answered. The combination of the two ensures that the

listener recognises the intended antecedent for the pronoun; the pronoun by itself might not

be sufficient.

The purpose of the return pop structure is more than just reinstatement of a long-distance

teferent. It also restores the discourse to an earlier state, perhaps commenting on the next

subgoal of a larger goal, or the answer of a question-answer pair. The return of an old topic

is a side-effect of this discourse shift. Since discourse patterns in general - those not involv-

ing NP reference - are outside the scope of this analysis, there is no theoretical framework

available to build a constraint in. Hypothetically, assuming that pragmatic principles apply

to other elements of discourse, the following constraint, motivated by the Q-principle, may

apply.

(46) RerunNPor
Continue or repeat a previous utterance to return to a semi-active state
(event, episode, pattern) in the discourse.

Once the discourse has been restored to its earlier state, we can assume the associated topics

that had been demoted to semi-active are also activated. There is no need then for the

ActverpReFERENT constraint to apply. This constraint, once again, is only hypothetical;
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without other similar constraints, there is no way to examine how constraint interactions

would produce the observed result.

4.9. SYrurncTIC RESTRIcTIoNS REVISITED

The constraints on discourse noun phrases that have been developed in this chapter each

belong to some level of the Q >> M >> I hierarchy, along with the economy constraints de-

veloped in Chapter 2. The remaining constraints are those that apply specifically to noun

phrases at the sentence level, from Chapters 2 and 3. These include a set of constraints that

are highly-ranked (and possibly inviolable) which apply cross-linguistically, along with an-

other set that are less-highly ranked, whose ordering determines certain language-specific

properties. It would be desirable to examine how the sentence and discourse level con-

straints interact. The following two sentences are from Levinson (1987).

(41) a. Only Felix¡ voted for Felix¡.
b. Only Felix¡ voted for himself¡.

As Levinson points out, both of the sentences in (a7) are valid, and both have a different

interpretation. While the somewhat exceptional (47a) implies Felix received a single vote,

(47b) only requires that out of all of the candidates, Felix was the only one who didn't vote

for someone else. These two different readings would not be available without the operator

only: 'rFelix¡ voted for Felix¡ is ungrammaticala. Both sentences contain reflexive predi-

cates, and *ReTLEXIVECLASU from Section 2.5 would be expected to consider both cases.

""*@sviolable,andsomehigherrankedQ-principleconstraint
4. This is distinct from the sentence FELIXivotedfor Felix¡, where FELIX is stressed, which may be

judged grammatical as a response to the statement Nobody votedfor Felix.
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must apply in (41a) to permit a full R-expression and allow a more specific reflexive read-

ing than the one permitted by @lb). On the other hand, given the same input that produced

(47a), 'r'Only he¡ voted for Felix¡ is also a candidate, although it is one that violates

ARcrn¿eNrSupsRtozury from Section 3.3, repeated here as (48).

(48) AncuuENTSuPERroRrrY
A direct NP must not be outranked according to the following hierarchy by
coindexed indirect (oblique) NPs in the same predicate:

reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

The grammatical sentence in (47a) does not violate ARcul¿sNrSupBRroruty because

ARcrn¿gNrSupBRIoRIry does not disallow two equally referential NPs.

While the data in (47) is exceptional, there are other similar sentences that illustrate the in-

teraction between syntactic constraints and the Q-, M-, and I-principles. The following sen-

tences are also taken from Levinson (1987).

(49) a. Reagan¡ said the President¡ would sign the Bill.
b. The vendorl exempts the vendor¡ from all liability

In the case of (49a),'FRDoMnTIATED from Section 2.8 is violated. The Q-principle in this

case permits the use of the President to distinguish the difference between the person and

theofficeheholds. Itispermissible,eventhough xHe¡saidthePresident¡wouldsignthe

BilI, a violation of the N¡srppPnEDicATE constraint from Section 3.3, is not.

(50) NssrsDPREDicArE
An NP must not be outranked, according to the following hierarchy, by
coindexed NPs it f-commands; that is, NPs within more deeply embedded
predicates:

reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions
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Examples have already been provided to show that NESTEDPREDICATr is violable within a

sentence. It is, however, a member of the same highly-ranked family of constraints as

Ancrn¿nNrSupERIoRltY. Sentence (49b) provides an example where low-ranked syntactic

constraints are violable because a Q-principle that only applies in a particular register (in

this example, legal discourse) outranks these syntactic constraints. The highly-ranked syn-

tactic constraints that comprise the RgpeneNttALDoMrNANCE family, including

ARctlttBNtSupeRIoRttv and NBSTeIPnEDICATE, do not appear to be outranked by Q-prin-

ciple constraints.

4.10. Sun¡n¡ARY

This chapter establishes families of constraints based on the pragmatic Q-, M-, and I-prin-

ciples that govern the types of specific constraints which may be expected to manage NP

distribution. Each of these constraint families contains a set of these more specific con-

straints. While the families of constraints are ranked relative to each other, the individual

constraints within each family are not necessarily ranked. In particular, no evidence for rel-

ative ranking between many of the constraints in the Q-principle family was found. While

ranking does not play a large role, other properties of Optimality Theory affect the results

obtained. Since the choice of NP form is not entirely deterministic, the use of soft con-

straints provides an ideal environment in which this analysis may be performed.

Some specific examples of soft constraints which may be members of these families have

been proposed to offer a method to deal with several fundamental situations where referen-

tial NPs are chosen over pronouns. There are of course many other cases that have yet to
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be considered, but a study of wider scope would probably be best served by analysis of NP

distribution over a large corpus, containing data from multiple languages and discourse

forms. Certain constraints will only apply in particular situations, such as the example from

the previous section that only exists within a specific register.

Classification of the states of referents involved in discourse has also produced some inter-

esting results. The topical referent is nearly always available for pronominalisation, except

when a parallel construction places it in an unexpected role. Active referents may often be

realised as pronouns not as a result of specific Q-principle constraints, but because the I-

principle regards them as more economical than full NPs. However, when they are discon-

tinuous with the topic, constraints may force them to be realised as a full NP instead. Semi-

active and inactive referents require more informative NP forms. but the level of informa-

tiveness is determined by the speaker's assumption of the listener's knowledge, and may

be realised in different ways because they are governed by separate constraints.

It has also been noted that while the pragmatic principles offer guidance for the develop-

ment of constraints that manage discourse referents, there is some degree of overlap be-

tween the families. In particular, while the Q-principle constraints are primarily concerned

with unambiguous reference, a more informative noun phrase will also be more marked,

satisfying the M-principle. But the primary puryose of these constraints is still to ensure

that the participants are identifiable to the listener.



In discourse, there are processes occurring at the syntactic level that can affect the means

by which a speaker presents information to a listener. This chapter will discuss two of these

processes: the reduced realisation of pronominals, and focus. There are two reasons for un-

dertaking this analysis. First, it will attempt to account for a wider range of data than has

been previously considered. Secondly, the constraints that are discussed will necessarily

straddle the domains of syntax and discourse. In developing the new constraints required,

the interaction between processes that occur at the discourse level and those that govern

svntax mav be better defined.

ourse Pn

5.1. REnUSATIoN oF PRoNoMINALS

The choice between pronominals and lexical NPs is derived from a combination of dis-

course and syntactic constraints established earlier, and the distribution of reflexives is de-

termined by pragmatic and syntactic constraints. What remains to be examined is the

variation in pronominalforms in languages that allow zero pronouns, and the environments

in which such variation is oermitted.

There are three primary factors that account for this variation, as adopted from Givón

(1983). The first variable is the availability of NP expressions in each language. These can

129
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be listed in order of markedness, where the most marked contains the largest quantity of

phonological material, and also conveys the most information.

(1) NP Markedness Hierarchy
lexical NP > stressed/independent pronoun > unstressed/bound pronoun > zeÍo pronoun

Of the categories in (l), the lexical NPs provide maximal information content. Some lan-

guages offer a rich morphology that attaches pronominal elements to the verb. In such lan-

guages, the choice between these bound pronouns and independent pronouns appearing as

distinct lexical items is to some extent a discourse function. Languages that do not provide

bound pronouns may instead recognise a difference between stressed and unstressed inde-

pendent pronouns, as discussed in the previous chapter. The least marked option is ellipsis

of the NP, where it exists in the syntactic but not the phonological representation of the out-

put.

The second variable is the accessibilitv of the referent in the current discourse. The most

inaccessible referents, described in Section 4.3 as inactive, would be realised as lexical

NPs. Other situations where lexical NPs are permissible have already been discussed, and

also reflect unpredictable or inaccessible references. Givón classifies the remaining situa-

tions into three categories where reduced NPs may be expected, based on quantitative

measurements.

(2) Continuity Hierarchy
least continuous/most distant (C) > intermediate (B) > most continuous/least distant (A)

Givón describes these categorisations as "semi-discrete". As such, the predictions they rep-

resent reflect tendencies rather than a precise taxonomy. While it would be convenient to
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assume that they correspond precisely to the activation states adopted earlier, such a hy-

pothesis would be premature. In English, the most continuous point, known as A in the hi-

erarchy, applies to coreferential NPs in adjacent clauses within the same sentence.

coreferential NPs measured as being at Point B include more intervening material, while

those at Point C have a still greater distance between them as well as an increased likelihood

of possibly ambiguous referents appearing within that material.

The third variable is the grammatical role of the NP. Certain languages permit zero pro-

nouns in particular grammatical roles, but not in others. Languages allow greater variation

in coding NPs, including the use of zero pronouns, in more prominent roles.

(3) Grammaticality Hierarchy
subject > direct object > oblique

For example, Italian permits the subject to be replaced by a zeÍo pronoun, but the other

grammatical roles may not be realised as null. The problem of determining the distribution

of NP forms, then, is a matter of mapping the continuity of the referent in (2) to the mark-

edness of the NP forms in ( 1), constrained by the grammaticality restrictions of (3).

Samek-Lodovici (1996) specifically addresses the question of null subjects in an Optimal-

ity Theory analysis. He proposes the DRopTopIc constraint, as described in (4).

(4) DnopToprc
Do not realise arguments which have topic antecedents.

According to Samek-Lodovici, this constraint accounts for the distribution of zero pro-

nouns in languages like ltalian, which prohibit topical NPs from being realised as lexical
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pronouns. However, other languages with zero pronouns, such as Hebrew and Mandarin

Chinese, will permit lexical NPs in some of these environments, as in (5). Samek-Lodovici

sllggests that there is another functional parameter that produces this distinction.

(5) a.

b.

Ba-slos a be Juli fha-nasi]¡ xatam al ha-xoze ha-ze
The third of July, [the president]¡ signed this contract.
Lemoxorat Øi I hui xatam al xoze xadas

The next day Øil he; signed a new contract.

In the Hebrew example (5), both the zero pronoun and the overt pronoun hu (he) are accept-

able, even though the antecedent is unambiguously ha-nasi (the president). According to

Samek-Lodovici, there would be some communicative function that selects between the

two grammatical NP realisations in (5b). Another possibility is simply that in cases where

the grammar permits the null subject in Hebrew, it also permits free variation with an overt

unstressed pronoun. In either case, the options available are different from those in Italian,

as shown in (6).

(6) a.

b.

Questa mattina, Gianni¡ ha visitato la mostra
This morning, John¡ visited the exhibition.
Più tardi, Øil ?? luil ha visitato I'università
Later, Øi I ?? he¡ visited the university.

In Italian, the overt pronoun is strongly dispreferred. While not strictly ungrammatical, it

would be unlikely to appear in similar circumstances during actual conversations. Italian

and Hebrew do share the property that subject agreement is marked on the verb, and only

the subject pronoun may be realised as null under normal circumstances. Other languages,

such as Chinese, permit true zero pronouns for both subject and object pronouns.
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The question of which referents may be represented by azero pronoun remains. Both the

speaker and listener are permitted several active noun phrases in their shoft-term memory,

but not all may appear in discourse as a zero pronoun. Zero pronouns in Hebrew and Italian

would code both points A (most continuous) and B (intermediate) in the continuity hierar-

chy described by Givón in (2). These points are described as having the highest level of top-

icality; a single referent, equivalent to the discourse centre, may be realised as null.

Interference from other less-topical referents does not rule out this possibility, as the fol-

lowing example shows.

('7\ A

b.

Questa mattina, Gianni; ha visitato la mostra
This morning, John¡ visited the exhibition.
Ha parlato a Rosa per un po'
Ø¡ spoke to Rosa for a while.
Più tardi, Øi / ?? lui¡ ha visitato l'università
Lafer, Øi / ?? he¡ visited the university.

If a third-person pronoun were used in (7c), its gender would render the sentence unambig-

uous; the masculine pronoun lui would clearly rcfer to Gianni, as opposed to the feminine

Iei. However, the use of /zi is still questionable. For the listener, there is no ambiguity in

(7c), even though two referents are made available in the previous sentence. The feminine

pronoun lei would also be unlikely to appear as the subject - if the speaker intended to refer

to Rosa instead, the PannllELISM constraint would mandate the use of a full NP instead.

While it would be convenient to assume that the zero pronoun is used to encode the single

most topical referent, as in the previous examples, Tao ( 1996) shows that in Chinese it can

have a discourse function as well. Azero pronoun may be used in conjunction with a re-

peated predicate to reinstate an earlier-mentioned topic, the so-called "return pop" of Fox
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(1987) discussed in the previous chapter. The following example illustrates such a use; the

positions of the zero pronoun markers have been chosen by Tao based on his understanding

of the discourse.

(8) a. A:

b.

c. B:

d. A:

tã2 j\u tiào-dào dì-shàng-lái,
it thenjump-arrive ground-on-come
It2 (the cat) then jumped down
Ø1 dào-di gëi ta2 zhuã-zhù le

till-endby it catch-stop PFV
(The mothl) finally was caught by it2
shì ma?

right Q
Is that so?

nèi ézi1 fëi-lái cuan-qù de,
that moth fly-come dash-go CSC
That mothl flew all around
Ø1yíxià

f.

all-of-a-sudden then arrive this-side come-PFV
ln a flash, (it1) flew over here

In (8a) and (8b), the two participants in the discourse, the cat and the moth, are referred to

using overt and zero pronouns respectively. V/hen the moth is re-established as topic in (8d)

after the listener's interjection, the zero pronoun is once again used in (8e) to refer to it. But

in (8f), the marker åã requires that the following pronoun ra is the direct object of the verb;

meaning, in this case, that /a must refer to the moth, and the subject cat is reduced to a zero

pronoun. However, the correct interpretation of the pronouns is not ambiguous to the lis-

tener. The repetition of the verb that appeared in (8b) instructs the listener that, since the

participants are specified only through pronouns, they will be the same as in the first clause

where that verb appeared. The choice of azero pronoun lor the cat,which had not been dis-

cussed for several sentences, allows the speaker to reinstate the earlier-mentioned refer-

yrxta,
all-of-a-sudden again BAit catch-stay-PFV
All of a sudden, (it2) caught it1 again

ìiù dào zhèi-bian lái-le

Ø2 yòu bã tã1 zhuã-zhù-le
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ence. While this example shows a rcturn pop after a relatively short absence - the cat was

not mentioned in only three intervening sentences - a return pop can occur across a much

longer distance. For instance, Tao gives an example of a zero pronoun indicating a l'eturn

pop after 41 intervening sentences since the last mention of the referent.

In English, the appearance of the null subject is even more restricted than in the other lan-

guages discussed. Of particular concern here are the cases where the pronoun is optional;

situations where the pronoun is ungrammatical, such as non-finite clauses, should be han-

dled by the syntactic portion of English grammar. The following example, repeated from

the previous chapter, illustrates the case of an optional pronoun.

(9) a. Charlie¡ put on his tuque.
b. Then he¡ picked up his books
c. and Øil he¡ went to school.

The clause (9c) is grammatical with the choice of either zero or overt pronoun. However,

the zero pronoun is only permitted because the referent was mentioned overtly earlier in the

sentence. Both of the following continuations to (9a) are ungrammatical.

(10) a.""Øi went to school.
b.'r'Then Øpicked up his books and he¡ went to school.

This leaves us with three discrete levels of continuity under which zero pronouns are pos-

sible, exemplified by particular languages: English, where continuity extends only across

conjoined clauses; Italian, permitting null subjects as long as there is no interfering dis-

course centre; and Mandarin Chinese, which allows zero and overt pronouns amongst sev-

eral referents, and uses zero pronouns for a particular long-distance reference to serve a
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discourse function. Moreover, there are also three levels of variability for zero pronouns

across clauses. English permits zero pronouns only within conjoined clauses, and forbids it

elsewhere. Hebrew and Chinese both allow variety in the choice between zero and overt

pronouns. Italian, on the other hand, mandates the use of zero pronouns if no other dis-

course factors require an alternative.

In order to account for the behaviour of languages which permit topics to appear as null

subjects, Samek-Lodovici (1996) suggests that DnopToplc works in conjunction with two

other constraints.

(1 1) Penss
Structurally realise input items into phrase structure.

(12) Suerccr
The highest A-specifier of a clause must be structurally realised.

The Pansc constraint requires that items in the input appear in the output. This constraint

is violated when a NP is realised as null. The Sue¡ect constraint requires that the structural

subject position be filled by an overt subject. In languages that require a topical subject be

realised as null. such as ltalian. DnopToptc must outrank both of these constraints. When

Pense outranks DnopTopIc, the subject must be overt even if it is the topic. If we were to

predict that relative ranking for constraints in English, then null subjects would be com-

pletely forbidden, which (9) shows is not the case.

I propose an alternate analysis that accounts for a wider range of cross-linguistic data. In

order to allow for the possibility that multiple active referents are available for zero pro-

nouns in languages like Chinese, the DnopToPIC constraint should refer to a wider, lan-
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guage-specific definition of topic. In Chinese, several rcferents are liable to appear as zero

pronouns, and should thus all be considered topical. However, in Italian and English, only

a single centre-most referent may be dropped. The DnopTopIC constraint will be divided

into two more specific constraints based on this language-specific interpretation of topic.

(13) DnoeRECENT
Realise recently-mentioned referents using the zero pronoun.

(14) DRoPCENTRE

Realise the discourse centre using the zero pronoun.

In languages that permit a zero pronoun only for the discourse centre, the DnopCENTRE

constraint outranks both PaRsB and SusßcT. However. DnopRpcnNt would be violated

in these languages when a non-central referent is realised overtly, and would thus be out-

ranked by Pensr. Languages like Chinese would require DRopRecsNT to outrank Pense.

Given that the discourse centre is included in the domain of referents that DnopREcBNr

considers, a violation of DnopCBNtRg would also cause a violation of DnopRgcENT. The

action of the former DnopToptc constraint could thus be described bv a relative rankins of

these two new constraints.

(15) DRopToprc: DRopCeNTRE >> DRopRecBNr

The next language-specific distinction that must be examined is the difference between lan-

guages that permit true zero pronouns, and those in which agreement is part of the verb

through morphology or cliticization. While Italian and Hebrew allow topics to be realised

without an oveft pronoun, agreement with the topic is still part of the verb morphology. For

Italian, the verb agrees only with the subject, offering information only about person and

number, and not gender. Accordingly, only the subject may be realised as null. Other lan-
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guages offer a wider variety of agreement. However, in Chinese and English, little or no

agreement is marked on the verb, and the referents for zero pronouns must be established

entirely through the availability of topics and other discourse factors. This distinction is re-

flected in the followins constraint.

(16) PenseARcur¿pNr
Realise each argument in the output.

The constraint in (16) is satisfied when an argument is marked in the output somehow,

whether by an overt NP or through verb agreement. The null subject in Italian would not

violate PeRseAncuMENT, since agreement with it is marked on the verb. However, the zero

pronoun in English violates this constraint.

With these two constraints, along with the earlier-defined PeRse, the various options for

zero pronouns available in the languages under consideration may be described through rel-

ative constraint ranking. Languages that require topics be realised as zero for arguments

which agree with verb mo¡phology, such as ltalian, require the constraint ranking

PenspARcuMENT >> DRopCENTRE >> PARSE. The following tableaux show how this

ranking affects the output in the previous Italian examples.



(17) Più tardi, Ø ha visitato l'università
Later, Ø (John) visited the university.

più tardi, cr ha visitato l'università
I cx = Giannicr*ro, ]

a. x più tardi,Ø avere visitato l'università

5.e-più tardi, Ø ha visitato l'università

c. x più tardi, lui ha visitato I'università

d. + più tardi, Gianni ha visitato l'università

The infinitive form of the auxiliary verb in (17a) does not mark any agreement with the sub-

ject; the subject is not represented grammatically anywhere in the sentence, and thus vio-

lates PaRsEARcutr¿¡Nr. Both candidates (17c) and (17d) overtly realise the topic NP, and

thus are marked as ungrammatical by DnopCeNrns. This leaves (17b) as the output.

PARSEARGUMENT

(18) Ha parlato a Rosa per un po'
Ø (Iohn) spoke to Rosa for a while.

tì. I

cr ha parlato a B per un po'
I cx, = GiannicpNtRg, Þ = Rosa ]

DROPCENTRE
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a. + Ø ha parlato a Ø per un po'

b.'i' Ø ha parlato a lei per un po'

PARSE

c.'a- Ø ha parlato a Rosa per un po'

d. * lui ha parlato a Rosa per un po'

+l

An overt subject pronoun causes a violation of the constraint DnopCpNrnE, as in (18d),

while omitting an object NP violates PaRSnARGUMENT, as in (l8a). Both of the first two

candidates are ruled out by EsraeLlsHRs¡'gRBNcn because they do not adequately establish

the identity of the inactive referent Rosa. This constraint ranking could also apply to a lan-

guage that prohibits topical objects from appearing as overt pronouns, as long as the object

'i. !

r;.

EstRer-rsFI-
REFERENcE

>i< |

PARsE-

ARGUMENT

>l< I

DRoP-
CeNtRe

PARSE

:¡<*

'i !

>i<
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is marked with verb agreement. If no agreement is involved, then DRopCBNTR¡ must out-

rank PaRSs, and PaRSEARGUMENT is not part of the hierarchy.

The value of using PenspAncuMENT along with Pense in Italian becomes evident only

when the discourse topic is the object of the verb. Since the object is not represented in verb

morphology, it cannot be dropped. The following example provides an illustration.

(19) Rosa ha parlato a lui per un po'
Rosa spoke to him (John) for a while.

cr ha parlato a B per un po'

I cr = GiannicpNtRg, Þ = Rosa]

a. Ø ha parlato a Ø per un po'

b. Ø haparlato a lui per un po'

c. Rosa ha parlato a Ø per un po'

d.e-Rosa ha parlato a lui per un po'

Both of the first two outputs in (19) are ruled out because they do not adequately identify

the inactive discourse participant Rosa. While (19c) drops the topic, it does not identify the

object either overtly or through verb agreement, producing a violation of

PaRsnAncuMENT. This leaves (19d) as the ootimal candidate.

ESTABLISH-

REFERENCE

Languages which permit but do not mandate a discourse centre realised with zero pronouns

can be described by giving equal ranking to DRoPCBNTRT and the appropriate Parse con-

straint (PansnAncuMENT for languages with agreement and PaRse for those without). The

following table shows the application of this constraint ordering in Hebrew.

ti l

PARSE-

ARGUMENT

'!l

DRoPToPIc

'kl

PARSE

>k*

rÍ

ri<

r¡:



(20) Lemoxorat Ø lhu xatam al xoze xadas

The next day Ø / he (the president) signed a new contract.

lemoxorat ü xatam al xoze xadas

I cr = the presidentçBNTRE ]

a.e lemoxoral Ø xafam al xoze xadas

Candidate (20a) violates PeRseARcuMENT, while (20b) violates DRopCENTRE. Since the

two constraints are equally ranked, a single violation of each means that neither candidate

is preferred to the other. If the NP the president was not the discourse centre, then

DnopCEvrRe would not apply to (20b), and it would be considered the optimal candidate

with no constraint violations.

b.elemoxorat hu xatam al xoze xadas

DR0PCENTRE

The constraint ranking must also describe the behaviour of English. In this case, the lan-

guage-specific definition of topic used by DnopTopIc would only extend across conjoined

clauses. This requires an additional DRopTopIc constraint.

(21) DnopCoNJorNED
Realise the topic from previous conjoined clauses using the zero pronoun.

This constraint is identical to the other DRopToptc constraints previously constructed, ex-

cept the referential distance and permitted intervening material are more limited. In the hi-

erarchy from (2), the domain of this constraint is the "most continuous/least distant" point

A. The three DRopTopIc constraints that have been formulated correspond roughly to the

three points in that hierarchy. The most continuous elements are the most likely to be real-

ised as zero pronouns, resulting in the reformulation of (2) using the violable constraints of

(22).

PARSEARGUMENT

l4l

x



(22) DnopToprc: DRopCoNronqBo >> DRopCENTRE >> DnopRECENT

To permit free variation between overt and zero pronouns, DRoPCoNlonqgo and PeRsB

would have to be equally ranked in English. The poverty of verb agreement in English

means that PARSEARcUvBNT does not need to apply; any violations of it would simply par-

allel those of PansE. The following table illustrates the application of these constraints in

Enslish.

(23) a. Then he¡ (Charlie) picked up his books
b. and Øil hei went to school.

then cr picked up his books and cx, went to school

I cr = Charli"roprc ]

a. then Charlie picked up his books and he went to school

b. then he picked up his books and Charlie went to school

c.e then he picked up his books and he went to school

d.øthen he picked up his books andØ went to school

e. then Ø picked up his books and Ø went to school

142

The first three candidates, (23a-c), each produce a single violation of DnopCoNJoINED for

the presence of an overt topic in the conjoined clause. Realisation of the discourse topic in

the first conjoined clause, continued from the previous sentence, does not produce viola-

tions of DRopCoN¡oINED because it only considers topics continued from earlier conjoined

clauses. The remaining two candidates (23d) and (23e) produce one violation of PeRse for

each elided pronoun. Since (23e) has two such violations, it is ruled out. Of the remaining

candidates, (23c) and (23d) are optimal since they do not violate the xRExpn economy con-

straint unnecessarily.

DROP-

CoNJOINED
PARSE

>f
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The final problem which needs to be addressed is the discourse function of zero pronouns

in Chinese. The return pop marks the reinstatement of a long-distance, and therefore less

topical, referent. Tao ( 1 996) suggests that use of the zero pronoun reflects a relatively short

distance to the last mention of the referent according to the hierarchical anangement of the

discourse, even though the zero pronoun is temporally distant from the previous mention.

However, the zero pronoun alone is not adequate to inform the listener as to the identity of

the referent. There must also be discourse cues, where some paft of an earlier mention of

the referent is repeated. Tao includes several such examples of repetition in Chinese, in-

cluding repeated verbs and relative clauses. Thus, it is the combination of the zero pronoun

and the parallel construction that allows the listener to interpret the utterance as a return

pop. The absence from the pronoun of any cues, such as agreement, make this repetition

even more vital than in languages such as English. Since the zero pronoun refers to an an-

tecedent outside of the usual set of referents offered by DnotRecENT, another constraint

must be proposed to permit these parallel return pop constructions. The hypothetical

RgrunNPop constraint from the previous chapter would reinstate the referent as active, and

thus permit the speaker to use the most economical NP form available; in Chinese, the zero

pronoun.

The use of the DRopTopIc constraints to realise a NP as economically as possible means

that they would be classified in our pragmatic taxonomy as I-principle constraints. Higher-

level Q- and M-principle constraints could thus override the use of the zero pronouns where

discourse concerns warrant. Evidence from Italian supports this prediction.
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Qa) a. Questa mattina, Gianni ha visitato la mostra
This morning, John¡ visited the exhibition.

b. Ha parlato a Rosa per un po'
Ø¡ spoke to Rosa¡ for a while.

c. IRosa l??leil,rØ]hadettoaIGianni /??lu|/,i,Øl dellasuapitturafavorita.
I Rosa / ?? she ¡ "Ø )i told I John / ?? him ¡ *Ø )i about her favourite painting.

In (24c), the Q-principle constraint PaRaILELISM would disallow the use of overt pro-

nouns, even though they specify agreement, in favour of full NPs. It would also prevent the

use of the zero pronoun for either referent.

The DnopToPIC constraints represent a discourse process; they necessarily refer to ele-

ments beyond the sentence to which they apply. However, the other constraints they inter-

act with, PeRsp and PaRs¡ARcuvpNr, do not need to look beyond sentential structure.

Thus, while the DnopToPIC constraints apply to discourse, and could potentially be avail-

able in all languages, their relative ranking with syntactic constraints is a parameter that de-

scribes the behaviour of a particular language.

5.2. -['oprc 
AND Focus

While the relationship between sentence topic and discourse topic has already been ex-

plored in the previous chapter, and related through the model of centring theory, the closely

related concept of focus has largely been ignored. Just as the term "topic" has been applied

to many different phenomena, "focus" also suggests numerous meanings. É. rclss (1998)

distinguishes between two kinds of focus that will be explored in this section: identifica-

tional focus and informational focus. Identificational (or contrastive) focus limits the set of

possible referents for which a predicate may hold to those referents to which the predicate
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actually applies. The other type of foclrs, informational focus, conveys new information

and does not introduce the same restrictions as identificational focus. The latter type is the

one most commonly discussed in studies on information packaging (such as Vallduví

1992). É. Kiss uses the following example from Hungarian to illustrate the difference.

(25) a. Tegnapeste Marinak mutattam be Pétert
last night Mary-DATintroduced PERF Peter-ACC
It was to Mary that I introduced Peter last night.

b. Tegnapeste be mutattam Pétert Marinak
last night PERF introduced Peter-ACC Mary-DAT
Last night I introduced Peter to Mary.

The movement of Marinak into a focus position in (25a) implies thaf Mary is the identifi-

cational focus of the sentence. However, in (25b), Mary remains in situ; if she is a new par-

ticipant in the discourse, then she is assigned informational focus. These two sentences do

not only offer alternative discourse roles for Mary, they also present different asseftions.

The first sentence identifies Mory as the only person to whom the speaker introduced Peter

last night. Sentence (25b) requires that the speaker introduced Peter to Mary last night, but

does not exclude other introductions to Peter.

Since our primary concern remains NP realisation, it must be determined how these focus

operations affect the chosen form of NP. Informational focus need not be considered, since

it has already been discussed (although not by that name) in the previous chapter. Introduc-

tion of less active referents must be done through an identificational noun phrase. Both

EstaeLlsHRB¡BRBI.¡cn and AcUvITEREFERENI require that new information be presented

with such an NP. As mentioned earlier, these both possess the dual character of Q-principle
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and M-principle constraints; however, their primary intent is to provide the necessary in-

formation to the Iistener, and thus, are members of the Q-principle family.

This leaves us to consider identificational focus. The purpose of this type of focus is to ex-

press exhaustive identification. It is not necessary that the element being identified is new

to the discourse; this focus operation may present an already active referent. The following

Italian example illustrates a contrast between two available referents.

(26) a. Questa mattina, Gianni ha visitato la mostra
This morning, John¡ visited the exhibition.

b. Ha parlato a Rosa per un po'
Øi spoke to Rosa¡ for a while.

c. Era Gianni chi ha dovuto partire (non era Rosa)
It was John¡ who had to leave (it wasn't Rosa)

In (26c), the focus is expressed by a lefrdislocated NP, much the same way as identifica-

tional focus can be realised in English. Although the topic is continuous with the previous

sentence, DnopToptc constraints cannot apply to reduce Giannito azero pronoun. This ex-

ample shows therc are some restrictions on the NP form that can be expressed with identi-

ficational focus. We return once more to the markedness hierarchy from (l).

(27) NP Markedness Hierarchy
lexical NP > stressed/independent pronoun > unstressed/bound pronoun > zero pronoun

In order to express identificational focus, the NP must appear as one of the more marked

forms from (27). Consider also the same narrative in English.

(28) a. This morning, John; visited the exhibition.
b. Hei spoke to Rosa; for a while.
c. It was [ *him / ?HIM / John ]i who had to leave, not Rosa.
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The left-dislocated NP in (28c) can appear as either a lexical NP, or slightly less acceptably

as a stressed pronoun. An unstressed pronoun would be ungrammatical. The focussed NP

must be realised using a more marked NP form in English as well.

An Optimality Theory analysis of the syntactic focus operation has been proposed, using

the generalised alignment constraint ALIcNFocuS (Samek-Lodovici 1996, Costa l99l).

There is an alternate focus operation available in Italian that moves the focussed element

to the right of the VP. If this operation were applied in (26c) instead of the left-dislocation

operation, the result would be the following.

(29) Ha dovuto partire [ *lui / ?LUI / Gianni ]
It was [ *him / ?HIM / John ] who had to leave

In sentence (29),the NP must be overt, since a zero pronoun would give no indication that

the focussing operation had been performed. A stressed pronoun such as LUI (he) may also

be possible in this position; an unstressed pronoun would be infelicitous. The alignment

constraint that would permit (29) is given in (30).

(30) Ar-rcNFocus(XP, Left, VP, Righr)
Align the left edge of the identificational focussed constituent XP with the
right edge of VP.

As all of the examples that have been seen thus far have shown, the referent that receives

identificational focus can be the continuous discourse topic. It is still realised usins a

marked NP form. The discourse constraints that have been developed give no reason as to

why. The identity of the referent is not in question; there is no Q-principle motivation for

requiring a marked NP. The syntactic structure that results from the identificational focus
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operation is marked - it only appears when the speaker needs to utilise a particular dis-

collrse process. Thus, we may predict that the operation that generates this result at the dis-

course level is also marked, making it a member of the M-principle family.

(31) MenrFocus
Use a marked NP to realise an NP receivins identificational focus.

The definition of "markedness" for NPs used in (3 1) is established in the hierarchy tn (27).

Once again, this constraint is likely divisible into a family of more elementary constraints,

one for each level in the hierarchy. This separation would explain the different grammati-

cality judgements between focussed NPs realised as lexical NPs, stressed pronouns, and

unstressed pronouns. However, this possibility will not be explored any further here; in-

stead, "marked" will be taken to mean more marked than economy constraints would usu-

ally warrant. In particular, when the focus operation is applied, lexical NPs and stressed

pronouns would not violate this constraint, but an unstressed or zero pronoun would.

The M-principle constraint in (3 1) requires that an NP used in a marked focus construction

must itself be marked. The definition of "marked" in this case means a full NP or (slightly

more questionably) a stressed pronoun in English and ltalian.l As an M-principle con-

straint, MenrFocus will outrank the I-principle economy constraints, allowing focussed

NPs to be realised usins less economical NP forms.

l. The definition of markedness may vary cross-linguistically. I am not aware of any languages that
would require the focussed NP be a full NP, and strictly exclude stressed pronouns, but such lan-
guages may exist. At the other extreme, languages rich in verb agreement morphology, like those
in the Algonquian family, may utilise unstressed pronouns as a form of focus marking. Division
of MARKFocus into more elementary constraints would help account for these cross-linguistic
differences.
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Unlike the interaction between syntactic and discourse constraints seen in the previous sec-

tion, MeRrFocus and AllcttFocus apply in parallel. There is no need to rank them rela-

tively; since the complete NP constituent would be aligned by At-IcNFocus, the domain

over which each applies is identical. The following table shows the derivation of (29).

(32) Ha dovuto partire Gianni
It was John who had to leave.

a had to leave

I cx = Johnrocus,ce*rne ]

a. Ø ha dovuto paftire

b. ha dovuto partire Ø

c. lui ha dovuto partire

d. ha dovuto partire lui

e. Gianni ha dovuto partire

f.e ha dovuto partire Gianni

At-IcNFocuS and MenxFocuS rule out candidates that lack the aligned focussed constitu-

ent, or an appropriately marked NP form, or both. Only the candidate that possesses both

of these requirements, (32f), is considered a valid output. Since Gianni is the current dis-

course centre, the DnopCENTRE constraint also applies; however, as an I-principle con-

straint, it is outranked by ManrFocuS, and does not affect the output.

ALIGNFOCUS

*l

MARKFocUS

t:. !

'Y

DRopCeurRs

ri. I

>k!

Because ManrFocuS is a member of the M-principle family, it is outranked by Q-principle

constraints. There is a possibility that a Q-principle constraint may override the candidate

selected by ManxFocus. Consider the following sentence in isolation, or as a segment of

a discourse where Rosa has not been made active.

)i<

¡,!

*RExpR

>i.

t. :k

>i<



(33) Gianni non ha presentato a nessuno [ ':'LEI / Rosa ]
It is [ ¿'HER / Rosa ] that John did not introduce to anybody

Uttering sentence (33) with the stressed feminine pronoun LEIis not strictly ungrammati-

cal, but it does not make sense if the referent of the pronoun has not been introduced.

ManrFocuS would permit (33), since the focussed noun phrase is properly marked. How-

ever, a higher-ranked Q-principle constraint such as EstegLISHREFERENce would not per-

mit the use of a pronoun unless the referent had been made active.

(34) Gianni non ha presentato a nessuno [ *LEI / Rosa ]
It is [ ';HER / Rosa ] that John did not introduce to anybody

Gianni non ha presentato a nessuno o(

I cx = RosapoCUS ]

a. Gianni non ha presentato a nessuno lei

b. Gianni non ha presentato a nessuno LEI

c.eGianni non ha presentato a nessuno Rosa

Only the three candidates that contain an overt and aligned NP have been shown in (34).

Since the referent Rosa has not been activated earlier in the discourse, any attempt to intro-

duce her with a pronoun would violate EsrReI-IsHRgpBReNce. The successful candidate

sati sfies both ESTaSLTSHREFERENcB and ManrFocus.
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The ManxFocus constraint discussed in this section provides an example of an M-princi-

ple constraint that interacts with both pragmatic constraints of the Q- and l-principle fami-

lies as well as syntactic constraints. It also provides further evidence for the ranking Q >>

M >> I that was proposed in the previous chapter.

ESTABLISH-

REFERENCE

,i!

ALIGN-
FOCUS

*, 1

Menx-
FoCUS

tr



5.3. Suvn¡nnv

Two constraints that represent discourse processes, DRopToptc and MenrFocus, have

been developed in this chapter. Because both processes are closely related to syntactic op-

erations, they interact with other constraints at the syntactic level. Each illustrates a differ-

ent style of interaction. The constraints that make up the DnopToptc family conflict with

syntactic constraints, and their relative rankings produce cross-linguistic variation.

MARKFocus instead works in parallel with a syntactic constraint; both apply in tandem to

produce a grammatical output.

Since these two constraints apply at a discourse level, they are both members of the prag-

matically-motivated hierarchy of constraints developed in the previous chapter. The two

exist at different levels in that hierarchy. As a result, they each interact in different ways

with other pragmatic constraints, as well as with each other.
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The Optimality Theory-based analysis of noun phrase forms developed in this thesis has

been motivated largely by a desire to explore the relationship between different linguistic

processes. Much of the existing research of these processes has examined a particular do-

main of linguistic study. Using Optimality Theory as a unifying framework, I have attempt-

ed to bring together the results from these various domains by producing a set of interacting

constraints that account for the selection of NP forms. 'Where appropriate, I have integrated

these with existing work in Optimality Theory, primarily as it has been applied to the study

of syntax.

Chaþter 6" Gonclusisns

Initially, two objectives were established as the purpose of this thesis. The first was the con-

struction of an analysis of communicative factors that detemine the selection of noun

phrases in discourse. Rather than an exhaustive study, the goal was to construct a founda-

tion upon which a more comprehensive analysis could be built. The second objective was

an exploration of the relationship between syntactic and pragmatic considerations, and how

they interact in this analysis.
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6.1 . Tur AruRlysls

The starting point for this analysis is a model of syntactic restrictions on noun phrase forms.

These restrictions are built from ideas and evidence taken from existing syntactic theories,

particularly binding theory and lexical-functional grammar. However, they are not simply

a translation of these theories into a constraint-based notation. It was shown that such a

translation would not account for a substantial amount of observed data. Instead. the svn-

tactic restrictions are built from two competing elements. The hierarchy of economy con-

straints applies the principle of economy to the choice of NP forms at the syntactic level.

But the most referentially economical form of NP expression, the reflexive, is also syntac-

tically the most restricted. Unless motivated by other considerations, such as the need to

express a reflexive predicate, the most economical forms may not be considered optimal.

Thus, the economy constraints must interact with another set of constraints that will select

a less economical form where warranted by syntax.

I )-r

While syntactic considerations do influence the forms that NPs are permitted to take, there

is no need to confine the description of these restrictions to the notations imposed by a par-

ticular syntactic theory. The phrase structures described by these theories are intended to

reflect natural configurations of elements in language. These configurations can be de-

scribed in terms of argument structure and surface realisation instead, where there is no

need to distinguish between multiple levels of representation. Constraints that appeal to ar-

gument structure do not need to specify a particular phrase structure configuration, and they

can also account for a wider range of data than an analysis based solely on syntactic struc-

ture.
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The constraints that apply at sentence level can also be applied, to some extent, at discourse

level. In particular, the same economy constraints that form the basis of the analysis also

affect the choice of NP forms in discourse. Less economical forms are used when required

by discourse needs, although they are still limited by restrictions at the sentence level. The

model built at discourse level is motivated by observations made in several fields of lin-

guistics, including functional linguistics, pragmatics, and psycholinguistics. Each of these

elements contributes in some way to the analysis. Cognitive psychology offers evidence of

activation states in the speaker's knowledge, permitting a more concrete description of the

inputs than would be provided by relying solely on a vague notion of topic. The primacy of

a single referent, defined as the discourse centre, offers continuity through discourse. Other

referents are less active, and must be realised with less economical noun phrases. At the

same time, discourse requirements, such as the need to perform operations like the return

pop, can also influence the choice of NP realisation. Pragmatic principles offer a means of

relating these factors with each other, providing a comprehensive ranking of communica-

tive obligations: the need to establish the identity of a referent outweighs the need to convey

a marked message, which in turn is more important than economy. These principles can be

used to govern the types and ranking of constraints that apply to discourse.

These pragmatic principles have a wider range of application than the choice between the

noun phrase forms that were discussed at the beginning of the thesis. Reduced realisation

of NPs, through the use of zero or bound pronouns, is also determined in part by discourse

factors. These factors can in turn be classified according to the pragmatic requirements they

satisfy; the economy provided by a reduced NP can be outranked by more important prag-
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matic factors, such as the need to establish identification with a particular rcferent. Similar-

ly, the identificational focus operation can be expressed in part with a constraint that

describes the realisation of the focussed element. It occupies a position in the pragmatic hi-

erarchy where it can override economy concerns, but is still not completely inviolable.

This analysis does not provide a complete description of the selection of NP forms in dis-

course. However, the pragmatic principles offer a guide for the development of additional

constraints that can be used to build a more comprehensive analysis. The constraints that

have been discussed in this thesis provide an example of how these principles apply, and

also account for some of the most common observed discourse patterns.

6.2. CorusrRArNT | rurgnncloN

Constraint violability is an essential ingredient of the analysis constructed in this thesis. It

is the means by which specific constraints in the pragmatic hierarchy interact with each oth-

er, giving precedence to the higher-ranked pragmatic principles. It is also necessary for the

interface between constraints that apply to syntax and those that affect discourse.

The first set of constraints developed here, the economy constraints, operate as the founda-

tion for the analysis of noun phrases at both sentence and discourse levels. By phrasing

them so that they apply to all noun phrases of a particular type, and not just bound noun

phrases, they offer greater utility and also suggest a relationship between syntactic and dis-

course concerns. Since they are placed at the lowest level of the pragmatic hierarchy, they

are outranked as necessary by communicative factors. These constraints are primarily con-
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cerned with the notion of "economy of expression". The economy constraints at this l-prin-

ciple level also include the DnopToptc family, developed later, which incorporates

phonological economy along with reduced informativeness.

There is a degree of markedness in the expressions permitted by constraints at both the Q-

principle and I-principle levels. If there was no communicative intent for selection of a par-

ticular noun phrase form in a given set of circumstances, the selection of NP forms would

be unrestricted. This intent could be described as markedness. However, the M-principle

family of constraints account for noun phrases selected primarily to convey a marked mes-

sage. These marked messages outrank economy concerns, but they may in turn be overrid-

den by Q-principle informativeness requirements. The use of epithets, for example, is

permissible when the speaker assumes the listener will be able to identify a referent for the

epithet. Similarly, identificational focus may be marked with a stressed independent noun

phrase in some languages, as long as there is an appropriate antecedent; otherwise, a lexical

noun phrase would be preferred.

The Q-principle level includes discourse constraints that enforce informativeness when

they apply, by requiring a more informative noun phrase than might otherwise be expected.

When there is no concern on the part of the speaker about the listener's ability to identify

the referent, due to continuous mention in discourse, the constraints do not apply. A sug-

gestion has also been made that some constraints at the sentence level, such as

ANREFLE)ilvEONLv, may in fact belong in this category.
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The extensive use of hierarchies throughout this study to describe the preferences for cer-

tain forms of noun phrases over others in particular situations extends across the syntactic

and discourse constraints. The referentiality hierarchy used extensively to describe NP

forms chosen at the sentence level also motivates the Q-principle choice of more informa-

tive NPs. Full lexical NPs, the most referential in that hierarchy, are also the most inform-

ative according to Q-principle constraints; epithets are lower in the hierarchy, while

pronouns and reflexives are the least informative. While the constraints that refer to this hi-

erarchy are different for sentences and discourse, they share similar motivations.

The interaction between the discourse constraints developed here and syntactic constraints

from other research into Optimality Theory syntax has also been studied explicitly in two

cases. Observations from studies of topic and focus show that either of the two possibilities

of constraint interaction may occur. Relative ranking between constraints across these do-

mains may help account for cross-linguistic variation, as with the DnopTopIC and Pnnsp

constraints. In the other example, MRRr<Focus applies in parallel with AltcNFocuS to de-

scribe both the syntactic structure and realisation of focussed NPs.

6.3. Furune DlnrcloNs

There are a number of issues that have been left unresolved at the end of this studv. The

pragmatically-motivated families of discourse constraints provide a model for more specif-

ic constraints. A number of these specific constraints have been developed, but there are

many other discourse phenomena that could be catalogued. Analysis of a suitably large cor-

pus might provide some evidence of these phenomena.
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Although data from many different languages has been considered, the primary language

studied in this work is English. Much of the work in discourse analysis and psycholinguis-

tics that I have been exposed to, published in English, has been written primarily about

English. Some phenomena that do not occur in English, such as long-distance reflexives,

have thtts been ignored in the discussions on discourse. Ideally, the corpus-based analysis

should include data in several languages.

The examination of noun phrase forms at the sentence level has been inspired by work in

syntactic theory, most notably binding theory. Binding theory, however, explores a much

wider range of linguistic phenomena than I have considered. It would be useful, although

no more than a digression to this thesis, to explore how the sentence-level constraints de-

veloped here could be integrated with these other elements of binding theory.

Aside from binding theory, there are other concerns from the domain of syntax that could

be examined here. The relationship between constraints at the discourse level and syntactic

phenomena has been discussed only enough to satisfy the objective of using Optimality

Theory as a tool to describe their interaction. The resulting model illustrates the relationship

between syntactic and pragmatic motivations in a particular subset of the grammar. It also

provides the necessary foundation for a more complete analysis that could incorporate ele-

ments from diverse fields of study across both language and cognition.
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(1) Bindingtheoryconstraints .......21
a. BouNoANApHoR

An anaphor must be bound in its governing category.
b. Fn¡EPnoNoMINAL

A plonominal must be free in its governing category.
c. FngpREXPRESSIoN

A fully referential expression must be free

(2) 'rRExpR>> +PRoNouN>> xR¡r'LsxvE.... ....23
a. 'FRExpR

Avoid R-expressions.
b. t'PRoNouN

Avoid pronouns.
c. *RgpLextvg

Avoid reflexives

(3) ì'REFLEXTvECLASH .....32
Prohibit clash of the [+¿¡1 feature between coindexed arguments in a predicate.

(4) ANREFLEXTvEONLv .......32
Prohibit reflexive marking (i.e. the [+an] feature) in a predicate that is not
reflexive.

: List of

r5'\ BnqoDgpBNDENT , . .3]
A f-ind refl NP is bound (f-commanded) by a coindexed [+ind ref].

*RDovrnerED.. ...41
Prohibit an NP that is dominated by a co-indexed NP from being rcalised as

[+R].

*pRDoti,lNerpoNPneDICATE . . .42
Prohibit an NP that is dominated by its antecedent NP within a predicate
from being realised as [+pr].

(6)

(1)
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(8) RspeRsNrreLDoN¿nrA,NCE.. ......44
An NP must outrank (in the following hierarchy) all coindexed Nps it
dominates:

reflexives < pronoltns < epithets < true R-expressions

(9) ANapHonO
An anaphor must be lower in the following hierarchy than its antecedent:

agent > source, location, goal > theme

(l0)AncuuENrsupERroRrry ......6g
A direct NP must not be outranked (according to the following hierarchy)
by coindexed indirect (oblique) NPs in the same predicate:

reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

(11)RolnCoMMAND. .....69
An NP higher in { agent > source, location, goal > theme } must not be
outranked (according to the following hierarchy) by coindexed lower NPs
in the same predicate:

reflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

(12) NESTpDPREDTcATE

An NP must not be outranked (according to the following hierarchy) by
coindexed NPs it f-commands; that is, NPs within more deeply embedded
predicates:

rcflexives < pronouns < epithets < true R-expressions

(13)NoLErrPRoNouN: ........jj
A pronoun cannot precede its antecedent.

(14) For-l-ow

(15) DOAP (Don't Overlook Anaphoric Possibilities). . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Opporlunities to anaphorise text must be seized.

(16)Pnn{crPLEB .......91
If two arguments of the same semantic relation are not marked as being
identical, inte¡pret them as being distinct.

A non-referential NP cannot precede its antecedent.

( I 7) ESTaSLTSHREFERENCE.

The first mention of a referent within a discourse structural unit is an
identificational NP.
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(18)Levinson's Principles of Informativeness. ......102
a. Q-PRmcnr-r

Do not say less than is required.
b. M-PruNCIPLE

Do not use a marked expression without reason.
c. I-PRntcPI-E

Say as little as possible.
d. Ranking:

Q-Pnmcreln >> M-PRTNCTeLE >> I-PRnqcpLe

(19)Mex ... 106
Elements in the input must appear in the output.

(20)DtscoNrrNurrY ..... 109
Realise a discontinuous referent with an identificational NP.

(21)PenelLELrsM. .....120
Realise as [+R] an NP which is (structurally or thematically) parallel to an
NP in the previous clause and does not have the same referential value.

(22)Acrw¿reRs¡'pRBNr... ..122
Realise a semi-active referent with an identificational NP.

(23)REruRNPop.. .. ...124
Continue or repeat a previous utterance to return to a semi-active state
(event, episode, pattern) in the discourse.

(24)DnoeToPrc . . .. ... 131

Do not realise arguments which have topic antecedents.

(25)Pensn .... .136
Structurally realise input items into phrase structure.

(26)Suuecr... ......136
The highest A-specifier of a clause must be structurally realised.

(27)DROPRECENT .....13i
Realise recently-mentioned referents using the zero pronoun.

(28)DnopCENrRE .....137
Realise the discourse centre using the zero pronoun.

(29)PensnARGUMENr ...138
Realise each argument in the output.
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(3O)DnopCoNJorNED ..141
Realise the topic from previous conjoined clauses using the zero pronoun.

(31)ALIcNFocus(XP,Left, VP, Right) .....l4i
Align the left edge of the identificational focussed constituent XP with the
right edge of VP.

(32)MnnxFocus. ....148
Use a marked NP to realise an NP receivins identificational focus.



A'specifTer - in Government & Binding theory, a specifier position that may host an ante-
cedent; see Samek-Lodovici (1996).

anaphor - a word refeming to or replacing a word used earlier in a sentence; includes, but
is not limited to, reflexives.

c-command - a relationship between two nodes in a hierarchical structure where neither
dominates the other, but every node that dominates one also dominates the othe¡.

Eval - the component of Optimality Theory that evaluates candidates and selects the opti-
mal one(s).

f-command - in Lexical-Functional Grammar, a relationship between elements in embed-
ded functional structures where neither contains the other. but everv structure that con-
tains one contains the other.

GB - Government & Binding theory; see Chomsky (1981).

Gen - the component of Optimality Theory that produces candidates for competition.

identifTcational focus - also known as contrastive focus; limits the set of possible referents
for which a predicate may hold to those referents to which the predicate actually ap-
plies.

informational focus - a focus operation that introduces new information.

LFG - lexical-functional grammar; see Bresnan (1982).

logophor - a reflexive that violates the standard requirement of a locally-available ante-
cedent; e.g. The queen invited both Max and myself to diruter.

NP - abbreviation for noun phrase.

OT - abbreviation for Optimality Theory.

R-expression - abbreviation for referring expression; a lexical noun phrase.
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S-structure - in Government & Binding theory, the suface structure of a sentence; the out-
put of the syntactic module of the grammar that is given a phonological representation.

theta role (Êrole) - thematic role; describes the semantic relationship between an argu-

ment and its predicate.




